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I was inspired at last year’s Inaugural Address listening to Professor Thom Smyth, Director of KCC Culinary Arts, speak about
Eating Animals with much genuineness and poignancy. I had seen Thom, a few weeks earlier, in that well-walked, cross-wise pathway from
the “M” building to “V.” Heading in opposite directions, we bumped into each other and, forthwith, he gave me “the look” – the look I didn’t
know would become the trademark experience for me in our year on Eating Animals. The look that says: “I’ve had to give up my favorite:
sushi!” (Dr. Rachelle Goldsmith) “I don’t know what I can eat now!” (Professor Aparajita De) “I’ve gone vegan!” (Professor Liza Bruna) On
Culinary
two classes—and the looks continued, now from students too.
Eating Animals, by Jonathan Safran Foer, was indeed hard on us. And yet, I feel, that was kinda the point. This journal,
documenting and representing our common reading program, is called Paideia. As I said in the inaugural issue, it is a Greek word that
means deep learning, or the development of wisdom, or, more familiarly perhaps, genuine “critical” thinking. The primary reason Foer’s
excellent book produced “the look”—in class, out of class, at events, in hallways, pathways and even restrooms—was because it did exactly
that: it forced us to think, long and hard, about something we consider a given most of the time: food. About where our food comes from.
And what’s (really) in it. About the ethics of contemporary farming and the question of access to good, real, “whole” foods.
The most inspiring moment for me, in Chef Smyth’s Inaugural Talk, came near the end. It was his use of a quote from last year’s
book—The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks, by Rebecca Skloot—to convey the thesis of this year’s. The words of Elie Wiesel were quoted
and also edited. Now, where Wiesel refers to “persons,” Thom asked us to also use the word “animals”: “We must not see any person [animal]
as an abstraction… we must see in every person [animal] a universe.” When Wiesel said those words, he was referring to the mass murder
of human beings, mostly Jewish human beings, during the Nazi Holocaust, human beings abandoned by all things right and good, forced
Lacks, another human being—an African-American human being—abandoned by the rights her citizenship had ostensibly guaranteed her,

“Smoke”

Now, as these words are re-applied in our work on Eating Animals, they come to hold a new, if allied, meaning, a connection
unambiguously implied by Foer and captured in the superb cover illustration for this year’s journal, by Joseph Velazquez. Foer begins his
narrative at the intersection of power, politics and (not just food, but) starvation through the story of his grandmother, a Holocaust survivor
chapters—a book called Eating Animals—is captured in the incident in which she refuses to eat pork despite the fact that she was literally
starving to death. Foer inquires as to why she did not eat the meat gifted her by a sympathetic farmer, and this remarkable woman replies:
“If nothing matters, there’s nothing to save” (17). Her words, too, carry a new meaning as Foer uses them to speak to and of the animal
disregarded.
engaged in, the issues we debated, the questions we asked, the critical thinking we entertained, the paideia we reached and demonstrated.
This year, the common reading program was exponentially enhanced through sustained, meaningful collaborations with our Culinary
Arts Program, our Urban Farm, our Women’s Center, our Honors House, and all of the departments and programs we come together with
through course adoptions and through our annual conference. This year, Kingsborough students produced volumes of scholarship, in a
variety of genres and through coursework in nineteen disciplines. Collected in Volume II of the KCC Reads journal Paideia is a facsimile
of the wonderfully productive year we completed on Eating Animals. Much of the content is devoted to our annual student conference,
which took place May 5th and 6th 2014, featuring a plenary session with Brooklyn Restaurateur Andrew Tarlow, a Keynote Address by
author Jonathan Safran Foer, and nineteen student sessions involving upwards of 225 students—as presenters, performers and roundtable
discussants, exhibitors and artists, writers, thinkers and up-and-coming chefs. Also archived here are moments from across the year when
we came together, in dialogue, critical inquiry and debate, to unpack and understand Eating Animals cooperatively.
I hope you appreciate and enjoy the judicious, articulate, and rigorous work collected here, all evidence of the growth and
achievement of paideia in so many remarkable Kingsborough Community College students!
With best wishes for the coming academic year,

Dr. Maureen E. Fadem
Assistant Professor of English and Coordinator of KCC Reads
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F OOD
T ALK

a campus dialogue
on all things food

The Year in KCC Reads 2013-2014
EATING ANIMALS BY JONATHAN SAFRAN FOER
AUGUST 2013 – JUNE 2014

Are you interested in…
the food movement and local sourcing?
food justice and food insecurity?
climate change and the health of the planet?
bio-diversity and animal rights?
whether to eat meat, to “go” vegan or vegetarian or even be a flexitarian?

Have you wondered…
where the food in your local supermarket or bodega comes from?
how nutritious that food is, if it’s really “food” or safe to eat?
why there are urban farms and gardens popping up all over NYC and Brooklyn and why
this is important?

If so…
pick up a copy of the KCC Reads book:
Eating Animals and read it over the summer
Attend a workshop at Freshman Orientation
Thurs., August 29th from 1:15 – 2:45 pm.
Get involved with the common reading program
at Kingsborough this Fall:

www.kbcc.cuny.edu/kccreads

For now, get started by bringing this flyer to
the Associate Provost’s Office: Room M-386
and picking up your (FREE) copy of Eating Animals…

Interested in getting involved in the common reading program?
write to us at: kccreads@kbcc.cuny.edu and let us know!

braised pork belly this side of Brooklyn?
I teach my cooks to maximize the use of everything we bring
into the kitchen. That instruction has always been cost and budget
driven. For myself, this book made me take a really hard look at the
food related assumptions I make. Assumptions about organic, free
range, $1.99 chicken breasts, boneless, skinless.

KCC Reads Inaugural Lecture,
2013 – 2014 Academic Year

We are Omnivores, we enjoy a diet which is varied
We have access to cheap abundant food
We are a clinically obese society
Our food production supply chains are drug and chemical
(oil) dependent
The world’s population is projected to grow from 6.1 billion
in 2000 to 8.9 billion in 2050, increasing therefore by 47
per cent. (UN Bulletin Department of Economic and Social

I would like to thank the KCC committee for the opportunity
Eating Animals
which has been selected to be the KCC reads book for the coming
school year.
It is truly a privilege to comment on the work of this incredibly
thoughtful and spirited author Jonathan Safran Foer. None of this
would be at all possible if not for the dedicated work of the KCC
Reads Committee and the tireless leadership of my colleague and
committee chair Maureen Fadem. Thank you Dr. Fadem.
Reading Eating Animals, rocked my core. Of course I not only
eat meat, but I have trained 100- 150 student cooks per year for
nearly twenty years over the life of my academic career. Not to
mention, 15 years cooking as an executive chef. Pretty much, you
name an animal, I’ve cooked or eaten it.

Elie Wiesel, The Nazi Doctors and the Nuremburg Code, is
quoted in the opening pages of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks
and I would like to share that quote. I would however take one
exception to the menu if you will, chef’s privilege. Instead of the
word person I will use animal:
“We must not see any person (animal) as an abstraction.
Instead, we must see in every person (animal) a universe with
its own secrets, with its own treasures, with its own sources of
anguish, and with some measure of triumph.”

We are social beings (a.k.a, a society)
Eating is a social event
Social gatherings tend to highlight food and community
eventually creating history, which ties food rather closely
into the fabric of our lives, past, present and future.
As I have considered the aforementioned points in my own life, I
am moved to consider baby steps as the most reasoned approach to
Eating Animals.
CHOOSE DIFFERENTLY: small changes, big outcomes
EDUCATE: stay informed, knowledge is power
SPEAK OUT: learn your story then tell it
Organic, grass fed, free range, hormone and antibiotic free:
industry monikers for a new road map to better eating.
Understanding that homegrown images from children’s books
where happy chickens dance and braided girls milk laughing cows
are the opiate of agribusiness. Big business has demonstrated its

the punch, quite the shock – aftershock: to think about my own food
story.
Mine goes like this: Boy meets casserole – tuna rice casserole;
boy meets soup --split pea, ham bone and hot dogs;
boy meets sandwich – Boars Head brand baloney – deli sliced by
Tom the butcher, nice and thin, add smear of Gulden’s -- Spicy
Brown -- wedge of iceberg, on a nice Jewish Rye; boy crosses street
– Mrs. Savoca’s Italian Lasagna; boy learns to drive, learns Italian
-- Ma Urso’s turkey meatballs; boy adds some drama -- no guts

housing, textiles, utilities, why not farming?
Realize that in each of the failed bubbles mentioned the only
time real change seems to occur is when there is a groundswell
of response from the consumer. This I believe to be the key to

chicken; add fair measure of innocence and, alas, ignorance, and all
is yum and bliss and French, i.e. Jack and Mary’s Rue Vert Bois Ami
Louis and foie gras
Fast forward: boy learns to dip pomme frites with Yves St Laurent
and take tea at the Ritz; breakfast at Sitges; brunch on King’s Day
at Lanesborough; boy takes Manhattan -- Mr. Scorsese’s mom’s

So from the cook’s perspective, what about all the verbiage?
Does it cook or taste better? Is it better for my customers? Is it safe
by my customer. Much like a physician, I am bound to do no harm.
Perhaps more directly in that for my business to be successful, I
need healthy repeat customers. The alternative is not sustainable.
Prior to reading and considering Eating Animals, I was not
unlike many consumers in that I gave lip service to animal rights
activists, whole food crazies and health food nuts. Guilty as charged.
I was a poster child for ConAgra. Yet at the same time, I have always
prized that Jersey Tomato or corn. Long Island Potato and wild

takes holiday with Corned Beef at cousins with Nanny’s slathered
soda bread. Voila – denouement to that “no place like home
“cooking and “happily ever after” mints – Aunt Shirley’s buttermilk
pancakes.
takes time, takes action.
The subtext here is that, being human, the more closely we
attend to our experience (story) we have the incredible ability
to change. I believe we each have a story that frames our food
experience and as I speak with you today, you will have an idea of
what food tale frames my own experience of eating animals among
lots of other things. Too, we have our own story that frames our food
experiences, creates our preferences.

As for myself, and I expect for the college community at
large, after reading Eating Animals, this year will be a year of very
intense discussion, challenging the status quo and a real test of our
courage to thoughtfully engage with each other and with the larger
community around us.
In closing, I propose to you that we are continuing our lessons
learned, shared and taught from last year’s selection, The Immortal
Life of Henrietta Lacks by Rebecca Skloot. In her story, we were

to bring a pet chicken along for this lecture when I was informed
that Campus security would not look favorably on roaming poultry.
My back up was to dress up my dachshund pup “Paintball” for his
cameo appearance dressed as a chicken, or bunny.

our fellow human beings. I know her story shifted my thinking, my
assumptions, and possibly my world.
The HeLa story was for some a beginning and for others an

doting chef who bought the DVD of Babe but still cooks up the best

and respect for all human beings and to see clearly that our
8
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and that’s considered to be “normal.” In other countries they don’t
eat cows or pigs. So, which animals we eat and which ones we pet
are really pretty arbitrary sanctions. We grow up in this country

KCC Reads Fall Address, 2013 – 2014

of years people have said: “No, we do not have to eat animals.”
Pythagoras, the man who came up with the Pythagoras Theorem,
was a vegan, Leonardo Di Vinci spoke about how killing animals

Thank you all for being here.
It’s very good to hear that you’re reading the book Eating
Animals this year. I think that the book has done an awful lot to
get people thinking about the fact that we grow up in this country
eating animals. It’s not something that we think about very much.
I grew up eating animals. My parents were doing it, my brothers
and sisters were doing it, everybody around me was doing it. So
I started doing it without really making a conscious choice that I
wanted to eat animals. When I started thinking about these issues,
I decided back in 1985 that it didn’t feel so good to be eating other
animals, so I went vegan and I have been vegan ever since. Plan to
be vegan for the rest of my life, and it’s one of the best decisions I’ve
ever made. You get all the nutrients you need from plant foods, not
animal foods. I am going to talk a little about what we do in Farm
Sanctuary, and also leave time for a Q & A because these issues can
be somewhat emotional.
As a vegan, when I say “I don’t eat animals,” oftentimes people
feel that vegans are judgmental. Although for me, I don’t eat
animals, I understand that each of us has to make our own choices. I
would only suggest and encourage that when we make these choices
we do so in a mindful way, that we make choices that are aligned
with our own values and aligned with our own interests. Too often
when the issue of factory farming and eating animals comes up,
people say: “No!, don’t tell me, I don’t want to know,” because it is
upsetting. Which means that people are living in a way that is not
aligned with their own values and, I don’t think that that is healthy
for individuals or for our planet. It’s important to make choices that
are aligned with our own interests, to eat food that is good for us,
not food that makes us sick. But if you look at our country, we are
eating in a way that is killing us, and it is really tragic, not only for
animals, but for ourselves too. How we eat has a profound impact
on our well-being as well as the well- being of other animals and of
the entire planet. It is a decision we don’t think about too much, it
just becomes a question of how do we adapt. I would just encourage
everyone to be open-minded. To think about what food choices
make sense, what feels good, what is healthier, and what is more
sustainable, ecologically.
At Farm Sanctuary, we operate shelters for “rested” farm
animals, the animals are our friends, not our food. They need to
enjoy life and they get to enjoy positive relationships with humans
and other animals. Cows get to go out and graze, pigs get to go out
and play in the soil. You see them with their nose in the dirt, pigs are

More recently people like Bill Clinton, who recently developed a
more plant based diet primarily for health reasons, these are not
new ideas.
We grow up with myths that enable and encourage certain
habits and one of those myths is that we need to eat meat for
protein. Another of those myths is that we need to drink cow’s milk
to get calcium, so that we don’t get osteoporosis. Well, if that were
the case, in this country, we drink a lot of cow’s milk, but we also
get a lot of osteoporosis. So, drinking cow’s milk is obviously not
preventing that problem. We also have some of the top athletes that
eat all plant based foods. For example: Arian Foster, who’s a running
back for the Houston Texans in the NFL, one of the best running
backs from the NFL, is a vegan. There are examples of people who
get all the protein they need, all the nutrients they need, on a
plant-based diet. Plus, as I said I have been vegan since 1985, and
Ironman Triathlon, just to demonstrate that as a vegan, you can do
this; I have also done several marathons.
Vegans get everything they need nutritionally and for people
who are interested in the health issues around this, I would
recommend a book called The China Study by Collin Campbell. The
book shows the healthcare expenditures in the United States versus
other countries. In the United States they are higher than other
countries and they are continuing to increase, a big part of that is
about the way we eat. We are eating food that makes us sick. The
top two killers in this country are heart disease and cancer, the risks
of both can be severely lessened by shifting to a whole foods, plantbased diet.
This is from an article entitled Re-thinking the Meat Guzzler
that was in The New York Times a few years ago, and in it the author
compares the amount of fossil fuels needed for a vegetarian meal
versus a meat meal -- sixteen times more fossil fuels for the meat
meal. This is a whole other cost that we don’t really think about
when think about food. If we step back and think about it, growing
than growing corn and soybeans and harvesting them to feed them
to animals, raising the animals, and then killing the animals. We
could feed about ten times more people if we ate plant foods instead
of taking plant foods and feeding them to animals, who don’t
convert them directly pound for pound, and then ground them into
meat. It is 1/6 or 1/10 or 1/50 in some cases; it totally depends on the

they are very frightened because they have only been treated badly
when they interact with people. As time passes, they come to realize
that they are in a safe place, and they come to trust us, they begin
to play and enjoy life, and they start showing friendship and love.
We use to have a turkey by the name “Lydia, the Hugging Turkey”
because when you go down into the barn and kneel down, she would
crane her neck around your neck and give you a hug. (I had been

more sense if we wanted to feed a lot of people, to grow crops, eat
them directly instead of growing crops and feeding them to animals
All these concepts have been getting worse and worse over the
years by this “get big or get out” mantra the USDA and agribusiness
have. The big farms have pushed out the small farms. Family farms
are fewer and fewer. And these industrial operations have taken over
and they produce food in these massive operations. The food isn’t
very healthy for other reasons too. It is being contaminated, there
could be e-coli and other pathogens on it. When it comes to animals
raised for food, more than half of the antibiotics used in the United
States, are being fed to animals being raised for food, which results
in them developing an antibiotic resistant bacteria, and that’s a
whole other problem.
When Farm Sanctuary stated in the mid-eighties, I spent a lot of
time going into farms to document conditions. What was apparent

movie on the book, Eating Animals. I was going to these places and
breathing in horrible air and not getting very good sleep so that is
why my throat is so sore, please excuse the hoarseness from time to
time.)
As I was saying, I am a vegan now, but I grew up eating animals
-- despite the existence of my cat Tiger, who I really loved. A lot of
us grow up with cats and dogs and we begin to know them and we
never think about eating them, but we do eat other animals. It’s
interesting to note that in some countries, they eat cats and dogs
10

animals, giving certain rights to animals that were too sick to walk,
I traveled around the country (picture of slaughter house in CA).
I went to a stockyard in upstate NY. It was a freezing day, and this
calf was sent to the stockyard the day it was born. He was still wet
from after-birth and he was dying of hypothermia. So I went to
the stockyard worker and said “What’s going on with this calf?”
He said, “I’ve got to bury him later today” in a sort of irritated

the way the stockyard workers looked at the animals. I would look
into their face and look at their expressions; I would see that they
were afraid and that they were not happy to be there. The stockyard
workers would not look into their faces, would not look at them as
an individual feeling creature, they are literally looking at a piece of
meat. They are looking at muscles and body composition, they are
looking at cuts of meat they sell by the pound-- so, when you have
that perspective, there is a tendency not to be kind to the animals.
It reminds me of something that was said to the executioners who
were charged with killing the witches during the Salem Witch
hunts. They were told “Don’t look into the witch’s face and eyes
because, if you do, she will cast a spell on you and you won’t be
able to kill her.” In other words, by looking into the face and eyes,
you see this as another individual with feelings and you empathize
with them. That’s a very important part of our humanity; it is to be
able to empathize with others -- but, in these factory farms that is
discouraged.
I visited the Lancaster Stockyard’s, near Pennsylvania. It was
August; it was a hot, stinky day. The maggots were so thick, you
could hear them buzzing as they were devouring the dead carcasses.
There was a sheep at the farm that was still alive and actually lifted
her head. We were stunned that a live animal would be tossed onto

said “Sure, go ahead.” I took the calf to a nearby veterinarian, she
tried to take his temperature; it was so low it wouldn’t even read
for? It makes no economic sense.” I said, “To me, this calf is not
economical, this calf is an individual and I want to do what I can to
that he recovered. Opi at his prime weight was about 3000 pounds.
He lived for about 18 years. He died a few years ago, but he had a
good life, a very gentle but powerful animal.
Opi was born on a dairy farm—for a cow to give milk, she has to
have a calf, like other animals do, and they don’t give milk just for
the heck of it. They have a baby, and then they start lactating like
other mammals. This is something we really don’t think about, but
this is how it works. Every year every dairy cow has a calf; it is taken
away immediately after birth. If she is a female she is raised as a
milking cow, if a male he isn’t useful to the dairy industry. Once the
calf is taken away, the mothers are hooked up to milking machines
two to three times a day. They are pushed to produce ten times more
milk than they would produce naturally. They are pushed so much
that they are unable to eat enough to keep the weight in their bodies
and they wear out after about three years. In a healthy environment,
they could live for twenty years, but instead they are slaughtered at a
very young age because of this intense production schedule they are
put on. In some cases, they become so worn out that they become
these “downed” animals I was talking about.
That was a picture taken by a dairy farm veterinarian who was
upset by what he was seeing, he took the picture, sent it to me and
said “this is wrong and we have got to do something to stop it.” We
worked to pass legislation in California to outlaw this treatment of
downed animals. I am happy to say there is now a federal ban on
the slaughter of downed cows for human food. We are still working
on laws for other downed animals like pigs for example—they are
still dragged onto trucks and taken down to the slaughterhouse to
be used as food. We are also trying to make it illegal for diseased
animals to be used as food. We actually sued the USDA and we
argued that downed animals are diseased, and diseased animals
cannot legally be used for food. They told us we were incorrect, and
that it is legal, and common, and appropriate for diseased animals to
be used for food. And that is still their position. We have been able
to make some headway preventing downed cows from going into
the food supply, but other diseased animals still run into our food
supply.
I had mentioned about how female calves become milking cows.
Well. What happens to the males? The “veal” industry was created
to take advantage of these male cows born on dairy farms.
To produce veal, calves are chained by the neck and live in small
wooden crates for the rest of their lives. They are not the only

veterinarian to look at her. As she started examining her, she stood
more than ten years. Hilda was what they called a “downed” animal
because she was down on the ground and she was too sick, even to
stand. We found that there were many, many “downed” animals
at Lancaster Stockyard, so we started a campaign and we argued
that if an animal was too sick to walk, then that animal should
be humanely euthanized or should be given proper veterinarian
care to remain healthy. That animal should not be left on the dead
pile; these animals shouldn’t be put onto a truck and dragged into
slaughter.
So we started a campaign; at that time Lancaster Stockyard
was seen as the pillar of the community. They were getting ready to
celebrate their 100th anniversary and were now being criticized by
this new organization that was run by vegans who lived on a school
bus, on a tofu farm (which is where we lived back then) and funded
the organization by selling vegetarian hot dogs at Grateful Dead
concerts out of a Volkswagen van. That’s how we started, and we had
a lot of convincing to do in Lancaster, to show them that what was
going on was just not “okay.” But as time went, people heard about
the cruelty and people did not think that it was “okay”. We were able
to get the stockyard convicted for cruelty to animals. I went back
there a few years ago and found that Lancaster Stockyard is gone.
And Farm Sanctuary has continued to grow. Our farm is up to 75
acres and people are welcome to visit. In fact I am actually heading
there this weekend. Our farm in Orland, California, it is a 300-acre
sanctuary north of Sacramento, and we do the same kind of work
there. We let the animals live, we encourage you to come visit.
Bad has become normal. This is just the brutal reality of it. Farm
substantially excluded from the Federal Animal Welfare Act, which
a lot of people are surprised to hear. The assumption is that these
animals are protected right? We wouldn’t just let the agribusiness
do whatever it wants to these animals. Well, in fact we basically
do. When it comes to state laws, agricultural practices that are
considered to be common are excluded from most state anti-cruelty
laws, and the common agricultural practice is one that the industry
has started to do, they adapted this practice. No matter how cruel
that practice is, if enough farmers do it, then it is considered to
be common, and therefore legal. Just to give you a sense of how
powerful agriculture is, it is exempt from labor laws too, and the
minimum wage on farms is less than other businesses.
After the Lancaster Stockyards campaign regarding “downed”

(sows) and these are gestation crates. Gestation crates are called this
because this is where sows are kept during their gestation period
(pregnancy). Right before birth, they are moved to a farrowing
lay down, and there is a place on the side for the piglets to nurse
through the bars when the mother goes down. Mothers will nurse
for about two to three weeks, babies are taken away to be fattened
for slaughter, and the mother is put right back into the gestation
crate. She constantly lives in a constant cycle of re-impregnation,
birth, re-impregnation, then birth in this two foot wide enclosure.
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bruising on the front leg of this one from standing too long on the

environment. It doesn’t have to be that way. Each of us can make
choices.
I will just close by thanking you all for being here and by saying
how much I appreciated this opportunity to speak with you.

neurotic coping mechanisms, like bar biting.
most of the eggs are produced in this country. They come from these
hens that are packed into cages and lined up in a row and stashed
in tiers in huge factory warehouses. The birds are packed so tightly
they can’t even stretch their wings. They are constantly scraping
of it. They will live like that for about a year. Their life starts at a
hatchery where there are these drawers that are as high as the wall
and there are thousands and thousands of chicks that hatch. In the
United States there are two distinct types of chickens that are used:
the chickens bred for meat production-- they are genetically raised
to be very big and grow very fast, then the chickens that have been
bred for egg collection. They don’t get very big or grow very fast, they
are very skinny. These hatcheries laying eggs here have males and
for meat and they will never lay eggs. So the male chicks are literally
thrown out after birth (that is a practice).
cages, and as I was getting ready to leave I saw a trash can full of
these bodies so I stated taking pictures and then I noticed a couple
of birds in there were still alive and moving. I took them out,
and took them to Farm Sanctuary and cared for them. I tried to
prosecute this egg farmer for cruelty to animals. We were able to get
them to court, which was not easy; usually these cases don’t even
get to court. The egg farmer’s lawyer argued that they can legally
treat the chickens like manure. The judge had said, “Isn’t there a
guilty for cruelty to animals.
Just to give you a sense of how bad the laws have been, and how
“If one person is unkind to an animal, it is considered to
be cruelty, but when a lot of people are unkind to animals
(especially in the name of commerce) the cruelty is condoned,
and once large sums of money are at stake, we defend it to the
last by otherwise intelligent people.”
We have a system where bad has become normal, where animals
are being treated very poorly, where consumers are eating food that
is making us sick, where we have this agribusiness system that is
polluting the environment. Neighborhoods in the communities
the water and the air are polluted. This industry is bad for everyone
concerned. It is similar to the tobacco industry, that to get people
to buy their product, they give the consumers the notion that it is
good for them. As we learn that tobacco causes problems a lot of
people said that they don’t want it anymore. I think the same thing
ultimately is going to happen to the meat industry. I had mentioned
that chicken had two distinct breeds, the egg laying bird and the
meat type bird. This is how the meat type birds live in these massive
warehouses. Crowded by the thousands and these birds as I have
mentioned grow very fast, they in fact grow twice as fast and become
twice as large as normal. They grow so fast and large that their
hearts and lungs have a hard time supporting this massive growth
rate. Every year millions die of heart attacks just a couple of weeks
old because they are sent to slaughter at just six weeks old, very
young birds killed for meat. Their fast growth and overweight in
unhealthy conditions perversely parallels that of human beings in
this country.
At Farm Sanctuary you can actually see the animals smile. That
is a beautiful thing. When you contrast that to how these animals
live in factory farms, where they are literally screaming and banging
against their bars. I think most people would agree. Most people
people grow up unwillingly supporting a system that causes the
12
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in fact, activism. To refuse to take part in the factory food system,
the fast food system, and the Monsanto system, all which pay
nothing more than poverty wages, all of which are systems that do
nothing but promote mass land destruction, and dump unnatural
hormones into our bodies, into our homes, into our cities and rivers
and lakes, into our communities and into our countries. To refuse
to fund these systems, to refuse to take part in them, gives us power.
It gives us agency. I’d like to say that, in fact, becoming conscious
of these issues, through such books as Eating Animals, to become
conscious of these issues through programs such as KCC Reads,
gives us, in fact, the ability to change the world.
With that, I’m going to introduce our panel speakers: Andrew
Tarlow, to my left, is widely recognized for pioneering the artisanal
food movement in Brooklyn with his collection of acclaimed
restaurants which focus on sustainable, seasonal and locally sourced
ingredients. Recently Andrew and his partners opened the Wythe

Opening Plenary Session:

Hi, everybody. Thank you for coming. I’m glad to see this room
full. Thank you for joining us for a panel discussion on sustainable
and ethical and humane practices in meat-eating and food service.
You remember—from having read your book—that one of the ideas
Jonathan Foer leaves us with is that it’s very hard to be a meat-eater
and avoid factory-farmed meat, one of the biggest problems he talks
about. And so today’s panel is about this. And we’re really glad to see
all of you. I’m Professor Fadem and I’d like now to introduce Farin
Kautz who’s moderating the panel today. He’s a KCC graduate—class

century factory building in Williamsburg. In 1999, Mr. Tarlow
new American food inside a refurbished 1927 Goodyear dining car
in the industrial neighborhood of South Williamsburg. Marlow
and Sons, a restaurant, oyster bar and general store, soon followed

at Columbia.

by night. Other culinary ventures include Marlow and Daughters
in Williamsburg, a butcher shop specializing in locally-sourced,

As Maureen said, I am a proud alumni of KCC. I’m currently

Fort Greene, is an Italian inspired restaurant with a three-course
menu that changes daily. Andrew is the founder and publisher of
Diner Journal, a quarterly magazine with original art, literature,
and recipes, which is distributed in his restaurants and select book
stores throughout the world. Tarlow grew up in New York and
began his career as a painter and bartender at the Odeon. He lives in

20th century social movements in American history. Today, I’ll be
moderating the panel and I’ll open up by saying just a few things
about the KCC Reads Program, and then I’ll introduce our panel
speakers, Andrew Tarlow and Mike Fadem.
To begin, I’d like to point out that in a world of such cyclical
and seemingly unbending problems, I do nothing but applaud
a program like KCC Reads, and I do nothing but applaud a
coordinator like Dr. Maureen Fadem. I think we all owe her a round
of applause. (Applause.) KCC reads for the last two years has not
only existed to bring light to the struggles that those in positions of
power would keep shadowed, it has also existed to consciously seek
out what these issues are and raise questions about how can we solve
them. For me, this is a great testament to the program’s coordinator,
Dr. Fadem, for while this program does speak out against social
injustice, it is not dogmatic, it is not hierarchical. Rather, it raises
these timely and engaging questions horizontally creating the space
for all to contribute. In a world such as academia—which is rapidly
becoming more and more privatized and less and less democratic—
to have a program like KCC Reads, which consciously gives voice and
agency to the largest and most powerful body in the educational
institution, that being the student body, to have a program that
gives back the power to them is a wonderful, wonderful testament to
this program. I’m grateful for KCC reads. I’m grateful to Dr. Maureen
Fadem. And I’m grateful for this day. Thank you.
I have the great pleasure of being here today, and I’ve had the
pleasure as well to speak last year on a panel on Henrietta Lacks.
Whether it’s a panel on that book and those issues, or it’s a panel
on Eating Animals, or one on the Salzburg Global Seminar in
Austria—on every panel—there seems to be one consistent theme
that keeps coming back. Rather, less of a theme and more of a
question, from the audience members and from the panel speakers,
and that question is, “What can I do?” Often there is no obvious

children. Today’s other panel member is Mike Fadem, Dr. Fadem’s
son: Mike is a drummer—that’s cool. I like guitars. We should talk
later. He’s been the drummer for the bands Kevin Devine and the
Goddamn Band, Youngman Grand, and The Jealous Girlfriends, and
he is a twelve-year veteran of the New York food service industry.
In the past 4 years, he’s worked with Andrew Tarlow at his group of
Brooklyn-based restaurants. Fadem is now Manager of Andrew’s
Fort Greene restaurant, Roman’s.
I’ll be talking a little about the book, Eating Animals. I read
it a few years ago, shortly after it came out. At that point, I had
already pretty much decided to be a vegetarian in my day-to-day
life, and I was working at the restaurant Marlow and Sons. I made
this decision based on the beliefs Farin talked about: being more
conscious about what I eat and more aware of everything that I do as
a human being and the consequences of my individual choices.
So, this book was recommended to me as it has been
recommended to all of you, and I guess you all have read it at this
point. I thought the book was really cool because it was coming
from a standpoint of just an individual person – Foer is not an
investigative journalist and this kind of book isn’t his background
at all. He’s an artist, he’s a novelist, and then he’s just a citizen and
a human being paying attention also to his personal choices and
what they mean. In having a child, he was brought to question
his ideas about what we are, and what we are made of, and of all
of the decisions we make and how important that was becoming
for him now with actually giving birth to and bringing up another
human being. This is what actually inspired him to write this book.
And I think it’s really fascinating -- he has a fresh perspective on
something that everyone can relate to. Rather than just talking
about science and proselytizing. In the book he just gives us a
lot of facts and makes the general case that we need to be more
conscious—you know, that in everything you do, to think about the

and when I think about eating animals, when I think about the
conversations I’ve had with Maureen Fadem, with Dimitri Foster—
our photographer today—I have to agree that we can indeed change
the world by changing what we eat. What we refuse to eat is, in fact,
social justice. What you decide to consume and not to consume is,
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grill, and then sell it for $20. Everybody’s happy. When we really
started to look at it, you know as you can tell by reading this book,

eat as human beings—that is, as animals eating other animals.
So that really touched me. I think the main things that I took
from this book are the ideas of balancing our diets, not necessarily
becoming vegetarian, but eating less meat. How important that
is, as well as what the impact every individual can have just by
having one meal a day without meat, or one meal a week without
meat. He talks about how many thousands of tons of greenhouse
gas emissions would not be released into the world if every person
had just one

did was—it has, by the way, taken us a long time to get to where
we are at this point—in all the restaurants we decided to buy all
the animals we would serve as meat directly from a farmer. They’re
almost all brought in whole form: cows come in parts, eighths,
but we are buying the whole cow from a farmer we know. At the
time, when we made the shift, no one had really done that, no one
had said, “How do you do that?” It’s been a really a long process, it
didn’t happen overnight. We had to move slowly because we had a
business, we had customers; we had to pay the bills, had to pay our
chefs, and had to pay our rent—all these things.
So how did we do it? We really just started taking certain

everybody can do. You can skip the meat twice a week—shouldn’t be
hard, right?
The other important issue from the book was the points

for a long time. We were basically able to buy a cow leg, which we

working in Andrew’s restaurants, working with and learning from
the chefs, learning from Andrew, learning about balancing our
diet through the ways we create our menus. Having 3 courses, or
having 2 courses, having vegetables with every dish. And we know
that every single thing we are sourcing and putting on a plates to
serve is something we can stand behind and is truly sustainable.
This is something we can all try to achieve, as individuals. We can
all take small steps, and we can do that by choosing where we go to
eat, choosing where we buy our food and just being aware of these

a cow leg—we visited a slaughterhouse. We drove to Pennsylvania.
We really wanted to see how things were done, and so started this
investigation process. We wanted to uncover all the rocks, to see
what it’s all about. So me, and two chefs, and a couple of employees
drove up to a slaughterhouse in Pennsylvania. We spent the whole
day there and we met a couple of farmers. We had arranged that
some farmers would be there so we could talk to them about their
processes and how they raised the animals, to make sure they were
in line with what we were thinking. At the end of the day—I was
driving a station wagon—one of the farmers asked, “Would you

between what we want to eat vs. what we need to eat, and how to
balance that. Like, we want to eat French Fries and burgers and
whatever all the time, but it’s a given for us that we wouldn’t do that.
We’re familiar with thinking about our health and whatnot with
regard to what we eat. But what about the impact on the health of
the planet from what we’re eating? Making decisions that help us
and help everyone else and that are just better choices, in a general
sense.
So yeah, I guess I’m saying that a lot of what Foer teaches in the
book, these are things I learned working in this man’s restaurants

we bought a cow we ended up putting a cow leg in the back of the
car and drove it 2 and a half hours down to New York. So that’s how
it really all started, but then we tried to buy a whole cow from a
you, but we want you to pay us when the cow comes.” This is a 1000
pound animal so they wanted a check for, let’s say, $1000.
To give you the business model that most restaurants are
in, and that I was very much in beforehand: today we’d say we’re
serving hammer steaks and we’d order a box of hammer steaks and
we would get 25 orders in a box, or 50 orders in a box. They would
come deliver it. We would not need to pay for that box of beef for
anywhere between 30, 60, or even 90 days. So they sent me meat but
I didn’t have to pay anything for awhile. Then, I would order another
box, so now we’re 30-60 days out, easy. That’s just normal business
practice. Whereas this whole cow, I could only purchase if I paid the
farmer in full up front.
So now I’ve given this farmer 1000 dollars and I have a
1000-pound animal or an 800-pound animal in my refrigerator.

he’s really changed a lot of people’s ideas about food, about eating
and how it is possible to do that sustainably on a regular basis. These
decisions have not been based on us making money, but more on
just—doing the right thing. We love serving people, we love having
people come in and taking care of them, having discussions with
them. We know the people who eat in our restaurants; every day,
many of them come in every single day, to eat and drink, to see us
and talk to us. Because we have created relationships with them
based around eating and taking care of each other, as a community.
Now, I’d like to introduce Andrew and let him tell you how all
of this came to be. Thank you.

butchery now comes into play—this is another bonus—which was
non-existent at the time. Some of the cooks had seen some things,
and maybe they had taken apart a pig in some capacity, went to
cooking school, etc. But we had no one who knew how to cut up a
cow in that way. So, it was a huge risk. One that has obviously paid

Thank you, guys. Thank you for inviting me. I’m really happy
to be here. Just to give you some perspective—I think my story is
slightly similar to Jonathan Safran Foer’s, even though I have never
met him. I owned a restaurant called Diner in Williamsburg that
was a very successful business for a long time. At that point we were
buying conventional meat, more or less. We started to buy organic

Now, in all of my restaurants, we practice the same program,
more or less. The butcher shop, Marlow and Daughters, is the

before that. At that time, like Foer, I started to sort of question
where all these things where coming from. We were a very busy
restaurant, we were taking care of a lot of people and, like Mike said,
even at that point we had gotten to know all of our guests—not all
of them, but a lot of our guests, and we were very much a part of our
community.
So, I felt like I was feeding my family and my community on a
daily basis, and I was about to have a son in the same way Jonathan
was. I really started to say, “Where does this steak come from?” We
order meat over the phone, it shows up in a box, gets brought to us
in a package, and we’d season it with salt and pepper, put it on the

restaurants. (The hotel, where Reynard’s is, has its own butcher and
also receives all its farm animals there.) Give or take, between all,
we probably receive two and a half to three cows, maybe four cows a
week, anywhere between four and eight pigs a week, and anywhere
between two to six lambs a week. We have learned how to practice a
nose-to-tail experience where we do not let anything go to waste, in
part because the meat we are purchasing is so much more expensive
and has such a high value. Also, all the meat that we buy is directly
from a farm we know, so the relationship is 100% transparent, where
we are paying the farmers for the animals directly and we are only
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within 15 day payment terms (at the longest) with the farmer. We
pay for the fees at the slaughterhouse and we pay for the truck.
So, the situation most restaurants are in when they buy meat,
there is no transparency. You don’t really know where it comes from.
They put words like natural on it and they put all kinds of other
terms on it. But what do those terms really mean? Our relationship
with the farmers is one in which we shake their hands and say, “Yes
we are going to buy your cows.” Keep in mind that when you buy
cows—that’s why the guy didn’t want to sell it to me or didn’t think I
was real—you’re making a 2-year commitment. Right now, a farmer
is having cows on his farm and it’s going to take 2 years for him/her
to raise each cow; they have to wait 24 months before they can send
that animal to slaughter. So my commitment to my meat farmers is
2 years and it’s a very big leap faith for someone to say “Oh, you need
more meat? You’re getting busier? Oh, I understand,” and to actually
commit to raising more cows for you, that they won’t be able to sell
to you for two years. They don’t believe I’ll be around for two years.
That relationship has been a very slow and steady thing, and it has
taken a long time to get it to the volume of the business we now do.
decided to opt out of purchasing industry-produced meats, we
had a lot less beef. We have a little bit more now. We have basically
been able to grow, as restaurant businesses, very much based on
the relationships with our farmers, and their ability to trust us and
our reputation in the world. So, we have been able to buy move and
more beef over time.
I should say, personally for me, I eat meat inside my own
businesses. But generally, if I was to move outside that place, at
someone’s wedding or at an event, I would normally eat vegetables
only and basically be a vegetarian. I don’t really eat meat, in other
words, outside of my own world. I do in the context of trying other
chef’s foods, like other restaurants, because I am in the restaurant
business and I need to see what other people are doing. But
generally I don’t really want to eat meat from strangers. And, in the
business that we are in, we have a real commitment to not buy food
from strangers. We take the time to drive up and visit people once a
year or so, to say hello shake hands and make sure people are really
doing what they are saying and say what they mean, for them to
understand that we are committed to them and our relationship.
So it’s a kind of ambassadorship from both sides. I should also
easy thing, to prove that it is possible. I have spent a lot of money
proving it, we have felt and I have felt like it’s an important aspect
of what we do. It’s not worth running a restaurant and serving 150
people a day or 300 people a day if we are not going to do it correctly.
go in there and not do it with a conscience, or not do it the best that
we possibly can. We are constantly trying to raise the bar but our
standards have only been able to grow as we have more sales and can
move more of that money towards the things we care about.
internally, and be creative about our system, in order to facilitate
having food in this way be so important to us. I think it’s also
important to convey that this came from an idea, and similar to
Foer’s experience of having a son, that I was feeding myself and I
was feeding our employees this food every day, and I really can’t
do that with a good conscience unless it’s done right. And that
commitment has also been extended to our guests. The other people
trying to really create one single loop between me, our employees,
our guests, the farmers, and back to us, to keep that money in sort of
one circle and run the restaurants in such a way that our consciences
are clear.
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You know, as my biography, read to you by Dr. Fakhari, might
have suggested, this was a strange book for me to write. I never

The 2013 – 2014 Keynote Address:
constrained by facts; I don’t like being constrained by the truth,
frankly. I like novels, where you can say whatever you want to say, do
whatever you want to do, and move very freely from one subject to
the next. I like waking up in the morning, not knowing what the day
will hold, what the day as a writer will hold. And when I wrote this
book, I was extremely constrained, and I always knew what the day
would hold.
But, there’s a reason that I wanted to write the book, and a lot
of the book itself is about that reason, which is—which has to do
with reaching a point in life when you are no longer content with
just having instincts about something you care about. And you feel
like it’s the moment to actually either make a decision and try to act
on that decision, or admit that you’re somebody who doesn’t really
care. And in a lot of situations, it’s okay to admit that you don’t really
care. There are a huge number of ethical issues that, I suppose in
my heart, I wish I knew a whole lot more about—I wish that I were
more actively engaged with. But, life seems to go on without my
caring that much about them. Maybe that says something bad about
me. Maybe it just says something true about what it is to be a human
with a limited amount of time and an unlimited amount of things
you can care about.
But food, to me, felt like something where, it was time. You
know, if I didn’t care about food, what would I really care about,
given that it’s the most fundamental human activity, something we
literally die if we don’t do? We do it a number of times every day.
And maybe, most importantly, as I suggested in the beginning of
the book, it’s something that we often do with other people. Then, if
you have kids, it’s something where—this most fundamental human
activity—-is a result of choices you’re making on someone else’s
behalf. And it felt—you’re saying speak louder? So I just thought,
“What would happen if I learn about this in a sort of adult way,
rather than in a childish way?” You know, I wrote this book when I
was—how old are you guys, for the most part? A wide range, but,
more or less, how old are you? 23? Okay, so I was 28 or something
like that—27 when I started to think about it. I was in a moment
in life where, you know, there are a lot of these moments when you
feel like you were one thing and you were becoming something
else. That you move away from home, you’re becoming something
else. When you get a college degree, you’re becoming something else.
When you choose a profession, you’re becoming someone else. When
you have a child, of course you become something else. Every time you
become something else, you have an opportunity to make changes.
In the course of ordinary life, it’s hard to make changes. For
example, if you wanted to—I remember when I got to college I
thought this a great chance to invent a new name for myself. Like,
I’ve been Jonathan my whole life; there are probably better names
out there. If I go to college and I tell people my name is Jackson,
or whatever, people will believe me and they’ll call me that and
that will be my new name. I had this new chance to have a new
identity. And so that’s really explicit, but you have these other
subtle chances to create new identities. And having a kid is a great
one. Because, you, instead of being the recipient of stories, which
you’ve heard your whole life — stories that your parents tell you,
your grandparents tell you, that the culture tells you—you suddenly
become the teller of stories. You get the chance to tell stories you
might feel better about, that might feel closer to the person that you
are or the person that you want to be.
So, I started researching this subject, which as I write about in

Good afternoon. I’m Reza Fakhari, the Associate Provost for
program is an important co-curricular enrichment program on our
campus. Under the leadership of Dr. Maureen Fadem, during the
a lot more students and faculty. Thank you, Dr. Fadem, for your
untiring, passionate commitment to this program. I would also like
to thank the faculty who have collaborated with Dr. Fadem on the
KCC Reads common reading program, and brought their classes
here today.
More importantly, I want to thank you, our students, for
immersing yourselves in this important and relevant book, Eating
Animals. I sat in a number of student sessions this morning and was
truly impressed by the perspectives and insights shared by
participating students.
Now, it is with great pleasure that I introduce to you this year’s
KCC Reads keynote speaker, author of Eating Animals, Jonathan
Time) whose work has
has appeared in The Paris Review, The New York Times and The New
Yorker.
Everything Is Illuminated
2005, and Extremely Loud and Incredibly Close, which was published
novel, Tree of Codes. And, in 2012, Mr. Foer brought out the edited
collection: New American Haggadah Now, he is hard at work on his
next novel, due to be published in 2015—and yet he looks so young!
(Laughter)
This year’s KCC Reads selection, Eating Animals, is Mr.
year. Mr. Foer has won a National Jewish Book Award, the Guardian
First Book Award, the Zoetrope: All-Story Fiction Prize, and the
New York Public Library’s Young Lions Fiction Award. In 2010, he
was included in the
“20 under 40,” listing
was listed by as one of
best young American novelists.
Mr. Foer is a recipient of a Holtzbrinck fellowship and was recently
appointed to the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Council, having been
recommended for it by President Barack Obama. We are deeply
honored that Mr. Foer has joined us today. Please, give our author a
warm Kingsborough welcome! (Applause.)
Thank you very much. So, I thought it would be best to use
this time as conversationally as possible. That’s always what I
prefer when I’m in the audience rather than on the stage. A feeling
of engagement, of actual dialogue, rather than something that’s
canned or could have been said in an interview or could be known
by just reading the book. And I think it’s particularly appropriate
for this subject because the whole point of the subject is how we
talk about it rather that any set of facts on the matter, or even
arguments, per se. People change their lives sometimes because they
are exposed to something. They will read an article and be so moved
by it that they change their lives. Or they will see something, or
hear something and change their lives. But I think it’s actually quite
rare—for at least the kind of change that is sustained over time. I
think it’s more often the result of conversations, usually with people
you care about. So we should try to do that a little bit today.

to think about. And I was talking just yesterday with a friend of
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mine whose daughter, who is eight, just announced, apropos of
nothing at all, that she wants to be a vegetarian. A lot of eight year
olds do this actually. And my friend was saying, “I don’t know.
Does it make sense? I don’t know what she’s thinking about. I’m
not even sure how to cook for a vegetarian kid.” And I said, “Listen,
whatever happens, rest assured, it’s just going to provoke some
great conversations.” It’s interesting to think about. It’s fun to think
about, strangely enough, because we’re so used to the idea that
vegetarianism, or the conversation about meat is necessarily scary
and violent, something we want to look away from. Actually, looking
at it can be not only productive ethically, but it can feel good. It’s
a very, very good way to talk about what we care about, the things
we care about most fundamentally. Which is to say, who we want to
be. Who we are and who we want to be. So, my process of thinking
about this book, conceiving it and writing it always came back to
“who I am” and “who I want to be” and “what kind of home I want

where she’s thinking about it as a religion or law or something
that should inspire guilt or shame, rather than this very brave
choice that she makes three times a day, maybe for a month,
maybe for three days, maybe for a year, maybe forever. I think
it’s not only a more realistic way to approach the subject, it’s a
happier way to approach the subject, making it creates a much
better chance to act on our values. That’s everybody’s goal,
whether we have the same values or not—there’s no point in
having values if we don’t act on them. Otherwise, they’re just
platitudes; they’re just empty.
So, people often ask me, “What are you gonna do if your
kids eat meat one day—if they want to eat meat?” I say, I
really won’t care. It just wouldn’t bother me at all. What would
bother me is if they searched their minds and they searched
their hearts and decided it was the right thing to do to refrain
from eating meat, or refrain from eating factory-farmed meat,
and then ate it anyway. That would bother me, because then I
would’ve accidentally, inadvertently, raised people who have a
hard time living in accordance with their values. If they have

that people have a natural aversion to.
Many, many times I’ve seen people in bookstores take the book
back on the shelf. And I know what they’re thinking, which is: “Do I
really want to get into this? I have a limited amount of time today to
read, maybe before sleep, maybe on an airplane. Do I really want to
get into this, with that limited amount of time, and know that, once
I get into it, it might be a little bit hard to get out of?” It’s a subject
where, when we approach it, when we engage with it, we risk having
to face our own hypocrisy, or having to change our lives. Those are
two extremely uncomfortable things.
On top of which, there are the ways that people talk about

they will, but my goal in writing this book, and in the ways that
I have my conversations with them, is to arm them with a kind
that is inspiring to them, rather than guilt-ridden, and that is
empowering to them.
So, there’s a whole lot I could say on the subject, obviously.
I think, as I said, it would be best to spend most of our time
just in conversation, so I can try to answer any questions that
you have. This is a case where no questions are too personal.
I think, in fact, the more personal the questions, the more
productive they often are, because everybody basically knows—
whether you know the details or the basics—everybody
basically knows the implications of factory farming. Everybody
basically knows that it’s terrible. I’m not talking about all
farming. I’m not talking about all meat. I’m just talking about
what 99% of the meat eaten in America is. And everybody

They don’t do justice to either the complexity of the subject, or the
complexity of being human. You know, it’s very easy to talk about
these things in absolutes—like, it’s wrong to murder or humans
rightfully have dominion over animals or I don’t want to be a part
of the destruction of the environment or whatever. But, the second
that conversation is over and you re-enter life, as it’s lived, things
is open and they only have chicken. And you know you just had
that conversation, but you’re also hungry. And, I’m not gonna lie,

we don’t know the details. So, we could reiterate those things.
They might seem powerful or convincing, but they probably
won’t feel powerful or convincing once you leave or when you
wake up tomorrow morning or a week from now. If we can tap into
our more personal ways of thinking about these things that we
you
shouldn’t worry about embarrassing me or asking anything personal.

embarrassed to admit that we’re hypocrites. That things smell and
taste good, or that we’re lazy, or that we care about two opposing
things at the same time. So, the kind of conversation I wanted to
have with the book, and hopefully we will have today, is one that
really incorporates all of the messiness of the subject, all of the
things that we’ll never know.
We will never know what it’s like to be a cow, we’ll never know
what it’s like to be a chicken. We’ll just never know. And that’s okay
to admit. And we should talk about it in terms of: well, what do we
do with not knowing? What do we do with all of these doubts or
uncertainties that we feel? What do we do with the fact that we like
how this food tastes? We can pretend that we don’t. We can pretend
that it’s not important, or we can fold it into the conversation and
say, “well, life is full of such things. I like A or I like B, I have to make

How long did it take you to write the book?
Well, there are a lot of ways of thinking about that. I could
say it took me three years from the moment I decided to write
Were you stressed out while dong the research for the book
and learning everything you uncovered?
I’m always stressed out. How I would distinguish that stress
a vegetarian when I was nine, so I could say I was writing
the conversation with myself and others. And having been
a vegetarian since I was nine, I spent more time not being a
vegetarian than being a vegetarian. But that’s when I started.
Or, I could say, I started writing the book when I started
learning things, because I think the question of animals was

away from absolutes, away from certain terminology that trips us up.
This friend of mine with the eight-year old was saying that her
daughter really wants to be a vegetarian for a month to see what
that’s like. And I said, “Maybe there’s another way to think about
it. If you say you want to be that for a month, and then you stop for
one meal, for some entirely understandable reason, she’s gonna
think of herself as a failure, she’s gonna think that she wasn’t up
to the challenge, and she’s also gonna think that this choice she’s
making—which could really be a beautiful ethical thing—was
wrong. Whether you agree with it or disagree with it, an eight-year
old who tries to act on her beliefs is a good eight year old. Even if you

have bedtime stories read to them with animals as heroes. So
from the very beginning, we’re getting all of these messages
from stories about what animals are, who animals are, what
our relationship to them is, what it means to be kind, what it
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vegetarians. It’s a small number, but 18% describe themselves as
that way. It’s become an aspirational identity. It used to be the case
that there were more vegetarians than would admit to it. Now, more
admit to it than are actually vegetarians, because it has an aspect of
goodness. And when you see in pop-culture, politics—you know,

kids.
This has nothing at all to do with the rightness or wrongness of
eating meat, but being a child and getting, on the one hand, these
animals we were given to snuggle with when we’re upset, about these
stories where animals play heroes, and then these other animals,

were vegans for a month. (Laughter.) I don’t know, maybe you saw it.
But, it is as mainstreamed as it can get.
It is as central to our American—our human—values as it can

and feeling animals that we dismember and eat. It’s odd. Again,
it doesn’t necessarily imply that it’s right or wrong, because a lot
of things are odd. Surgery on humans is odd, but it’s obviously
right. It’s a good thing that people are cut open by doctors and
rejiggered and sewn back up. Even though, to a child, it may seem
very alarming. The question is, are these competing stories about
animals, are they alarming in that same way? Or they just seem
alarming, but they are perfectly sensible and not challenging at all?
Or are they genuinely alarming? Are we really telling two radically

There’s just nobody. There’re plenty of people who wouldn’t speak
doesn’t care. And you can believe in global warming or not, you can
be an environmentalist or not, but there’s nobody who wouldn’t
prefer to have clean water. Who is that person? Who is the person
who wouldn’t prefer to have clean air? So, as we start to learn about
becomes harder and harder and harder to willfully forget about it.
Especially when you’re surrounded by people who refuse to willfully
forget about it, whether those people are your friend or important
people in the country.

I have a question about—writing the book, did you expect to
receive any backlash from it, from the farm industry? Like the
backlash a lot of people at PETA receive, where the companies just

How often do you consume animal-based products like cheese or
milk?
I don’t eat meat, ever, and I eat dairy products sometimes. I don’t
know how often, but I guess the interesting question is: Why do
I? It’s really the same argument. In certain ways, eggs are probably
the worst when it comes to animal welfare. Worse than eating a
hamburger. I don’t really have an answer as to why. I do because

critical of them but is the truth, basically?
Well, I certainly expected it. Imagine if I had written a book
about Kingsborough Community College, right? And I said that,
“This is a bad place and you really shouldn’t go here. In fact, you
should try to persuade other people that it’s bad as well. Look, this
is antithetical to the values you hold most dear—the values your
parents and grandparents gave you. Kingsborough College is against
that. It’s bad. And, here’s a 300-page book.” And then I talk about

a hypocrite. (Laughter.) I think it’s useful to talk about, because
there isn’t a person who isn’t a hypocrite. Everyone’s a hypocrite. It’s
not to say we should accept hypocrisy, we should strive to be less
hypocritical. But when you stop forgiving yourself for hypocrisy,
when we start thinking about these things in absolute terms, it
becomes—not really scary but—you’re not setting yourself up for
success. Maybe the best way to answer your question is to say I eat
these things more often than I wish I did, and I try to be careful
about where I buy them. You know, green markets—sometimes I
try to get them from farmers that I know. But all the time, I’m eating
things this book is arguing against.

I believe, would send somebody to argue with me. They’d say,
“Interesting book, but there’s another way of looking at it.”
People defend themselves, naturally, but the farm industry
didn’t. I went on Larry King, for example, and the producer had
to call and ask, “Do you know anyone who would sit opposite you
at a desk, just to present the counterargument?” I said, “Why are
wants to. And the reason they don’t want to is really simple, which
is, they know that the more people think about this and the more
they talk about it, the less likely they are to want to eat factoryfarmed meat. There are plenty of people who could read my
book and be unmoved by it. There are plenty of people who can
watch videos of slaughterhouses and be unmoved by it. There’s
nobody, no reasonable person, who, given more information about
factory-farming, wants to eat it more. Nobody learns about the
environmental destruction and says, “That is something I want to
support.” Nobody learns about torturing animals and says, “I want to

most?

many many many more free-range egg suppliers than there are meat
suppliers. It’s not good. At a certain point, how bad does something
have to be? It’s not good. It’s not what I’d prefer, but it’s been consistent.
What about in Amish country?
I don’t know a whole lot about Amish country. I know there aren’t
enough Amish people farming to feed all the people in the world. As
I was saying, there’s enough free-range chicken grown in America
to feed Staten Island. So, we’re not talking about huge quantities.
And the Amish are a very very small culture. I understand that—and
it’s really more anecdotal than anything else—that they are quite
good farmers. And if one had the option, it’s probably better to buy
the food they produce. A lot of this—making generalizations like
this isn’t a good idea, because it really comes down to an individual
farmer and that individual farmer’s relationship with his or her
animals. And so, generally speaking, we’re just making these wagers.
Like, is organic better that non-organic? Generally speaking, it is,
but that doesn’t mean it’s what you want it to be. Is food produced
by Amish farmers better? Maybe, generally speaking, it is, but who
knows? There are also people who would, say, qualify as a factory
farmer but are very very good farmers who care about their animals
and raise them in a way that is environmentally responsible. They’re

feels that way. So the factory farm industry’s strategy has been not
to partake in the conversation, because that would expand it—that
gets more attention, that gets more words out there—so it’s better to
just be silent about it. And to a large extent, that’s worked.
As more and more people, particularly young people become
interested in this, the conversation will shift. When I was in college,
if I said to people that I was a vegetarian, people would say, “Why?
Why are you vegetarian?” Now, probably most people wouldn’t ask
why. They would know. “He’s a vegetarian.” “Oh yeah, because of all
the things we know about the meat industry.” Probably in 5 years,
the question will be, “Why do you eat meat?” On college campuses,
I don’t mean in the general population. 18% of college students
in America describe themselves as vegetarian. There are more
vegetarians in American colleges than Catholics. That’s not a fringeThat’s extremely mainstream. And part of what’s interesting about
that is: it’s not the case of 18% of American college students are
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And she said, “I don’t wanna hurt things.” One could make fun of
that, but I’m not exactly sure why one would. It’s a great idea; it’s a
beautiful idea: I don’t wanna hurt things.
In life, we have to hurt things. All the time, everyday, everyone
in this room hurts something by accident, sometimes on purpose.
But it’s nice to imagine that everyone in this room would prefer
not to. So this is a case of extreme hurt. There’s nothing more
extreme than physical pain, it is our number one instinct. You have
no stronger instinct in life than to avoid physical pain and it’s the
same with animals. And again, everybody knows that. Are animals
capable of having sophisticated thoughts? I have no idea. Are
animals capable of having feelings that resemble human feelings? I
have no idea. But there’s nobody who, with a straight face, can deny
that animals want to get away from pain. They do. I would prefer not
to put them in that position, all things being equal.
So, in life, all things aren’t equal and we have to weigh all
this messy calculus which includes being hungry, which includes
religion for some people, which includes cultural norms or ways that
we celebrate together or associations that we have or how food is a

just extremely small and statistically an unimportant exception to
the rule.
So, you know, we make bets and there is no right answer that
death you could imagine, would you eat it? Probably, most people
would say, “Yes.” I get in cars and there’s a chance I’ll be killed in a
car accident, but, okay. If 1-in-100, would you be able to eat it? If one
in ten? If one in three, would you eat it? When Temple Grandin,
who’s an important person in the meat industry, did announced
audits of beef slaughterhouses she found that in one out of three of
her visits there were one out of three intentional incidents of animal
cruelty. That’s a kind of radical statistic. In her announced audits,
not when she said, “Surprise,” not when there was a hidden camera,
but when she said, “I’ll be here on this date to look at what you’re
doing.” One out of three times, there wasn’t accidental animal abuse,
but deliberate.
So, maybe one out of three is a number to think about, who
knows? And, maybe the number that I’m comfortable with isn’t
necessarily the number you’ll be comfortable with. But it is worth
kind of thinking that through: “What bets do I want to take?” What
you can say for sure is, if you don’t eat meat, you’re not engaging
with that bet. Then, the odds are zero that the lunch you’re eating
was subject to the worst kind of torture you could imagine and the
worst kind of environmental destruction humans are capable of.

that in one’s mind: “I would prefer not to hurt things” and “I would
prefer not to trash the earth”—I assume that’s something every
Democrat, every Republican, every young person, every old person,
every black, white, Jew, Christian, Muslim, everyone shares those
values, unless you’re demented. Well factory farming is a case of
destruction that humans commit.
It also happens to be the very very easiest thing to stop. What’s
going on in Syria is really horrible, but it’s not altogether obvious
how one would stop it. Do we send lots of money? Do we send
lots of weapons? Do we send an army? Do we try to elect a new
government over there? A lot of people have ideas that we should
think about, and we should do something, but it’s complicated.
What to do about factory farming is entirely uncomplicated. You

If there was a farm that raised animals in a humane way and had
perfect conditions, would you eat the meat from there?
It’s a very complicated question. In part, I would say, well, where
am I? I am in Brooklyn, where we have a million other things to eat
and I don’t frankly miss it that much—it’s just not a big absence
in my life. Or, am I in many other places I’ve been in my life where
there’s just nothing else to eat? And there’re a lot of places like that.
Unfortunately, in a lot of inner cities in America, there’s just not a
lot to eat that isn’t fast food. I wouldn’t eat it, because I don’t get that
excited about the exception to the rule and I would be worried that I
was accidentally condoning the rule.
When people see you eating steak nobody asks you, “What
were the conditions of the farm that that cow came from?” You’re
just another person eating meat. So it’s contagious. People eat what
people eat. Food is very very habitual or very easily spread—food
habit fads. It’s the very same reason why 18% of college students
are vegetarians, because it’s a fad. Can I point to anything in that
instance and say that that’s wrong? Not really. It’s funny, I spent
three years really explicitly writing this book and I spent a lot of
my life thinking about these subjects. If you were to ask me, which
nobody ever asks me, “Do you think it’s wrong to eat animals?” I
actually don’t know what I think. It seems like that would be the
most simple question, but I actually don’t really know what I think.
I’m not really sure if it’s right or wrong. I do know, though, that that
question is not very important. It’s stimulating, it’s interesting, but
it’s not important in 2014, America—where 99.9% of the meat we
eat are from factory farms.
The right question isn’t “Is it right or wrong to eat animals,” it’s
“Is it right or wrong to eat these animals, that were raised in these

we miss that we used to have all the time. I would prefer to shop. I
think it would be great if everything were free, that would be great.
But things can’t be free in a world that needs to function as we need
it to. And I would say that our world doesn’t function as we need it
to because of these eating choices that we make.
it’s not walking out of here and saying, “I’m gonna be a vegetarian.”
You go to dinner in a couple hours and you look at the menu, or you
look in your fridge or isles at the grocery store and you just stop for
a minute. You think, “Maybe I’ll screw it up tomorrow, but today
I’m just gonna make this choice. I’m just more comfortable with it.”
And then you do it once and, lo and behold, it wasn’t that hard. It
starts to become empowering. The funny thing about acting on your
values is it feels really good. I believe that not eating something
because of a belief that you have will provide more pleasure than
the food would’ve provided. Everybody knows they’d like a great
steak, burger, or whatever it is you like—everybody knows how great
that can be. It’s pretty great. But there’s a limit to how great it is.
The feeling of being yourself, the feeling of being responsible, the
feeling of participating in the creation of a better world, is a lot more
pleasurable than that which you could eat in about six minutes and

kept trying to look at in my book.
So you don’t eat meat for health reasons or is there—
No, health has nothing to do with it. I mean, health is something
I think about and worry about, and I try to eat healthy, but that’s not
why I don’t eat meat.

farming. What would be the solution to factory farming?
Well, in a lot of ways, you don’t have to look forward as much as
backward to the kinds of farms that we had not that long ago. Fifty

What is your biggest reason for not eating meat?
That I don’t have to, that I prefer not to, and that I do not want to

very rare. The types of farms that typically supply farmers’ markets
and green markets, where animals are raised outdoors instead of

It’s really simple. As I wrote in the book, I had this babysitter when
I was nine years old who was a vegetarian and I asked her, “Why?”
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could think about food a little bit more like they think about the
environment, which is not like, “Are you an environmentalist

indoors or healthy animals are not given antibiotics to make them
grow faster. (We sometimes give the same amount of antibiotics to
healthy animals as we do to sick people.) Farms that are not only
environmentally sustainable but are oftentimes good for the planet.
Farms where farmers allow animals to engage in their species’

environmentalist.” It doesn’t make any sense. You’d say, “No. No.
I screwed up a little here.” If we could think about food in that way,
then it’s not “Are you a vegetarian or not”. It’s “Yeah, I’m somebody

in ways that they want, and then hopefully dying without any
anticipation of their death or experience of it.
Those farms used to feed America. Could those farms feed
America now? No, they couldn’t feed us the amount of meat that we
presently eat. We’re eating a ludicrous amount of meat. We don’t
eat like our parents or grandparents ate. It was not until the advent

today. Maybe I won’t have it for dinner, even though I usually do.”
we could all change very very quickly as a culture.
chicken is the only animal that never dies of natural cause, so it
made me think of (inaudible - 49:45). So I was thinking there’s
no global idea for nutrition and ethics. How do you progress a
conversation about ethics and eating animals without the impulse
ethnocentrism, without seeming like you’re preaching to someone?
Do you feel like I was preaching to you?

piece of meat in the center of the plate. And to the various cultures
of the world it’s the same thing. Chinese cuisine was historically
vegetables, grains, and maybe a little meat. Maybe. And Indian
food was overtly vegetarian. Eastern hemisphere food is primarily
vegetarian. Italian food has, historically, been largely vegetarian. The
problem is the factory farm encouraged certain habits in us, made

No, that’s why I said I agree, but some people don’t.

have exported those ideas all over the world.
If India and China start to eat like Americans do, and
everything on the earth stays the same—if not another person is
born—we would have to factory-farm twice as many animals, which
would be 100 billion animals every year. And it’s gonna happen,
probably. But the hope—reason to be hopeful—is the 18% of college
students. Have you ever been outside of America? So if you go to
a city in Columbia, if you go to Paris, if you go to Berlin, if you go
to Tokyo, and just go to places where young people are, they exude
American culture, for the most part. The music that they listen to
tends to be American music; they tend to dress like Americans.
Often they’ll have Lakers or Knicks basketball jerseys. There is still,
and it might not be the case soon, but there is still a real infatuation
with American culture. So as Americans told the world that, “You
need to have meat in order to be big or to look rich and powerful
or to feel full.” Other people sort of bought into that. As Americans

that people who eat meat are bad people. I don’t judge them. I
also really believe—I really do believe—that we all agree, just as a
starting point. It’s not a question of trying to change everybody’s
values. I believe we all share the same values, fundamentally, even
if there’s some variation. Generally speaking, as I was saying before,
76% of Americans think there should be laws protecting animals
from cruelty. No, I’m sorry. 96% of Americans think there should be
laws protecting animals from cruelty. 76% Americans believe there
should be strict laws preventing cruelty against farm animals. So
even broadly agree that the Earth is round, literally. (Laughter.) So
we’re talking about a value that’s nearly universal.
So it’s not really a question of preaching. It’s not really a
question of trying to persuade anybody. It’s more like, how can we
think about this together in a way that’s productive and in a way
that doesn’t make one feel guilty or annoyed or a need to defensive?
You know, PETA, as were talking about before, is probably the
most successful activist group in the history of the world. They’re
incredibly successful, but their strategy is: they’ll risk alienating
eight of ten people in order to get two out of ten people. “But we’ll
turn those two people into serious activists.” The problem is, we
need those other eight out of ten. If the goal is to reduce the amount

“Hey, I’m vegan for a month,” that’s an incredibly powerful thing.
What do all of these people listening to Jay-Z make of that? All over
the world, that’s the music we hear. They’re gonna think, at the very
least, they’re gonna think, “I can’t make fun of that.” At the very
least. And they might even go further and say, maybe that’s what
cool is. Because there are people in the world—coolness doesn’t just
come from nowhere; there are people who dictate what coolness
is. As the people who dictate coolness start to suggest that eating

amount of destruction in the world, then we need the other eight
out of ten. I think there are approaches that are—“Meat is murder!”
or showing a very graphic image of an animal in a slaughterhouse is
one technique, but there other techniques. And I think the best one,

rest of the world will follow behind them.
Do you think there’s a possibility we’ll go back to family farming?
I think we could go back to family farming if people eat very

You know, the nicest thing anybody says to me about this book
is not “I became a vegetarian when I read your book”—I think a lot
of people tell me that—but what I prefer is “Thanks, now I have
a way of talking about this. Like, I’ve wanted to talk about it with
people, but I didn’t really know how. I guess I didn’t have some
information at hand that would’ve be helpful,” or, “I didn’t have a
language at hand.” And what I tell them is, “That’s why I wrote it,
because I didn’t know how to talk about it either.” I had instincts;
I knew I thought it was wrong. I didn’t know how it was wrong. I
didn’t know how to articulate my feelings. I just walked around
feeling frustrated that I had these instincts but couldn’t really share
them with other people. So I thought, “I’m gonna really deliberate
about this. I’m gonna take time and try to put it into words.” Then
once we have words, we’re talking about these things, I think there’s
a lot less risk of aggressiveness or defensiveness or just throwing
your hands up in the air or walking away from the conversation that
people are used to.

times a day. And there’s probably no way we could go back to it if
people eat meat two times a day. So then there’s the question of, “Is
that realistic?”—that change. If you were to ask me do I think there’s
any chance that half of Americans would be vegetarian in ten years?
I would say it approaches zero. If you were to say, if half of the meals
eaten in America could be vegetarian in ten years, I would say there’s
an extremely good chance of that. But it would require a shift from
thinking about these things as an identity toward thinking about
them as acting on our shared goals.
Look at how people are becoming more and more conscious
about energy consumption. Do we think of ourselves as—I don’t
know; there isn’t even a word for it. What do you call somebody who
drive a car with good mileage? An environmentalist? Not really. I
don’t think of myself as environmentalist, but I’m energy conscious
because there’re various reasons why it’s important to me. If people
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grocery store—very very few options. That’s just a problem in and of
itself that you can take independently of the question of meat and
say, “Nobody should be in a situation where they don’t have access
to food that’s healthy.” And there are plenty of ways to try to address
that. But it also raises an issue, which I think you were gonna add,
which is; not everybody can change in the same ways. It’s not fair to
say, “Hey, factory farming is bad, so let’s all stop eating it.”
The fact of the matter is, factory farming has been a saving
grace for certain people in certain situations. Like, the ability to
have a $1 hamburger—for some people, they are really lucky to have
that option, even taking into account how bad it could be for one’s

you respond to that?
this conversation often wants to go to the extremes like, “You swat
can you wear a leather belt? What would you do on a desert island
and it was only you and a cow? You’re gonna die or the cow’s gonna
die.” We’re not on a desert island. We’re in grocery stores and we’re
in restaurants. There all the kinds of things that are worth thinking
about and visiting ethically. Like, maybe, religious rituals involving
animals. But the fact is if there are 50 billion animals factory farmed
every year, it just warps every possible thing we could talk about.
And it certainly warps any choices that we make; we’re making these
choices three times a day. They’re always present. They’re always in
front of us. So I think trying to guide things toward the center is the
most useful way to talk about it.

there is a risk of it becoming a kind of elitist argument of saying, “It’s
a universal bad, so we’re universally responsible for acting it out.”
Obviously, some people have way better access to better food and
some people just have way more money to spend. But, just to return
Pretty much, everybody. Pretty much everybody has access to—or at
least increasingly has access to—things like lentils, to nuts, rice. So
many people say, “Well, organic vegetables cost so much.” Nobody’s
talking about organic vegetables. I mean, that would be nice, but
conventional vegetables compared to conventional meat is just

There was a point earlier when you mentioned the inner city. And
I want to say this. The inner city is ignored. I was reading something
about how low-grade meats are sent to institutions like schools

We have to have a culture of knowing what to do with them
and also, feeling angry about the choices that we have. I did a talk
in Philadelphia at this seriously tough school—one that locks the
doors, has metal detectors—and nobody was listening to me when
I was talking. And they’re all just making fun of me like, “Oh, Harry
Potter’s vegetarian!” (Laughter.) And I just took it as a challenge
and I started talking to them about why I thought they should be
angry about what their choices are. That there are people getting
exceedingly rich from making them die, basically, and ruining
their communities and giving them enormous disadvantages when
it comes to simple things like: what their school day’s gonna feel
like and how much concentration we can expect of people who are
eating diets that are almost purely fat and sugar, added sugar. That

inner city, in Brooklyn, Bed-Stuy—and you go into the grocery store,
you don’t have a choice. And the only way you have a choice is if your
choices. So these things don’t become options to people who live in
the inner cities across the nation, so that conversation doesn’t start.
Like, I eat meat. I love meat. (Laughter.) I’ve done the vegetarian
thing; I’ve done the vegan thing, and it’s wonderful, but I chose
to go back to meat. But how do you then take this conversation to
those neighborhoods where they’re just lucky they can even go into
a grocery store? And you said EBT cards—at that grocery store, they
don’t know they can take that same EBT card to somewhere else, to
an organic market, or some other place, to get a better grade of meat
or have choices for their dinner, for their kids, who would love to say,
“Mom, I’m gonna be a vegetarian.” But they know if they change and
become a vegetarian, they may not have a meal.
That’s a great point. It’s also more than one point. (Laughter.)
There are a lot of things to talk about. There are a lot of ways to
think about that. One way to think about it is, a vegetarian meal
is always cheaper than a meat meal. It is. And it is virtually always
healthier or can be healthier. Or there’s every reason to think it’s as
healthy. So, part of the problem that you’re talking about is not only
economic but cultural. Like, people have forgotten how to cook.
They’ve forgotten that we have the ability to cook. I think it would
be a great thing if Home Economics were reintroduced in public
schools, if we had a culture of knowing what foods are or how to
prepare foods.
Nobody should be in a position of believing that McDonald’s
is their only option. And nobody should be in a position of having

as other people. And then it was good, because they started to get
riled up. Despite my saying this is a conversation that’s like good to
have with humility and gentleness and all that, it’s also good to be
angry about. And it’s good to demand other things. I mean, they
aren’t many schools in the country that won’t change what they
serve students when students get upset about it. If you guys—and
I have no idea what you’re fed, I hope it’s great—but if you guys
organized and said this is what we want, it would change. And I’ve

government has to protect us from those choices. It’s not acceptable
that kids in school or poor people are fed the foods that nobody else
would choose to eat. But because of a lack of information, a lack
of access to information or worse, because of active manipulation
of information, people love to believe it’s healthy. If you think
about the way McDonald’s or Burger King advertises their food,
they give the impression of happiness and the impression of
healthiness, and it’s a lie. And if you look at the kinds of words and
the kinds of images that are on the packages of meat in the kinds of
supermarkets you’re talking about, they are lies. They make people
believe they’re doing something good for their children.
So people who live in what are called urban food deserts, there’s
just nothing, there’s nothing to eat, there’s nothing around that’s
healthy. So their options are basically McDonalds, maybe like a gas
station’s little food mart and maybe something like a bodega, small
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human voice can be a real instrument for change. In short, we
created a public speaking workshop utilizing tools from the KBCC
theatre curriculum.
What we did: Because the workshop was only one hour long,
student presenters had to “hit the ground running” and get the
workshop participants to make the connection between the voice and
activism as quickly as possible. To achieve this, we organized the
session in the following manner:
Round 1:
We presented this workshop twice, once at 9:10 and again at
11:30. Each session had approximately 20-25 participants.

The KCC Reads
STUDENT
CONFERENCE
Theatre Students Explore the
Intersection of Performance & the
Activist’s Public Speaking Voice

We began the session by standing in a large circle where we
introduced ourselves and answered the question “why are
you here (in this workshop)?”
Each participant was then paired with a theatre student who
would serve as a sort of coach.
The theatre student/participant pairs each interviewed each
other. The primary interview question was this: “please tell
me about something you believe in.”
Once the students interviewed each other, they then
introduced their partner to the room explaining what she
or he just learned about the partner (in terms of what he/
she believes in). So, the participant introduced the theatre
student and explained what she or he believes in, and then
the theatre student did the same for the participant.
W
students had done the impossible: got a group of strangers to give
a one-minute presentation in front of a room full of people! What
made this possible was the interview question. The passion of
communicating a belief “trumped” any fears of public speaking. After
round 1 ended, participants and theatre students reported feeling
“inspired” by witnessing so many remarkable beliefs and values.
This is what activism is! Giving voice to something you believe in.
After a discussion about how it felt to be talking about beliefs,
each participant received feedback on how the presentation from
round one might be improved upon (again, using tools from the
KBCC theatre curriculum). Participants then went back into
“rehearsal” and practiced the presentation / introduction, and then
had an introduction “re-do.” This was round 2.
After round II was completed, the workshop concluded with

According to Jonathan Safran Foer, his book, Eating Animals, is
about...well...eating animals. In the introduction, he makes it clear
to the reader that his intention in writing the book was not to serve
as some sort of expose of factory farming. Foer explains that the
motivation for writing Eating Animals grew out of his experience as a
parent, in wondering about the food he feeds his children. Although
activism was not what initially inspired Mr. Foer, Eating Animals has

people and reveal an important truth. After being asked “why are you
answer included a need to manage nervousness and fear around
public speaking. What was uncovered by the end of the workshop
was the notion that although the fear does not go away, the desire
to create change, to give voice to a belief, was enough to energize the

in politics, in the media, and beyond.
The students at KBCC who have read Eating Animals now have
of thinking has given birth to conversations across the campus;
informed conversation is a seed for activism. Mr. Foer has indeed
inspired a new generation of students, who, if they choose to, now
have the necessary tools to ask the important questions about why
things are the way they are in the world: not only about eating
animals, but about our community at large.
With this in mind, the KBCC students enrolled in the theatre
classes Acting I and Voice and Articulation have designed a workshop
that gives a platform for these conversations and reveals how the
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Two students, who already work in health care and hope to further
consequences of industrial farming and slaughtering of animals.
They are thorough and vivid. Another focuses on industries that

Prof. Bruna’s Students Offer Visual
and Dramatic Responses to Eating
Animals

Of all the intense reading and writing work of the semester,
students enjoyed these projects the most, and those who presented,
though quite nervous about it, were extremely proud of their work.

Setting: A restaurant. Characters: Frank Reese, the “last poultry
farmer” and the “retired factory farmer” who we will call “Bob” for

“C,” the animal rights activist in Eating Animals has snuck onto the
retired factory farmer’s farm and is trying to do research on how the
animals are treated, kept and fed.

convention both men spoke on their views and beliefs on this trending
debate. Foer brought these two men together without them knowing.
They both remember each other from the convention but this is the

C: Oh my God, it smells horrible here!
FF: What noise is this? (Takes a gun and runs in the direction of C)

Frank waits in a booth. Bob enters and asks where table 7 is, so the
gentleman at the front walks him to the booth. Bob soon realizes that
it is Frank Reese from the convention.

C: (Hearing the farmer, runs into a barn) Oh my God! This barn is so
small, and thousands of chickens are in it!

C: We should not eat animals or hurt them.

FF: (Entering the barn and seeing C): What are you doing here? Who
are you? Why do have a camera on you?

G: Why? These animals are made for eating, and how stupid life
would be without meat.

C: Wait, wait, wait! I’ll explain everything. I came here to check on
how your chickens are kept.

know him.

C: There are people who live without eating these animals, and just tell
me this, why can’t a person live without eating these poor creatures?

FF: Why? There’s nothing illegal here! I want you to leave now! And
delete that video you took!

Bob: Well, let’s make the best of it.

G: So you want people to eat plants and live an unhealthy life?

C: OK, I’ll leave, but before I go and delete the video, I want to talk
about some things.

Waiter (leaving two menus on the table): I will be right with you.

Bob: Hello Frank. (They shake hands.) I didn’t know I was meeting

Frank: Yes I do know him. He said the same thing to me too.

Frank: Sure, let’s.

(The two men discuss what they will order.)

C: This is just an excuse to eat meat!
G: I survived a war! What do you know about survival? Ask me how

There are two important things about the student work presented
here on Eating Animals. First, it was produced independently
by students in developmental English classes. Second, it is not
traditional remedial English work. Students who do not pass the
CUNY reading and/or writing exams and thus place into these classes
do a great deal of the traditional work: they keep vocabulary lists and
learn to use context clues; answer reading comprehension questions
that ask them to distinguish between main and subordinate ideas;
write summaries and responses to the ideas presented in texts;
paraphrase complex sentences. It is all important work, but it
requires a removal, a distancing from the immediate impact of the
text itself. Moreover, It casts students as passive players in the school
game- learning to do with language and texts what their instructors
tell them is important to learn to do with language and texts. Finally,
it privileges the learning styles that school work often does.
My goal, in these assignments, was to ask students to choose how

people get everything easily- that’s why you are able to make it a
fashion- being vegetarian!

C: I am an investigator of factory farms to show people how they
treat animals- I want to just raise awareness in people.

C: The animals also have feelings like we do!

FF: I see you’re brave and clever, but what’s wrong with factory farming?

G: You tell me- if your son is dying of starvation and you have any
animal with you, what will you choose- your son or the animal?
If you are in the middle of the desert and there are no plants and
you have a camel with you, what will you prefer, your death? Or to
survive by eating the camel?

C: You guys use advanced technologies and it hurts animals: the
way you feed them hurts them, and humans too, and people are not
happy with it.

turkey bacon, but I will have to ask the waiter if the hens that lay the
eggs are free range and if the turkey that makes the bacon is fed any
hormones.
Bob (with a disgusted look): What do you think, this is “Organika?”
Did you listen to a word I said at the convention? Our society does
not care about what we give them to eat! We are trying to feed the
little change, just like the sped up growth of these animals. The
industry does not care about what it puts in our food as long as it is
making money while doing it.

FF: You saying people are not happy? But they want more cheap
meat, and I provide them with that.
to feel pain just like us.

Frank (in a calm voice): I understand what you are saying, but there
might be a farmer just like me that sells his animals that are raised
naturally, to this restaurant.

FF: We have to use technology to make a living and to feed people.

Bob (sighs): Did you ever get to read Foer’s book, Eating Animals?

C: There are many other ways to raise animals for people, just like 50
years ago.

Frank: Yeah?

FF: 50 years ago they fed the village, now we feed the world, my dear,
and you can’t make everyone become vegetarians.

Frank: Not that I recall.

C: So you think what you are doing is right? Harming all those

Frank: I remember that part now. (Waiter comes to the table with
notepad in hand.)

C: People always have a third choice.
anything to survive! Now you people have this technology and all
thing. Animals in the environment are also killed.
C: At least not as many are killed in the environment as we kill on farms.
G: What’s bad if we take care of them, save them from those wild
animals and extend their life span; if they live in the wild, they
would be killed earlier than on these farms.
C: But now they mix up genetics, and kill chickens in a few weeks,
and do you know how cruelly they are treated in those cages, and
how we abuse them?

either an “imagined dialogue” between two characters in the text, or a
a creative mode of engagement with the text that allowed students to
be writers while showing the depth of their understanding of the text.
The dialogues are between characters who never meet in the text,
such as the animal rights activist “C” and the retired factory farmer,
whose stories Foer features in the chapter titled “Hiding/Seeking,”

Bob: Did you get the time to read the part about what I have to say?

Bob: Well, let me give you a hint. I was the “retired factory farmer.”

that possible?

Waiter: May I take your order?

G: You cannot equate humans with those animals! And this genetic

Frank: Why, not eating, Bob?
C: (Getting angry): You will answer for this!

C: Do you know how harmful they are for our body when we
consume it?
G: Everything has a disadvantage. Nothing is perfect!
~~~~

and writing usually reserved for those in higher level English classes.
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Bob: (with an attitude): I don’t feel like it! You can eat, Frank.

FF: (Comes near C and breaks the camera) I don’t want anyone to
hear this!

bacon, but before you write that down, I have to ask you, are
the hens that lay the eggs free-range, and is the turkey fed any
hormones?

But C is clever and committed. She recorded everything FF said on
her phone recorder!
~~~~
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BS: Oh wow (without enthusiasm)
GM: You can stick around for some

Bob (to Frank): See! I told you so!
Frank (to Bob): You didn’t tell me anything. (To waiter): I’ll just have
what he’s having.

GM: (looks at her with disgrace) Oh you poor thing you don’t have
to be shy. It’s okay, I’m making enough chicken and carrots. I
can feed a farm (she laughs)
BS: (angry on the inside, she clears her throat) I don’t eat meat.
GM: (shocked by the comment she drops the knife she is using to

Frank: Why are you like that, Bob?
Bob: Like what?

BS: (handing her the knife) I don’t eat meat.
GM: (shaking her head) So what do you eat, grass?
BS: (giggling at her question) No, I just don’t believe in the idea of
eating meat. They’re animals; we should not hurt them.
GM: (responds bluntly) They’re dead.
BS: (takes a deep breath before responding) That’s not the point.
They are harmless animals. They don’t deserve to be eaten.

Frank: I mean, why do you feel what you believe about farming?
Bob: Factory farming made everyone’s life easier and food is cheaper
than ever! We can grow a broiler in 6 weeks, and they are much
bigger than we had when we were kids. The layers can lay more eggs.
Waiter

Enjoy!

(Grandmother stops stirring her pot and turns to the babysitter)

Bob (to waiter): Will do. (To Frank): The industry of factory farming
has grown so much that people like yourself will never be able to
keep up with the cheap meat they are selling.

GM: Listen I survived a war for God sake. I ate other people’s left
overs just to survive. Do you know how that feels?
GM: No. Listen to me. I left my family to go to war, they were all
I had. No phone calls, no letters, nothing. I refuse for my
grandchildren to ever starve they can eat whatever they want,
whenever they want. I tell them all the time the fatter a child
is, the healthier it is – especially if it’s a boy.

doing something right.
Bob (in angry voice): I am done with you; you will never understand
the industry of factory farming! You will never get it! It will grow and
grow and will take you out of business!

(Grandmother turns back to her pot and continues to stir it and say
proudly)

Frank - Just listen for a second, Bob. I know in Foer’s book Eating
Animals it says I am “the last poultry farmer,” but you know, and
I know it’s not true because you were a family farmer once, and
understand what non-factory-farmers try to do.

GM: And besides, they love it. They call me the Greatest Chef Who
Ever Lived. I dare not lose that title.
everything you’re saying, but you have to look at the bigger
picture. All types of hormones and drugs are placed into these
chickens. It’s very unhealthy.

Bob - And that is?
Frank – Well, we are trying to give families a good dinner to eat that

(Grandmother ignoring the babysitter as she portions the chicken
and carrots into little bowls)

Bob - Well keep trying. I can say I believe in you, but I hope you
change this, for your sake. (
)

GM: Frank! Jonathan! Dinner’s ready!

The waiter leaves to bill on the table; it is just $2.50. Bob takes $1.25
out of his pocket.

–
conversation some other time.
BS: (walking out of the kitchen) Ok, I apologize for anything. Enjoy
your dinner.

Bob: Hope our paths meet again.
Frank – Same here. Goodbye Bob.

~~~~

Bob leaves. Frank stays and ponders the things Bob has told him
before he pays and leaves.
~~~~

(Babysitter enters inside the kitchen, Foer’s grandmother is cooking)
Babysitter: Hi, how are you?
(Babysitter sits down in the nearest seat to grandmother)
BS: What are you making there? It smells delightful.
GM: (answers proudly) Oh this is my famous chicken and carrots!
(Babysitter frowns her face when she hears the word chicken)
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that there is a need to change the way in which meat is produced and
consumed in this country.

Honors Presidential Scholars Offer
Multiple Views on Eating Animals

In his book, Eating Animals, Jonathan Safran Foer confronts
the ethical dilemmas surrounding meat consumption. In the course
of his research, he received a letter from Frank Reese (“The Last
Poultry Farmer”). In it, Reese asserts that there is nothing wrong
with the fact that animals are raised and inevitably killed for human
consumption. What matters, says Reese, is how well an animal
lives. Reese does the reader a favor by reducing the myriad ethical
problems of meat production to one simple question: “How much
Eating Animals is Foer’s attempt to answer Frank Reese’s question.
Factory farming, it turns out, is the real culprit here. The vast
to the fundamental practices of animal husbandry, but is generated
by the industrial farming system, which accounts for over 95% of the
chickens, turkeys and hogs sold as meat; and 78% percent of cattle
raised for slaughter, numbers which are steadily climbing around
the world (109). Foer’s answer is that the feasible minimum of
Eating Animals is an argument for vegetarianism, but it’s also an
argument for another, wiser animal agriculture and more honorable
omnivory” (Foer, 244).

upon the livestock raised and slaughtered within it, even before they
are born. Modern chickens, turkeys, hogs and cattle raised for mass
consumption are not the familiar animals people have depended on
for millennia. Their genetics have been altered directly and through
selective breeding, such that they have become animals that grow
and mature faster and produce more eggs, young, milk and meat.

This panel was comprised of four Honors students, each of
Eating Animals. Sarah Younus
spoke about the harsh treatment of chickens, particularly the killing
process, and advocated student activism as a way to move companies
towards more humane treatment of animals. Alan Hawkins
discussed the ills of factory farming, particularly the problems

bred for meat) grow much faster than their bones. This can cause
painful deformities as well as simply making it harder for the
birds to move around (130). For egg-laying chickens, typical cages
provide 67 square inches (less than a single square foot), not even
enough space to turn around let alone stretch their wings (79).

possess characteristics that are desired by consumers, the limited
amount of space in which factory farmed animals are housed
and fed during their lifetimes, and the problems associated with
the collection and disposal of waste products. He concluded his
presentation by challenging the audience to think about whether it
is necessary for people to eat meat. Zarina Dyussenbekova explained
how meat-eating was an integral part of her cultural heritage in

for breeding, and their kin for pork (183). Factory-farmed animals
are kept indoors, overcrowded, and strictly segregated from their
mates and young; their sleep cycles are abusively controlled with

fresh meat and produce in New York City. She surprised the group by
saying that she felt as if she was “starving” because of her inability to
feed herself in the manner to which she was accustomed in her home
country. Kinza Butt explored the politics of meat production in the
United States, and discussed how and why federal standards are not
always in the best interest of the consumer. She asked the audience

stress levels such circumstances create. The slaughter process is
no more humane than the so-called “husbandry” methods of the
factory farm system either. Because the automated processing
machinery is designed mainly for swiftness, blades dull, alignments
go askew, and mishaps are frequent. Every day thousands of animals
are bludgeoned, stabbed, electrocuted, burned, eviscerated and
sometimes skinned, before they have been killed or even knocked
unconscious (230).

provide us with food that is cheap and plentiful.
from the audience. A lively discussion ensured about the reasons for
and against meat-eating and the small ways in which students at
KCC could improve their eating habits. Suggestions included reducing

billions is not in question. The question is whether or not these
methods are necessary for people to eat. The in the chapter Hiding
/ Seeking, Foer included several letters written to him by contacts
he made in the course of his investigations. In one of those letters,
a man referring to himself only as “The Factory Farmer” insists that

everyone in attendance came away with the understanding that we
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pollution, these vast quantities of feces also release methane into

if animal products are to be made available for everyone, it would
be impossible not to use industrial farming methods. “High-yield
farming has allowed everyone to eat. Think about that. If we go
away from it, it may improve the welfare of the animal, it may even
be better for the environment, but I don’t want to go back to China
in 1918. I’m talking about starving people” (The Factory Farmer,
94) Obviously people could eat less meat, but he insists that most
people just don’t want to. Apparently this majority is not as incensed

faster than carbon dioxide, according to the EPA: “Pound for pound,
1
Factory
farms, therefore, are the single largest source of greenhouse gases
contributing to climate change, threatening the survivability of
human race. To be clear, that includes not only every living person,
but also every person yet to be born.

the minority of activists and vegetarians who eat in abstention
are. Essentially, most people care more about having meat to
eat than how it is produced — according to The Factory Farmer,
industrial farming is simply not the problem some people think it
is. However, he fails to address the true cost of animal agriculture.
If the companies involved did not constantly evade them, the costs
of the environmental damage and healthcare needs generated by
the production of such food products could make the industry
impossible to sustain.

the birds maybe paralyzed their eyes are still moving so they are still
viewing of what’s going on around them.
Sometimes the birds attempt to open their beaks slowly just
to let out a last scream, but it’s unsuccessful. The next process
is the automatic throat slitter, sometimes the machine will miss

own needs, then do that in a proper way. In the book Eating Animals
by Jonathan Safran Foer, he discusses the meat industry and how the
meat industry is not only ruining the lives of animals but of human
beings as well. People assume that this book is pro- vegetarian and
against meat lovers, but that’s not true. Foer wants us to be aware of
what’s going into our foods and into our bodies.
The human body has become an experiment for doctors and

which is called the “kill men”. According to the National Chicken
Council about 180 million chickens are improperly slaughtered
each year (Foer, 133). Then the bird’s feet are removed and then an
incision occurs and rip out their guts most often the contamination

and scientists don’t know what the actual cause for catching these

2

inspected by the USDA they only have 2 seconds to examine each
and every single bird inside and out, approximately they look at
25,000 birds. “Every week, he reports millions of chickens leaking
yellow pus, stained by green feces, contaminated by harmful
bacteria, or marred by lung and heart infections, cancerous tumors,
or skin conditions are shipped to sale to consumers” (Foer, 134).
I don’t entirely blame the food industry, we are a part of the
problems as well, we are also responsible for this as well. We,
humans want so much food and cheap food that they think this the
right way to feed billions of people. I don’t blame them, I’m sure as a

Foer argues for both vegetarianism and better animal
because he wants readers to answer for themselves. Modern food
is a moral dilemma everyone must face not only because everyone
even if we personally maintain a strict vegan diet. Besides, even
if agricultural activists somehow took over the entire federal
government, it still wouldn’t be enough because foreign factory

Pyrrhic Farming

Reese’s answer is to do everything in his power to raise healthy
birds by traditional methods, free from abuse, torture, or excessive
diseases and antibiotics. But even Reese is forced by market
conditions to have his birds slaughtered in someone else’s facility,

animals being bred and slaughtered, but also of the consumers.
People are literally harming themselves and each other by buying
factory-farmed meat, eggs and dairy. This is due not only to the
antibiotics and diseases the products contain, but also to the
immense, unprecedented and unparalleled environmental damage
factory farms cause.
Having those animals kept in such close quarters allows
diseases to spread easily between them, thus spreading that much

delicious. Eating things like pastrami, fried chicken, barbeque and
sushi3 is fun and makes me feel good. Meat is also central to many
of the world’s cuisines, which in turn are central to the cultures that

of 1918), but others fester in these conditions as well. Focusing just
on chickens for example; Foer found that 95% are infected with
E. coli (39-75% still infected at point of sale), 8% salmonella and
90% campylobacter (131). In order to keep these common diseases
from completely destroying their livestock (and perhaps to mitigate
the impact of inevitable epidemics), producers feed their animals
a constant supply of antibiotics, which accelerates the evolution
of the few mutated pathogens that are immune to the drugs, thus
squandering their value to human medicine. “In a perfectly direct
way, the turkeys on our tables are making it harder to cure human
illness” (Foer, 266).
Billions of animals raised also means billions of pounds of
feces, which is collected and stored in massive concentrations
known as lagoons.
“All told, farmed animals in the United States produce 130
times as much waste as the human population — roughly
87,000 pounds of shit per second. The polluting strength
of all this shit is 160 times greater than raw municipal
sewage. And yet there is almost no waste-treatment
infrastructure for farmed animals — no toilets, obviously,
but also no sewage treatment pipes, no one hauling it away
for treatment, and almost no federal guidelines regulating
what happens to it” (174).
This presents factory farms with a hazardous material being
collected in quantities much greater than the surrounding

about how to reconcile my feelings with the facts I learned from
Eating Animals, I was reminded of the old adage that “we are what
we eat,” which I combined with the famous quote often attributed
to Mahatma Gandhi to create a new dietary credo for myself: Eat the
change you wish to be in the world.
Notes:
1. Overview of Greenhouse Gases. EPA.gov. September 9, 2013
2. Latin for “method of eating”
3. Though I did not include them in this paper, I found the facts and
Eating Animals to be just as
alarming and those here.
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As humans we all love to eat what has been provided for us,
eating and drinking is a natural instinct for all living things, from
plants to humans and all in between. We have been provided

largest pork producer in the United States, solves this problem by

abusing these resources because we have abundant amounts of food
that most companies have no idea what to do with. In particular
factory farming, concerning meat, every year we waste a lot of meat
that cannot be eaten due to mistreatment.
A chicken or any type of animal is part of the circle of life
and we should respect them and treat them fairly, just like human

the air. Communities nearby to farms who do this report persistent
nosebleeds, earaches, chronic diarrhea, burning lungs and severe
twenty million gallons of lagoon waste into the New River in North
Carolina.” Incidentally, twenty million gallons is twice as much
Environmental Protection Agency estimates that the combined
excrement of chickens, hogs and cattle has polluted 35,000 miles of
rivers in twenty-two states (179). In addition to concentrated toxin

death toll will increase from 2 million to 7.4 million deaths. That’s
a lot of death, not in just one country but all over the world. Foer
asks, “How did this new landscape of disease come about? To what
extent is modern animal agriculture responsible? To answer these
questions, we need to know where the birds we eat come from, and
why their environments are perfect to make not only the birds, but
us, sick” (Foer, 129). These animals that we eat are constantly fed
with antibiotics and drugs so they could become bigger and fatter
than their normal size. A normal chicken’s life expectancy is 15 to 20
years but because of factory farming, the animals only live up to six
weeks or less. They are constantly beaten up in the slaughterhouses,

without harming animals and us. The food industry is very much
aware of what’s going to happen to their bodies, but they careless
because they have money and power. If we as a community stand
up to these “big food companies” we could defeat them and have a
better health and environment. But, people are scared and feel that
they can’t do nothing, it’s hopeless. Nothing is impossible, if we stop
eating these factory farm animals were harming their income and
will listen to the average people.

That’s like saying if I cut up my broccoli more harshly and brutally
it will taste like chocolate, it makes no sense whatsoever. We have
become guinea pigs, our doctors have become our scientists and the
food we eat is the cause.
There are two types of chicken, one is the broiler and one is
the layer. The layer chicken lay eggs and broilers become meat.
The male layers serve no purpose to the industry so 250 millions
of chicken layers are destroyed a year. The layers are tossed into a

~~~~

female layers once they are mature to lay eggs. They are put into a
room that has very dim light, they are put on a low protein nearly
starving them to death for about two to three weeks. After that
process they turn on the light for sixteen hours a day, so the layer
thinks its spring and starts laying eggs then they put her on a high
protein diet. So now turkeys lay 120 eggs a year and chickens lay 300
eggs a year. That’s a lot of eggs.
The life of a chicken before they are slaughtered is such a
terrible condition for any animal and human being to live in. There
are a thousand birds living in one small cage. They have no room to

On Tuesday, May 6 2014, The Common Reading Program
at Kingsborough Community College CUNY held a Student
Conference where I presented my work on the book Eating
Animals by Brooklyn based novelist Jonathan Safran Foer. I
explored corporate farming in our country. I provided a crucial
insight into the industrialized nature of our nation’s food supply.
I examined the kinship between how our food is brought from
seed to supermarkets, foodborne illnesses, our state of wellbeing,
worker’s rights, animal well-being, and other issues associated with
conventional food systems.
I introduced how entangled the U.S. food system has become
in the past few years. Even if you live thousands of miles from the
closest factory farm, you still should make it your priority to be
concerned about who is manufacturing and how the dairy, meat and
produce you and your loved ones consume on daily basis. Factory
farms control and supervise the diet their animals rely on for their

each other, to win over some space. In those cages there are so many
dead birds and birds that are close to their death. The chickens are
always pecking on each other. The chickens have got deformities,
eye damage, blindness, bacterial infections, broken bones, paralysis,
internal bleeding respiratory diseases and many more. These
chickens are infected with E. coli which is an indicator of fecal
contamination. Between 39 and 75 percent of chicken in retail stores
are still infected. Foer touches on this: “How good could a drug-

has to the animal’s safety in its respective welfare. Do some research.
Be an informed consumer, support your local farmers, and shop
at farmer’s markets. Buy organic foods, organic fruits, vegetables,
grains, products are grown without the chemical fertilizers and
pesticides and made with synthetic ingredients. Organic meat, dairy

but the birds will be injected with “broths” and salty solutions to
give them what we have come to think of as the chicken look, smell
and taste” (Foer, 131).
The slaughtering process is even worse than the conditions
they live in. They cut up 105 chickens every three and a half minutes.
The employees handle the chicken roughly so that they could feel
the bones snapping in their hands. One of the employees said she’s
in constant pain in her hands that she soaks them in ice water and
can’t even fall asleep without swallowing her pills (Foer, 132). Then
they load the crates into the trucks without feeding the birds. Then
they hang the birds upside down in metal shackles. You could hear

today, you can taste the goodness in every morsel of land made food.
Awakening awareness in American society about the food they
bring to their families dinner table and changing their perspective
It’s rare to search the combination of creative inspiration,
professionalism, and marvelous piece of work. He’s message was
coherent in providing the onlooker with such brief history of
the fast food industry, how it has transformed not only what we
buy at our local supermarkets and how people consume, but also
farming methods and entire ecosystem. This book is an essence of

provided for humans to eat. But we shouldn’t make these innocent
water bath, this process most likely paralyzes the birds. Even though
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methods to raise, facilitate and slaughter animals on factory farms.
We can take charge of this system, and shift it three times a
day. We should strive to buy and support those businesses that
treat workers, animal’s welfare, and overall ecosystem with dignity.
When going for grocery shopping, look out for fruits, vegetables,
produce and all sorts of foods in that present season. Buy organic;
read ingredients list, labels, and all other information provided. Buy
locally grown foods, shop at farmers markets. Opt in for cooking
healthy and nutritious meals home, wave fast foods goodbye.

A Dialogue with Prof. Radtke’s
Students: “Nature and Us: Cruelty or
Sustainability?”

markets, but as well as to our very own neighborhoods, communities
and the environment as whole.
~~~~

It is hard to become a vegetarian if you grow up in Western
Kazakhstan, where meat is the main ingredient of every meal in
your home. The taste of American meat, poultry, and most fruits
and vegetables made me very picky, and reduced my ability to eat what
I used to more than 3 years ago in my home country of Kazakhstan.
Almost every dish of every Kazakh cuisine consists of
meat. And by “meat,” I mean: camel, horse, cattle, lamb, goat, etc.
on the region. Kazakh cuisine is traditionally focused on mutton,
horse meat, milk, cheese, and baked bread, because for generations
Kazakhs, with their nomadic lifestyle, were herders. They used
animals not only as food, but also for transportation and clothing.
The author of Eating Animals tells the story about his
grandmother during World War II, escaping the Nazi regime. One
Russian man gave her a slice of meat, which she traded. However,
she was starving, but she didn’t eat that meat because it was pork.
For some people, including me, meat is the part of their lives and
cultures, which is why it is so hard for people whose culture is based
on eating meat to change or refuse a meat dish.

In our class work, the theme of animal cruelty, which appears in
variety of our relationships connecting us to nature.
The group that set us on that journey researched pet shops and
discovered that “puppy mills” supply chain stores, where adult dogs
are treated purely as breeding machines and subjected to conditions
similar to those at factory farms: overcrowding and neglect,

Kazakhstan’s economy has started growing, and my family was
able to purchase a country home or “dacha,” where we planted fruit
trees, and vegetables, raspberry and strawberry. I would say, I grow
Usually all summers I spent at the dacha, helping my mother collect
fruits and vegetables, so later on she would make some jam, and
we will eat it during the winter time when fruits weren’t available
anymore. Also, the favorite part was to make shish-kebabs, where
on the local market my father will purchase the fresh organic meat,

put it.
At the conference, four groups presented the whole issue from
a close report on the material in the book to the cosmic. Group 1
included Kevin Barthly, Shannon Edinboro, Tracy (Ellie) Jaipersaud,
Jessica Miranda, and Levent Saka. This group hewed closely
to Eating Animals, covering factory farming of chickens and pigs,

me in my dreams. For me it is hard to forget my father’s shishnot only in America, but in other regions of Kazakhstan. It is been a
while, since I really enjoyed meat since I left my country.
Reading the book Eating Animals was a crisis for me,
because I love meat, I enjoy meat, and it is hard for me to give
it up or to convert myself into a vegetarian. What can I actually
do, as an animal / meat eater?! Eating Animals is not just a book
about vegetarianism or having a healthy lifestyle. It is a book about
cage farming, corporation farming, GMO food, etc. Do I have to
continue to eat meat full of hormones, and some other things I am
scared to even know about?! I want to know where is the meat I eat
coming from? I want to know the actual COW, PIG and SHEEP. Is
it IMPOSIBLE to know these things? By supporting corporations

alternative approach at Niman Ranch.
Group 2 was made up of Carlos Quintuna and Denise Barco.
This group designed collages that portrayed the theme of how the
food industry perpetrates a Scheme on consumers, the “bull shit” in
Group 3, which included Josanne Fraser and Bevonia Harrison,
assembled a board for presentation at a table that illustrated animal
petting zoos, and to the current controversy over carriage horses in
Central Park.

still exploring. I am worrying. I am starving, because not every
supermarket or store has an organic or hormone-free food with

deforestation, habitat destruction, land degradation, with a focus on
the looming global crisis over water.

especially for me. So, what do I do?
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Well, we see the extremely unhealthy way most factory farmed
chickens are farmed, but the processing is even worse! More
sick pathogens are developed during the processing of chickens.
Desensitized, and under-paid workers are not exactly up to par with
food safety procedures.
In the book An Anthropologist on Mars Temple Grandin one of
the best animal factory designers, says of the workers: “When it’s
time for chickens to go to McNugget land, they pack them, they
hang them upside down and cut their throats” (Sacks, p. #167).
No doubt these birds become mutilated, and beyond sick. These
disgustingly deformed creatures are sent through a hot scalding
tank. Jonathan Foer says that the collective feces on the skin, and
feathers of the birds actually get absorbed in the skin because the
heat of this tank opens their pores exposing them to their own fecal
matter (Foer, p. #132). Machines are then used to slit them open
where they become extremely contaminated because their intestines
spew out feces into their body cavities.
After all the fecal mess occurs, what do the USDA inspectors
have to say? Well they proceed to inspect. Even more pathogens
are developed through the inspection. According to Jonathan S.
Foer, the USDA inspectors examine each bird inside and out for
a total of only two seconds (Foer, p. #134); to which they deem
healthy a bunch of beat up, puss oozing, fecal contaminated
chickens for us to enjoy. After being barely inspected, the chickens

Eating Animals: Panel Discussion
& Informative Speeches with Prof.
Schwartz’s Students

According to researchers from Food and Water Watch, they are
dipped in a chemical cocktail to which labeling is not required, so
we have no clue what chemicals are being used to sterilize these
birds (www.foodandwaterwatch.org). They can range anywhere
from the type of chemical we clean cement with, to the same
chemicals we clean out a pool with. According to FactoryFarming.
com some serious infectious organisms are transferred to humans
from these pathogens in factory farmed chickens such as E. coli,
and Salmonella. (http://www.factory-farming.com/infectious_
organisms.html)
Let us review everything we have discussed. Dangerous, and
how they are farmed, second how they are processed, and last but
not least through the very long two second inspection and cold bath

Each year forty eight million people across the U.S.A. get
sick because of food borne illness from factory farmed chickens;
almost one hundred and thirty thousand are hospitalized, and of

and approved for our consumption. So my friends from all this

statistics, wouldn’t you want to know what’s in your chicken? I
myself, have eaten chicken all my life, and not just any kind; the
kind that’s $1.99 a pound. So surely I have taken the time out to
research exactly what risks I am taking by eating factory farmed
chicken. Today you will be informed how factory farmed chickens
develop dangerous pathogens and pass them on for human
consumption. Dangerous pathogens are developed in these chickens

are full of sick!
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during the actual farming, throughout the processing, and during
the inspection of them.
Pathogens are developed during Farming. In the book Eating
Animals Jonathan S. Foer tells of his experience as he witnessed the
overcrowded sheds on a factory farm.

~~~~

?

in one tiny shed (Foer, p. #129). No doubt, this causes stress on the
Singer Sir Paul McCartney once said “If slaughterhouses had

these factory farmed chickens. Not only are birds packed up in
such stressful conditions, but they are also genetically engineered
and given drugs to grow faster than normal, and bigger to meet
the high demands of cheap meat. This too causes deformities, and
disease. They are also fed unnecessary antibiotics to assure survival
under these horrible conditions. According to members of Food and
Water Watch, these antibiotics become resistant to bacteria, and
www.
foodandwaterwatch.org/factoryfarming.html)

“Glass Walls” Video ). This makes you wonder what really goes on
in slaughterhouses and where the meat we eat at home comes from.
Chances are, you won’t be pleased. And just as Sir Paul McCartney
implies, it is actually very unpleasant.
Now, why should we the (general public) be concerned?
Well, what if I told you that the meat sold in our local supermarkets
were likely to have gone through abuse, torture and mistreatment
and were probably raised in unsanitary, unsafe conditions. After
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Consultant and Designer of livestock handling facilities, called
Grandin Livestock Handling Systems Inc.
An Anthropologist on Mars was a book written by neurologist
Dr. Oliver Sacks who interviewed Temple in his book about life
with autism. Now, when asked about her contributions to help in
slaughterhouse cruelty, Temple mentions 3 solutions she had used
to address this issue within the industry. One solution was to have
frequent rotation of shifts for workers in slaughterhouses. This
reduces the chance of abuse. In the book, she states, “Nobody should
kill animals all the time” (Sacks, 281). And: “The person doing the
killing approaches his job as if he was stapling boxes moving along a
conveyor belt” (Sacks, 280).

reading Eating Animals, by Jonathan Safran Foer, I found myself
curious to learn more about the conditions of slaughterhouses and
factory farming.
I would like to inform you about the abuse and mistreatment
of farm animals and slaughterhouse conditions. Today I will
describe to you (my audience) what slaughter house cruelty is like
and familiarize you with people who have worked to improve these
conditions. When talking about Slaughter house cruelty, the three
most important things you should know about this subject are that
slaughterhouse living conditions are despicable, spreading awareness is
leading to improvements in this area and that actions have been taken
by slaughterhouse cruelty experts to reduce this problem.
Now, we said that the living conditions in slaughterhouses are
despicable. This is because within factory farming, there is neglect in
living Conditions. According to the Last Chance for Animals Campaign:
Like other factory farmed animals, broiler chickens are raised in
such overcrowded enclosures that they become aggressive. To stop

humane ways to kill without prolonging torture. This is simply
she
used to address the cruelty is to change the design of machinery
in slaughterhouses, to prevent fear and apprehension in animals.
Curved chutes and high walls are examples of these design changes
(Sacks, 279-281). They work to distract the animals from predicting
that death is near, and helped to avoid the sudden stress and terror
that the animals would otherwise experience in the last moments of
their lives.
We need to understand the importance of this issue because
according to the Last chance For Animals Campaign, “97% of the
10 billion animals tortured and killed each year are farm animals”

starve. They never breathe fresh air but instead inhale ammonia day
after day (LCAC website). Additionally it says, “After giving birth,
sows are only permitted to nurse their newborns for two to
three weeks, as opposed to the 13 to 17 weeks they would naturally
spend. The piglets are then taken away to be fattened up. By that
time, approximately 15% of the newborns will have died. The sow is
then re-impregnated. When she can no longer breed at such a rapid
pace, she is killed. (Last Chance for Animals Website)
There is also emotional torture, like calf and her mother being
separated which causes great distress among animals (Sacks, 267).
There is beating with weapons such as lead pipes (Foer, 254). Some
animals experience mutilation (Foer, 256). There are even cases of
Sodomy (Foer, 256).
In her book Slaughterhouse, Gail Eisnitz reveals some of these
facts using the eyewitness testimonies of slaughterhouse workers.

now know that,
indeed despicable. Secondly, we recognize that spreading awareness
has been leading to improvements in factory farming tactics and
cruelty experts had to take against or to reduce this issue.
I hope this helped you (my audience) be aware of the
conditions of slaughterhouses , it’s improvements and the positive
outcome resulting from the works of experts who found more

the back of the cow’s neck open while he’s still standing up. They
would just fall down and be shaking. And then they stab cows in the
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the cow be crying with its tongue stuck out” (Eisnitz, 145). From these
facts, we see can clearly see the issue of neglect in living conditions.
Right now, we are only focusing on the negative side of this
issue, but I’m here to tell you there is still hope in solving this. Even
though Slaughterhouse cruelty is not completely non-existent,
spreading awareness of the issue has lead to improvements. States
like Colorado have illegalized common factory farm tactics. Whole
Foods agreed to a program of animal welfare labeling. The New York
Times had published an article against factory farming saying that”
animal husbandry has been turned into animal abuse” (Evidence all
three points are directly mentioned in the third paragraph of pg 251
of Eating Animals by Jonathan Safran Foer.)
Even though media and increased awareness did spark
these improvements, it is not the only reason for its progress.
This decrease in cruelty can be linked to the actions taken by
slaughterhouse cruelty experts in reducing this problem. One
such expert is Temple Grandin. Let’s discuss Temple Grandin’s
Background for a moment.
Temple was born autistic. She grew up on a farm and had
loved animals Autism is said to be a “disease of the mind” and it

~~~~

Imagine you are at a fancy restaurant with a goddess lady or
a handsome guy. You order a delicious steak with juicy vegetables
and incredible mushroom sauce. Have you ever thought the dinner
or actually the steak that you ordered may cause some diseases?
Knowing what could cause and how to prevent yourself from
getting sick can save you and your loved ones from getting infected.
Zoonotic diseases are diseases that can be transferred between
animals and people. People can get zoonotic diseases from contact
with infected live poultry, domestic and wild animals and through
contaminated meat, eggs and dairy, which contain bacteria such as
Salmonella, Campylobacter and others. According to The Centers

other things. However in Temple’s case, she found this connection
animals like cattle. This “gift helped her understand and cater to the
needs of farm animals (Sacks, 269). TIME magazine has even named
her as one of the
in
2010. With her love for animals still holding strong, Temple got a Ph.
D in animal science and is now working as a professor at Colorado
State University. She also runs her own business in which she is

tens of millions of people and kill thousands and cause more than
nine billion dollars in health care-related costs each year. Http://
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www.cdc.gov/ncezid/index.html.” (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 14 Apr. 2014. Web. 24 Apr. 2014.) Zoonotic diseases are
a major global threat to public health. As a society, we should think

3.

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: “Food-related diseases

4.

than nine billion dollars in health care-related costs each year”. Http://
www.cdc.gov/ncezid/index.html.” Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 14 Apr. 2014.
Web. 24 Apr. 2014. “
The National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases:
“Sixty percent of human infectious diseases are zoonotic.” “Mission,
Organization and Research.” FAZD. A Department of Homeland
Security Science and Technology Center of Excellence, n.d. Web. 24
Apr. 2014.

people and what we can do to protect us from getting infected.
diseases to occur. It is a main threat to humanity that comes from
food we eat and the way we farm. Pew Commission on Industrial
Farm Animal Production reported: “The present system of
producing food animals in the United States is not sustainable and
presents an unacceptable level of risk to public health and damage
to the environment, as well as unnecessary harm to animals we
raise for food.” Gyles, Carlton. “Footnotes.” National Center for
Biotechnology Information. U.S. National Library of Medicine, 31

the kind of food system we each wish to support.
As Jonathon Safran Foer reminds us, “One of the greatest
opportunities to live our values-or betray them-lies in the food we put
on our plates.”

A Workshop Hosted by Students
of the KCC Urban Farm: “Making
Seasonality a Reality”

The main topic in the book Eating Animals is the harsh reality
that the majority of the food we eat is factory farmed, and it also
discusses how detached the whole process of killing animals has
become for consumers, rather than it being a common occurrence
to see or even know about. Therefore, by taking away the journey of

unnatural and dirty conditions, in their own feces, without fresh
air and sunlight, and is grown on antibiotics. All of this causes not
only animal but also environmental stress. Those reasons lead to all
kinds of bacteria to occur in animals. As we consume more animal

better about consuming more and ignore the natural cycle of things.
With that in mind, I think the real underlying topic of the book is
not to be vegetarian but to inspire people to eat more consciously, and I
think this theme is much more relevant to improving food systems.
After all, people should be at least a little concerned about
their food’s origin whether it’s eating chicken or eating tomatoes.
Where is this food coming from? Who am I supporting and why?
And if those questions aren’t important to someone, an even bigger
question might be why don’t I care about where my food comes
from? And bringing up these questions may mean that people
need to shift their thinking or way of living, which can be a huge
undertaking if you don’t take it in baby steps. So by introducing
each aspect of the food system, whether it be learning about where

human health.
results for people, such as sickness or even death. According to The
National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases:
“Sixty percent of human infectious diseases are zoonotic.” “Mission,
Organization and Research.” FAZD. A Department of Homeland
Security Science and Technology Center of Excellence, n.d. Web. 24
Apr. 2014. People who are more likely to get infected are children,
older persons or people with weak immune systems.
The most common symptoms are diarrhea and abdominal pain.
Other symptoms that may occur are vomiting, fever or bloody
diarrhea. Usually, people with those symptoms recover without
treatment. However, it can also lead to hospitalization or fatality. As
long as we know the dangers of zoonotic diseases, we need to think
about preventions.
There are many preventions from zoonotic diseases. Of course,
we can talk about the importance of always washing hands but
I think we should think deeper. As Dil Peeling, the Director of
Campaigns, Compassion in World Farming, said: “Animals need,
and deserve, to be in higher welfare farming system.” Peeling, Del.
“Mission, Organization and Research.” FAZD. Dil Peeling, BVSc MSc
MRCVS Director of Campaigns, Compassion in World Farming, n.d.
Web. 24 Apr.2014.
Therefore, farmers should provide animals with a proper care, clean
environment and limit stress and antibiotic usage. We need to limit
the amount of eating farm meat to reduce the risks of food infections.
Let’s review what causes zoonotic diseases to occur, how they

what it means to eat more locally grown food, people can take
that information and implement it at their own pace. In the end I

2.

~~~~

At KCC Urban Farm, our mission is to catalyze thought,
dialogue and action around food system issues. We work with
Being a part of KCC Reads and working to help present the
“Making Seasonality a Reality” workshop has taught me a lot
about what it means to eat responsibly and seasonally on an even
higher level than what I learned from being a student aide on
the KCC Urban Farm. From my experience there, I always knew
the good things that stem from eating food when it’s in season

such as: GMOs, farm worker rights, nutrition, sustainability, organic
waste, food access, ethical questions in food service and more.
Eating Animals, added much to
the food-centered conversations both on the farm and throughout
campus. Classes came out to the farm to discuss issues in livestock
production and have added to that inquiry questions about the
production and distribution of fruit and vegetable crops.
The growing food movement has resulted in more of us
becoming aware of the practices of conventional agriculture,
including: use of antibiotics and hormones in livestock, the
application of synthetic pesticides, herbicides and chemical fertilizers
in vegetable and fruit production, distribution mechanisms that
make it so that the average American meal travels 1500 miles from
farm to plate, and the havoc that these practices wreak on our
environmental and personal health. This growing awareness leads
us to ask: How can we change things? What can the individual do?
Where does one start?

infected. First of all, unnatural and dirty conditions, antibiotic use
and the environment stress are the causes of zoonotic diseases. As a
result, people get sick, can be hospitalized or can even die. Finally,
we have to wash our hands more often, provide animals with proper
care and eat less farm meat. I hope you understand now all the
dangers of zoonotic diseases. I hope you stay healthy and safe.
1.

consciously rather than make the big mistake of doing nothing at all.

Introduction: Mara Gittleman and Silvia Torres, KCC Urban Farm
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businessmen: the farmers who grew it.
What I didn’t like to think about however, was the bad caused
by eating whatever you want whenever you want, something that I
admit I do very very often. Learning more about about “Food Miles”
and how much pollution is caused just to bring us a tomato with the
taste and consistency of ice from halfway across the country or the
world was eye opening. At the same time, becoming aware of just
how much power I have as a consumer to challenge this pattern felt
empowering.
Another thing I was pleasantly surprised to learn about was
just how informed people in our college tended to be about issues
like this. A couple of truly amazing members of our audience
contributed very heavily to the message we were trying to send,
adding some very good information on top of what we had, and in

to address those questions ranging from covering the basics of
gardening and cooking skills to a breakdown of components of the
food system. In the end, they decided to lead a workshop centered

a manner that made me proud to go to a school where people cared
as much as these students did.
Overall I really enjoyed the conference, I enjoyed working with
this workshop, and I really really loved the enthusiasm towards the
cause of eating seasonally, locally, and healthily that our student
body has. It was an amazing conference and I’m glad I had the
privilege of being a part of it.

oranges, broccoli and other produce in supermarkets throughout
which grow in this climate.
The workshop gave participants the knowledge to buy seasonally
and locally by taking small steps in those directions. Armed with the
know-how, we can make food purchases that more closely align with
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of how our meat is produced for the consumers and to make us
more aware of how the meat on our plate gets there, because this is
an important matter, and a core value to many individuals. Eating
Animals is a book full of knowledge and quality information that
has the ability to increase people’s awareness about issues in the
factory farming industry and meat consumption.
Life brings us to various stages where we come to realize that
there are certain values we hold close to our hearts, yet we were
never forced to think about them up to a point which may eventually

Honors Students Raise Awareness:
Problems of Food Access, Food
Awareness and Factory Farming

Foer writes about memories from his
childhood, and the perception of food within his family. He divided
perspectives yet share one common idea, the importance of food.
In “Storytelling” we also learn about the prominent story of
Foer’s grandmother who is a Holocaust survivor, and the values she
holds close to her heart. She begins her story by describing the
perfect life she lived with her family. Although they were not rich,
they had enough to keep themselves alive, and to live a peaceful life.
However,
Then it all changed. During the War it was hell on earth,
and I had nothing. I left my family, you know. I was always
running, day and night, because the Germans were always
right behind me. If you stopped, you died. There was never
enough food. I became sicker and sicker from not eating,
and I’m not just talking about being skin and bones. I had
too good to eat from a garbage can. I ate the parts others
wouldn’t eat. If you helped yourself, you could survive. I
about. (Foer, 16)
Foer’s grandmother found herself in a terrifying situation which
suddenly happened to many families like hers. With very little food
at their disposal, everyone was competing for it in order to survive.
However, throughout their journey they came across a variety of
people, even ones who had pity for them.
A farmer, a Russian, God bless him, he saw my condition,
and he went into his house and came out with a piece of
meat for me.”
“He saved your life.”
“I didn’t eat it.”
“You didn’t eat it?”
“It was pork. I wouldn’t eat pork.”
“Why?”
“What do you mean why?”
“What, because it wasn’t kosher?”
“Of course.”
“But not even to save your life?”
“If nothing matters, there’s nothing to save. (Foer, 16)
This short excerpt from “Storytelling” portrays the importance of
certain values individuals hold close to their heart. No matter how
bad of a situation Foer’s grandmother found herself in, she refused
to eat pork even though it was a life threatening moment for her.

One of the best parts of working at KCC is seeing what
students can do. I become more and more convinced that there is
NOTHING they cannot do. This session demonstrates the curiosities
of three students who had many questions after reading Eating
Animals. Where could I get access to healthy produce and
green markets in my neighborhood? How many of my friends eat
meat and where do they buy it from? How many of my friends care
about their food choices or wonder about where their food comes
from?
Students Nancy Bello, Patricia Pjatakova, and Sarah Kassin
demonstrated that the book Eating Animals succeeded in creating
a heightened state of awareness. As Patricia Pjatakova concluded:
“awareness is very important, especially if you want to show a

save” (Foer, 17) symbolizes the importance of traditions she grew up
with as a child which she wants to save for the later generation since
it is something important that matters to her.
Our core values are important to us, and so should be

“Foer’s book is not an attempt to guilt-trip meat lovers into
eating plants. It is in fact, a deeply personal journey— one he feels
every person should make—in order to know what is really at stake
when he puts a piece of meat into his mouth or to the mouths of
his children” – Seed (Foer, 1). Seed’s review of Eating Animals by
Jonathan Safran Foer simply summarizes the content of this book in
a few lines. As Seed pointed out, Foer’s purpose for writing this book
was not to make meat eaters feel guilty about consuming meat and
to convert them into vegetarians, but simply to expose the process

Speechlessness is quite a graphic chapter with a step by step
procedure of how animals are being housed, what they are being
fed, and eventually the process of how they are being killed. The
beginning of this chapter is quite unique compared to any other

Americans eat the equivalent of 21,000 entire animals in a lifetime—
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aback after reading such a mind blowing statistic which made me
question the human population, and think about the amount of
animals we kill in order to satisfy our appetite. Then, after learning
that “an inspector has approximately two seconds to examine each
bird inside and out, both the carcass and the organs, for more than

We perhaps know more than we care to admit, keeping
it down in the dark places of our memory—disavowed.
When we eat factory farmed-meat we live, literally, on
our own. (Foer, 143)
He mentions that people might have an idea of what goes on in
factory farms, but everyone is afraid to admit to it because we do not

looks at about 25,000 birds a day” (Foer, 134) makes an individual
wonder about the meat we eat every single day of the week.
We eat meat thinking everything is cleaned and disinfected,
and not tracing it back to the factory farm. However, how can we
trust that we are eating pure and disease free meat, if an individual
who is responsible to inspect the meat only spends an average
of two seconds examining it? Later on, Foer argues, “Of course,
consumers might notice that their chickens don’t taste quite right-

especially what happens to the animals we eat. Sometimes it seems
better if we don’t know the truth because as Foer mentions it will be
a big plus because you are becoming educated a topic that needs to
be approached sooner or later. We may be victims of eating animals,
and our eating habits may not change after reading this book, but
our perception of factory farmed animals should. It is important
that we are aware about issues in the factory farming industry and

animal possibly taste?—but the birds will be injected (or otherwise
pumped up) with “broths” and salty solutions to give them what
we have come to think of as the chicken look, smell, and taste”
(Foer, 131). According to Foer’s statement, people are so used to the

enters our bodies, and as the consumers we have the right to know
Awareness of our food consumption is as important as the
awareness of our surroundings. And this is what Foer is portraying
throughout his book. He does not want meat eaters to become
vegetarian, he just wants them to be more aware of what they eat.
Factory farming is an issue that does not occur only throughout
the United States, but worldwide, and therefore we should spread
the awareness. There are people who feel no pity for animals and
are capable of torturing them. However, then there are others who
care about the maintenance of animals and feel that animals have
a special value and should not be harmed, and therefore want
to increase the awareness about this issue. To Foer, this too is an
important matter. As his grandmother stated “If nothing matters,
there’s nothing to save” (Foer, 17). This applies to Foer because if he
did not care about factory farming, and the factory farmed meat

when we see a healthy chicken, grown and produced in a healthier
environment we begin to question it in every aspect. This chapter
surprises us with details about factory farmed meat that is often not
shared publically. Foer shares his knowledge of factory farming that
he gained through his research and farm visits which shocks many
individuals. His powerful words and imagery of contaminated meat
force one to think about the amount of meat they consume, and
Speechlessness” has the ability to increase people’s awareness about
contaminated meat in factory farming, which leaves us speechless.
This chicken process turns out to be a cycle in which people
breed chickens, feed them with hormones and antibiotics, kill them,
sell them and soon enough people will buy them and eventually eat
them along with the hormones they were originally fed, causing the
human population to become infected with a variety of viruses and

into this research. However, his number one reason for doing this
research was his son, because as a responsible father he wants to
provide him with the best nutrients that he can while growing up.

Such viruses are causes of numerous deaths, since the spread of it
is very rapid. There is also another form of toxin hazardous for the
human population that forms from “massive amounts of shit” (Foer,
174). Foer says “So much shit, so poorly managed, that it seeps into
rivers, lakes, and oceans—killing wildlife and polluting air, water,
and land in ways devastating to human life” (Foer 174). Not only

~~~~

hormones, but also polluted air. Foer adds “And not all of the shit is
Reading Eating Animals by Jonathan Safran Foer caused for
me a trip in self-discovery and made me take personal inventory of
my own health issues. In addition, because I am a student studying
community health, it made me think of how much we do not think
about what we put in our bodies. It also led me to think about the
availability of healthy foods in my community. As a result, I decided

factory farm buildings. This includes but is not limited to: stillborn
piglets, afterbirths, dead piglets, vomit, blood, urine, antibiotic
syringes, broken bottles of insecticide, hair, pus, even body parts”
(Foer, 176).
comes to mind is always from factories, but not toxins from factory
farms. Throughout the book, Foer graphically illustrates how
toxins are created in cesspools which eventually pollute our air.
Air is important for human survival and therefore various toxins
and pollutions negatively impact the human population. Since
air pollution is an important factor causing majority of health
problems, Foer informs us of the major causes and contributions to
those factors, making his audience aware of the problems raised by
factory farms. Individuals will be able to take a step towards and plot

fruits, and vegetables. My research directed me to become conscious
of the fact that there are only two greenmarkets on Staten Island,

locations throughout Manhattan, 18 locations throughout Brooklyn,
10 locations throughout the Bronx, 8 locations throughout Queens,
and 2 locations on Staten Island. Since the other boroughs have
numerous greenmarkets, consumers have more of a choice of day
and location. It was also reported that many greenmarkets open
in May and close in November; however, there are 16 locations
in Manhattan that, stay opened year round. Therefore, besides
Staten Island having only two greenmarkets, they are only open on
Saturdays, and once November ends, the markets close until spring.

After reading Eating Animals many individuals stop and take a
moment to process the information they just read, because a lot of
this information becomes shocking and unexpected. Foer says,
Perhaps in the back of our minds we already understand,
without all the science I’ve discussed, that something
terribly wrong is happening. Our sustenance now comes
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What is the consumer to do about fresh fruits and vegetables then?
In order to keep healthy, the consumers need to be able to have
access to fresh fruits and vegetables all year long. This should be the
goal in each borough.
Mayor Michael Bloomberg and City Council Speaker Christine
Quinn have proposed that the city issue 1,500 licenses to street
vendors to start up a program called “Green Carts.” These carts
would sell fresh fruits and vegetables. Mayor Bloomberg is planning

is not really an issue of concern for me. However, I feel these extraregular sized drink, then buy another. My guess would be that
people would think twice about purchasing another drink. Our
portion sizes need to be downsized so we can better control what
and how we eat. As a result, the obesity levels in our community
can decrease. Reducing soda size is just one piece of a very long
equation. Another piece is the increased availability of healthy
foods in our communities, especially fruits and vegetables.
Greenmarkets “were founded in 1976 with a two-fold mission:
to promote regional agriculture by providing small family farms
the opportunity to sell their locally grown products directly to
consumers, and to ensure that all New Yorkers have access to the

fruit and vegetables is the lowest in the city. The number of carts
in each borough would be proportionate to its population. Five
hundred permits are being issued in the Bronx and Brooklyn, 250
in Queens, 200 in Manhattan, and 50 in Staten Island. Many cons
and pros have been reported on this issue especially from business
owners believing the street carts would take business away from
them (Loeser and Walker, 2007).
The Center for Disease Control and Prevention states: that in
“a 2004 Community Health Survey, researchers have found that

(GrowNYC,2013). As reported by GrowNYC, there are greenmarkets
18 locations throughout Brooklyn, 10 locations throughout the
Bronx, 8 locations throughout Queens, and 2 locations on Staten
Island (GrowNYC, 2012). Since the other boroughs have numerous
greenmarkets, consumers have more of choice of day and location.
It was also reported that many greenmarkets open in May and close
in November. However, 16 locations in Manhattan stay open year
round. Staten Island has only two greenmarkets; they are only open
on Saturdays, and once November ends, the markets close until
spring. What is the Staten Island consumer to do about fresh fruits
and vegetables then? In order to encourage healthy behaviors, the
consumers need to have access to fresh fruits and vegetables all year
long. This should be the goal in each borough.
To satisfy my curiosity about what was available in my
community, I headed out to the Staten Island Mall, the location

of fruits and vegetables a day and 14% eat none at all” (Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention, 2004). This led me to research the
obesity rates for the United States. It was stated that Mississippi
is the fattest state for six consecutive years; 34.4% of people are
reported as obese. Maine reported the highest increase over the
last year with Oregon dropping the most. Colorado continues to
be the leanest state in the United States, with 19.8% of adults being
obese. New York and 11 other states reported 24.7% of obese adults
(NYCDOHMH, 2011).
Breaking this information down for New York City, the
highest percentage of obese adults was in the Bronx, with 32% of
residents being obese, followed very closely by Staten Island with
about 30%, then Brooklyn with 28%, Queens with about 22%, and
Manhattan with the lowest obesity percentage of obese adults (15%).
Manhattan also had the highest under/normal weight percentage
reported at 52%. Staten Island came in fourth with 38% of residents
being under/normal weight, and the lowest percentage of under/
normal weight was reported for the Bronx (NYCDOHMH 2010).
I can assume the lowest percentage of obesity and the highest
percentage of under/normal weight go together because Manhattan
is a walking borough with a lot of available fresh fruit and vegetables
almost at every corner, not even including the 26 locations of the
greenmarkets. However, speaking from my own perspective, Staten
Island is not a walking borough. If you consider problems that
Staten Island faces with regards to easy access to healthy food, the
locations of food-markets, extreme amount of fast food restaurants,
quick in and out delis and only two greenmarket locations once a
week for fresh fruits and vegetables; it is not hard to see why Staten
Island reported in as the second highest borough for obesity and
fourth for the under/normal weight category.
Furthermore, the South Shore residents of Staten Island
are extremely passionate about their soda intake. The Staten
Island Advance (2013) stated that 31% of just the South Shore
area reported to consume one or more sugary beverages per day.
Health Commissioner Dr. Thomas Farley stated: “Reducing sugary
drink consumption is critical to reducing obesity and obesity
related illnesses, which kill more people in New York City than
anything except smoking.” Statistics show that “nine of the top ten
neighborhoods with the highest obesity rates city-wide were also the
highest in sugary drink consumption. At the other end, the three
least obese neighborhoods were also the lowest in sugary drink
consumption.” The Advance also reported that Staten Islanders
“turned the biggest thumbs-down of any borough to the ban on sale
of large sized drinks, according to a Quinnipiac University poll.”
It was reported through this poll that 65% of Staten Island voters

of the Mall on Richmond Avenue. You can arrive at this location
by driving or by city bus. My second visit was to St. George
Greenmarket located on Hyatt Street, which can be accessed
by bus, car, or train to St. Marks Place. This location however,
involves walking from the train, will take some time and it is uphill.
Greenmarkets accept cash, all credit cards and debit cards. They
also accept Women, Infants, and Children supplemental nutrition
program (WIC ) and Farmers Market Nutrition Program (FMNP)
checks with a wonderful incentive to continue shopping at the
greenmarket; if you spend $5.00 with food stamps; you will receive
credit of $2.00 worth of food stamps to use at this or another
greenmarket. All you need to do is to sign up at the information
tent and ask for a Frequent Shopper Club form. Each greenmarket
works jointly and follows all the same regulations. I located the
timer; there is an information tent located at each greenmarket.
I spoke to the director, and she informed me that all produce
are freshly grown, and that 25% of all ingredients must be local to
be considered part of the greenmarket. Most of the vendors were
from New Jersey, one Vender was from Decker Farms, which is
located on Staten Island. This was a nice surprise since I know that
the grammar schools on Staten Island use this farm for school trips,
especially around pumpkin picking time. They also have fresh dairy
vendors with eggs, cheeses and other varieties of dairy products,
including fresh made pies. All pies are made with the fruits from
the vendors. In addition, they also have a special program for
immigration merchants. They send them to a six-week program
to learn how to manage a business and set them up with a plot of
land to start their gardens. Prices seem to range around average for
vegetables and fruits. However, I found the ground beef to be very
down at St. George greenmarket was a tent set up for the children
to learn about the fruits and vegetables. They also learn songs and
have a nice time while parents and guardians shop. I thought this

poll said, “city voters oppose the proposal by 51% to 46%” (Young,
2013). Personally, it is very rare that I have soda in my house. This
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was a wonderful idea to keep the children safe while educating them
on good eating habits.
Through my observations, I discovered that at the Staten Island
Mall greenmarket there were mostly white and a few Hispanic
consumers. The ages of consumers ranged from middle-aged adults
to elderly. It was reported to me that they do see many people
using food stamps at this location; however, the population at this
market is found not to be that serious about going green. When
I asked what she meant, the director stated, “You would notice
nobody brings recyclable bags. Everyone uses plastic bags.” They
also have a compost section that hardly gets used. Sometimes
they will see the same people but mostly people just come and
go randomly. I felt very embarrassed standing there holding my

least once during the week. That way people have a choice.
I decided to go back down to the greenmarkets and see if I can
speak to some customers regarding their thoughts and opinions
that they have on the greenmarkets located on Staten Island. To my
amazement, everyone was more than happy to give his/her opinion
and to share thoughts with me. A few women mentioned that it was
part of their Saturday routine to purchase their vegetables and fruits
while his wife picked out the vegetables. The kids were involved in a
project and they even said they loved coming on Saturday mornings.
One of the questions I asked was regarding the hours of operations;
everyone stated almost the same thing: it would be nice to have a
few extra days. I did mention to them that the other boroughs had

use my own recyclable bags. She stated that throughout the other
boroughs, especially in Manhattan, everyone uses recyclable bags
and uses the compost section. I thought to myself that, Manhattan
has many greenmarkets that operate more than once a week, which
would make using the compost section easier, and to suggest using
recyclable bags by handing them out occasionally. I know they are

I also decided to use my own social media connections to
get a sense of what my friends and family thought about the
greenmarkets on Staten Island. Therefore, I placed my question
on Facebook. It, asked whether anyone used the greenmarkets
and if so, would you please write me a few lines regarding your
experiences. I was very happy that almost everyone responded.
Some of the negative responses that I received were due to the fact
that people did not know we had greenmarkets on Staten Island,
and who did not know what a greenmarket was, and one response
was scary; she stated her children did not eat vegetables or fruits
so it is a waste of time to go. Another negative point was that they
were out of the way, in inconvenient locations. On the positive side,
some friends mentioned the outdoor environment and friendliness
of the merchants were pleasurable experience. They found the fruits
and vegetables to be very fresh, appealing, and enjoyed listening

a company donate recyclable bags so that people might think to
use recycle bags instead of plastic or hang signs suggesting to use
recyclable bags. I personally did not even think about it. I will now
use recyclable bags.
Observing at the St. George Greenmarket, I noticed it was
mostly African American, Latinos/Hispanics, and Russians. This
parents, and children. I found this group of people to be much
friendlier. In fact, my husband engaged in a conversation with some
food. By the sound of their conversations, many people consider it
theirs as well. It was a much more relaxed atmosphere with a group
of children singing in the middle. I did notice the meat tent and

One reported that the organic meats, turkeys, and chickens were
delicious. My husband and a few women at the market exchanged

people were using food stamps and their purchases were not as large
as at the other greenmarkets. However, I did notice the compost
section being used as consumers walked in. Everyone seemed
happy, the vendors were talking, customers were socializing, and the
kids were in their own tent.
So one may wonder: why does Staten Island have only two
greenmarkets, when in fact we have many locations for these
markets? I assume they picked the mall because many city buses
use the route of Richmond Avenue, making it reachable by everyone
throughout Staten Island. The location in St. George is also nearby
a bus stop and if in good shape, you are able to walk the hill up from
the train. I can assume not many elder people can make that walk.
On a personal level, I honestly do not think I could have made
it before losing the weight I have. Therefore, from my observations,
I discovered two problems: lack of transportation and lack of
greenmarkets. The transportation by train on Staten Island is set
up on one line, with some stops being in the middle of a town,
while other stops located in the middle of a residential area such
as Bay Terrace for example. The city bus route is noticeably set up

peppers ranked high on the list of favorites.
One of my dearest friends found herself on food stamps after
Superstorm Sandy, which many of us who lived through it consider
a hurricane. My friends lost their entire business and half their
house, but thank God, their family was safe. She does not speak
report she questioned the incentive of using food stamps. I gave her
the paper work and explained to her what the greenmarket was all
about. She is now a user of the greenmarkets.
As well as the greenmarkets are run, they are lacking in the
advertising area. I feel that when a person, for example, applies for
food stamps or any other government assistance they should be told
about the greenmarkets. Other ways of advertising if not on the
to get out into the community.
I would like to continue my research in order to further
examine greenmarkets on how they could decrease obesity rates
throughout Staten Island. I would like to understand better why
Staten Island only has two greenmarkets. I also want to investigate
who decides on the number of greenmarkets for each borough.
I feel these questions need answering to understand the entire
situation. With more knowledge, better programs can be created.
As I look back to the beginning of my journey learning about
the greenmarkets and studying the overall rates of health issues
on Staten Island, I thought back on how I became intrigued. It
began with a book called Eating Animals, by Jonathan Safran Foer,
a reading assignment brought together by KCC Reads. The author
began speaking about his experience of being poor and his families’
traditional ways of eating and the way his family looked at food.
As the book proceeds, Mr. Foer continues to give his opinion and
reports on the way animals are being abused. However, I never felt

feel guidelines for greenmarket locations need to be utilized better.
As I continued observing, I can understand better the medical
concerns in our country, which is on the increase concerning
obesity, diabetes, and heart problems (Checchi, 2013). If we take
the time and plan locations of greenmarkets, this would enhance
community members’ abilities to obtain more fruits and vegetables.
Within our society, we really need to select things that are easily
obtainable so that the consumer wants to change their habits.
Nobody wants to be bothered with taking a bus on a Saturday
morning across town to reach the only market before things run
out. And, often a person might work on the only day the market is
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it was all about changing our habits as opposed to teaching us a new
way of looking at what goes on before we make our food choices.
What I did realize he was trying to say was that a little change is
better than no change. In my own experience, I had to cut out high
cholesterol foods, begin exercising, and lose weight to decrease my
cholesterol numbers without the need for medication. My choice
was to change my eating habits in the end; every change is a change
for the better.
As a society, we have traditions that, during the holidays and
socializing, bring us to a round table of food products. Foods are
the main stream of our lives. If you bring up vegetarianism or the
way animals are tortured and killed, most responses would be “that
is what they are put on earth for.” People get very funny about a

Very easily: advertise, advertise, and advertise. Your voice is the key
my project, many areas of Staten Island came to mind that would
be perfect for a greenmarket. However, given the red tape of getting
started we will need a strong connection with someone whose
voice is respected and heard. This is where our voices are the key to
advertising. The more we speak of the problem the more it is heard.
open. I remember it was a big deal and a treat to go. It was
considered a family outing and I do not recall going there again
unless it was for a special treat. However, through the years,
many fast food restaurants have opened up and you see families
sitting down as if it was a feast. Unfortunately, you also witnessed
the obesity problem among people. We also have to take into

that people can be very closed minded about his subject. I stated a
few times when discussing this book that “everyone has blinders on
when it comes to the way animals are treated. We all know to some
degree that these animals are being mistreated; to what degree is the
question we do not realize. Until we read a book like Eating Animals;
after reading such a book you have no choice but to drop the blinders.”
There are organizations that try to do the right thing.
Unfortunately, they are outnumbered by the big money making
farms. Factory farmers allow ranchers “to make sickly animals highly

dollar menus, value meals, and coupons. For many people, fresh
fruits and vegetables are expensive. However, I personally also feel
people are just too busy to cook healthier foods so stopping by a
window is easier. People would argue that these restaurants have
are supersizing their meals. My goal for my community is to spread
the news about the need for more greenmarkets, healthier food
choices and to lower the obesity rates. If we lower the obesity rates,
I feel other medical issues can be reduced.
In conclusion, slaughtering and medicating the animals that
we consume just to satisfy the pockets of big money corporations,
plus the lack of greenmarkets, sheds light on how unhealthy our
food options are and how limited our access to healthy foods can be.
What I hope my paper does is start a conversation about the subject
of healthier eating and cutting down on the unhealthy medical
issues such as obesity, diabetes, and heart conditions. We have
conversations everyday with people; this is the point of connection.
The connection point is the key to spreading the news regarding the
lack of greenmarkets availability, the slaughtering of animals, and
medicating them with medicine that we are feeding our children.
The author Malcom Gladwell wrote a book called The Tipping
Point. In his book he summarizes that the connection point that

monstrous creatures” (Foer, 2013). Due to the amount of antibiotics
girls who experience earlier physical development and it seems to
occur earlier with each generation.
Foer (2009) also states: “Since the world has changed so much,
the same values don’t lead to the same choice anymore.” As a society
when we take in information, we have a way of processing it to how
we perceive its importance in our lives. Our lives have become a
of our health, we need to slow down and think of the choices we are
making. Listen to the health reports; ask questions regarding health
issues even if they do not pertain to you; become knowledgeable of
things out of your reach such as meat producers and food handlers.
When I read this quote I had to stop and think of the craziness of
it; “isn’t it strange how upset people get about a few dozen baseball
players taking growth hormones, when we’re doing what we’re doing
to our food animals and feeding them to our children?” (Foer, 2013)

production line. The connection point that people make with other
except we want the message to stay strong. My goal for this paper is to
inspire just one conversation on this subject, which can lead to many.

the car that produces less toxic fumes, and energy saving appliances,
yet we ignore one of the most important aspects of our health,
the food we consume. I am not lobbying for everyone to become
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Those people who do think about it and feel that they cannot make
because in the end it really is not one person it is millions of people
thinking the same way.
We will never be able to close down the many big money
making farms but we should, boycott restaurants, such as Kentucky
Fried Chicken, who brag about the mass production of chickens that
they kill each year. Also, included within these famous names are
some employees were also found to be mutilating live birds during
multiple investigations” (Foer, 2009). To make matters worse, Tyson
and Kentucky Fried Chicken owners work together. The idea to
break down these companies sounds overwhelming to the majority
of regular day people. However, one small change from each person
will send a message.
in our eating habits and access to healthy foods? There is an old
saying that asks, “How do you get to Carnegie Hall? Practice,
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website, www.askdrsears.com, that provides the readers with
answers to common questions about vegetarians. The usual
argument against vegetarians is that they don’t get enough protein
most people are unaware of. Plant and/or vegetable foods 1) contain

neighborhood. However, I don’t eat meat so often, but not for any

of vital B- vitamins and folic acid 4) contain fewer calories 5) carry

would beg my mother to feed me pasta instead of steak or chicken.
Eventually I grew out of that and, like the average person, I do enjoy
having some chicken once in a while. I don’t agree or disagree with
vegetarianism, I just wouldn’t be able to adapt to that lifestyle. If
I have a random craving for meat, I wouldn’t be able to satisfy my
needs. Also, if I’m feeling weak, I go to the supermarket and I buy
myself a steak to re-energize myself. In the past, I was told I’m
anemic but now, thankfully, my red blood count is perfectly average.
Experiencing the downside of not eating meat, feeling fatigue, being
tired, looking pale, not having any energy, has encouraged me to
keep eating everything in the food pyramid.
Eating is a big part of our everyday life, but how often do we
take the time to think about where it came from, how it’s processed,
etc.? After hearing about the book Eating Animals, by Jonathan
Foer, and reading a few pages, I realized the process to get the meat

energy to get hold of.
vegetarianism. The questions and answers from www.askdrsears.
com explain why that shouldn’t be a worry. As long as the individual
continues to have a stable diet, including all the food groups except
meat, he/she won’t be anemic. Vegetarians who eat healthy don’t
usually eat a higher volume of iron- containing foods. Plant foods
also contain vitamin C, insuring that red meat is not the only source
to make red blood cells.
After reading that, I felt ten times more educated. I was never
an advocate for vegetarianism; I remained neutral. However, I
usually leaned more towards the meat eating side. Now, after I know
all this interesting material, it’s not such a terrible idea to cut down
on the meat.
If we really think about it, there is so much cruelty towards
animals in order to satisfy our needs, or even wants. Foer explains
that if everyone knew about factory farming, we would be opposed
to it. How can somebody cage a pregnant, or even a non-pregnant,
pig? How can someone remove parts of an animal’s body without
anesthetics? He brings up these points to raise awareness among
people who are oblivious to how the meat is made. He discusses in

I thought of 8-10 questions to ask people in an interview. I
wanted to focus on meat-eaters and know their thoughts on eating
meat and vegetarianism. I sat down, thought deeply and came up
with some detailed questions. I asked how many meat stores were
available to each interviewee, hoping to get a clearer picture of the
meat stores in our area, while others are limited to two or so.
All of the people I interviewed admitted that they eat meat on
a regular basis and it’s a substantial element for themselves. Most

why it’s wrong.
Many people face the issue of eating meat or where they have
reasons why they should and shouldn’t become a vegetarian. The
Eating Animals, Foer
explains that the Holocaust really had an impact on the way his
grandmother ate, never taking a crumb for granted. Thinking back
to that, it was a really powerful point that was made. We must enjoy
everything given to us to the full extent. Foer also mentioned how
he was a vegetarian for a short period of time and then went back
to eating meat, completely indecisive of what he wanted to do. It’s
completely understandable, considering it’s a big step to cut meat
out of your life entirely. For the most part, those that I interviewed
had a hard time imagining life without eating meat. According to
my research, you can live a healthy life as a vegetarian as long as you
take supplements.
As I mentioned earlier, I put a video together of interviews
regarding meat. If you’d like to watch it, please click or type in the
following link:

chicken, steak, red meat, etc. around 2-4 times a week. They don’t
mind vegetarianism and they mentioned how it’s crucial to take
supplements in order to replace the meat they’re missing out on.
From the interviews, I would say that most people generally
to give that up. It’s absolutely healthy to keep eating meat, but
something is being eaten more or less than it should be. As long as
the individual is consuming the right supplements, it shouldn’t be a
problem.
At the end of a video I assembled, in the bloopers, you can see
how I asked someone if they eat meat and when they said “no,” I
immediately ended the recording. She would not have been able
to answer the questions I had organized. They were regarding
how often meat is consumed, where it’s purchased, etc. Another
reason is because the video was put together in the format where I
ask the question and all the answers show up together to hear the

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0B9mPkkhbds&feature=youtu.be

irrational. It would not only extend the video longer than it should
be, but it would also confuse the viewers. The initial question was
“Do you eat meat?” implying that the entire video was about that

Thank you very much and I hope you enjoy the video!

This experience really taught me a lot of information about
vegetarianism. Although my main focus was on meat eaters, I
also felt the need to do some research on vegetarianism. For a
long time there’s been a controversy of whether or not vegetarians
are healthier than meat eaters. It turns out that vegetarians can
be healthy, that is, of course, if they follow the general rules of a
nutritionally- balanced diet. It’s easy to sit on the couch all day,
eat junk, watch TV, refrain from eating meat, and call yourself a
“vegetarian.” Obviously, that’s not the ideal lifestyle, whether the
person is a vegetarian or not.
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Foer. There was an abundance of panels opening throughout the
day. The Men’s Resource Center hosted a panel from 11:30am12:30pm, in room M-239 and the panelists were Mark Melendez
and me, Rashidi Ashman. Mr. Rodriquez acted as the facilitator and
Prof. Terry acted as the moderator. Mr. Rodriquez opened up the
event presenting the mission of The Men’s Resource Center and the
focus of our panel. The panel was conducted M.I.T. style, which is
referring to our weekly philosophical discussions, “Men In Thought”,
adding some of the Men’s Resource Center’s style. A few questions
addressed, pertained towards morality and our thoughts about the
overall book. One of the things I found it interesting, when the
author attempted to get in contact with Tyson’s Chicken via the way
of a letter. What made it interesting was when they ignored him,
making it seem as if they had something to hide. He just wanted to

The Men’s Resource Center presents:
An Ethical Exploration of Eating
Animals

Reading Eating Animals forced me to question, my own methods of
food consumption.
In one part of the story, the author mentions a plethora
of terms in the form of a list. One of the terms listed was,
Anthropomorphism. Anthropomorphism is to attribute human
relate when it pertains to my cat. This shed some light on my
relationship with my cat, she was initially a homeless cat in my
backyard before me and my family welcomed her in my home. She
was one cat among six of the cats in my backyard. To this day, I still
for that matter, that my cat is very unique. A few reasons, that have
led me to anthropomorphize my cat is as follows: She has stared at
herself in the mirror on multiple occasions, literally stared. She has
the ability to open the door, as long as it is not locked. Whenever
we would lock her in my brother’s room, if she was being annoying
or whatever the reason may have been, she wouldn’t break out
but she would show her disdain for our decision by continuously
sticking her paws out from under the door. The reasons to me as
to why I anthropomorphize my cat besides the reason’s I stated
above is because, to me her behavior is so abnormal from my other
experiences with cats.
Now that I am older, I can appreciate the value of nutrition
more as well as food selection. There is so many layers to these

The book Eating Animals engaged and challenged readers
Center, our young men were confronted with a topic that many of
them have never pondered. They were mentally waylaid as they were
compelled to think about the world around them in ways they had
never before considered. Equipped with new paradigms, they entered
Eating Animals discussion.
Our conference session was made up of myself as moderator,
Professor Joseph Terry as facilitator, and two students on this

ground but one thing I believe everyone can agree with is that, what
become a detriment to your body. As for myself, I’m still searching
for the proper balance in my life to improve myself physically,
for nutritional supremacy will continue. In closing, reading Eating
Animals was an eye-opening experience and has informed me and
others about the production of the food we consume, as well as the
morals surrounding that food.

prepared to test and provoke the minds of the audience. They both
spoke eloquently and passionately about their perspectives. The
provocativeness of Eating Animals served up a wealth of topics that
compel the reader to speak.
The session began with opening remarks from myself and
transitioned into brief remarks by our panelist and then into a
rich and open discussion framed by the Aristotelian concepts of
ethics, morality and justice. It was wonderful to hear the energetic,
productive conversation that was sparked by ideas presented by
Rashidi and Mark, such as anthropomorphism, cruelty and comfort
food. Our session wrapped up with a lively round of Q&A with
participants gladly sharing their voices and their opinions.

~~~~

This year at KCC Reads Conference, I had the opportunity to
speak on Eating Animals on behalf of the Men’s Resource Center.
We discussed the ethics surrounding eating animals. It is my
and with respect to their natural lifestyle? We’re pumping chemicals
and drugs into the food we eat in order for the food industry
secondary consumption, when will we realize that animals have
rights too. And that this unhealthy inhumane treatment of our food

On Tuesday May 6th, 2014 Kingsborough Community College
held its annual KBCC Reads Conference. The conference was
centered on the National Bestseller Eating Animals by Jonathan
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the common reading program and ardent wish to serve. That was the
beginning of a long and wonderful collaboration, during which time
Iqra also became my student, twice. She was a constant and reliable
contributor to KCC Reads. Both at our mini-conference in November
and our annual conference on May 6th, Iqra spoke engagingly about
the importance of raising awareness with regard to the content of our
food and how it is produced.

Students of the KCC Reads Cohort
Present Critical Readings of Eating
Animals

to help facilitate workshops, summer 2013, on Eating Animals. So
impressed was I that I invited Edith also to facilitate workshops, a few
weeks later, for the new cohort of Honors Presidential Scholars. She
was, at both events, outstandingly impressive, especially in terms of
the genuine enthusiasm she brings to the topic of food justice. Then,
all year. Not only did she write an excellent paper on Eating Animals,
having enrolled in my English 30 class, she also wound up speaking
twice more on the book: conducting a roundtable discussion as part
of our mini-conference Nov. 12th
the conference on May 6th, where she spoke eloquently and with great
poise about the importance of eating healthfully and knowledgeably.
presentation at the Honors Symposium a few years ago. She got
read Eating Animals and attended a September 2013 workshop.
Jennifer asked to be part of the cohort afterwards, impressing me
from the start and remaining an active and reliable volunteer. Like
Edith and Iqra, this gifted student presented on Eating Animals twice
the economic challenges of eating healthfully. To my recollection, she
was the only student to truly consider and work to unpack the very
important intersection of social class, healthfulness and food justice,
a complex perspective she managed with great aplomb.
he spoke on the important food justice role the media plays in
bringing information on food issues to the public. He further talked
about the part Scepter, our wonderful student newspaper, played,
this year, in doing precisely that through coverage of KCC Reads.
We had the full support of Scepter all year, thanks to Niaz: our

One of my favorite things about coordinating KCC Reads is
the work we do through the cohort, as a team of volunteers. I am
grateful for the opportunity I would not otherwise have had to work

place where animals are treated as machines and not actual living
creatures. At some point Foer even highlights the fact that our
nation has such a disconnect with reality. How so? Well it seems
as if issues of factory farming do not stimulate people enough to
take action. How could it be that thousands of people in the United
States are allowing factory farms to destroy such an important part
of our lives? Foer explains that the fact that we do not care about
the health and lives of others eventually led us to the same feelings
toward our own lives. This business is killing and unnecessarily
hurting animals to feed people, but does it matter when we are
basically feeding people poison?
These are all questions that derive from the discussion of the
corruption within us and in factory farming. Foer shows us one
opinion from the “farmer’s” perspective: “You hear about freerange eggs and grass-fed cattle, and all of that’s good. I think it’s a
good direction. But it ain’t gonna feed the world. Never. You simply
can’t feed billions of people free-range eggs. And when you hear
people talking about small farming as a model, I call that the Marie
Antoinette syndrome” (95). This is one way to rationalize what
factory farming is. It is “feeding the world”, but in reality it is feeding
the world a slice of destruction. This factory farmer goes on to say
“High- yield farming has allowed everyone to eat. Think about that.
If we go away from it, it may improve the welfare of the animal, it
may even be better for the environment, but I don’t want to go back
to China in 1918. I’m talking about starving people” (95). Contrary
to popular belief, it is possible to survive without eating meat for
dinner every single day of the week. But why do we? It is not only
possible to “survive” but it is possible to live a happy and healthy
life without meat in your diet every single day- or as some would
say- not at all. The fact that we continue to support factory farms
for the sake of a convenient meal and delicious meal- it leads us
to lose sight of what is truly important. This is an important point
Foer reveals to us. He walks us through the history of farming, we
started with family farms that knew how to treat farm animals as
creatures and beings of this earth- just as humans are, and it began
to transform to something much darker. Why have we gone from
family farms to factory farms? Foer shows us that the industry of

Eating Animals is the story of Jonathan Safran Foer’s personal
journey to becoming a vegetarian. In this book, he does not
necessarily promote being a vegetarian because he speaks about
eating meat from time to time when he called himself a vegetarian.
When his son is born and he has to make decisions for what he will
be eating. He thinks more about what he should be eating and does
more research for himself.
A few themes that I noticed in the book were agriculture,
animal cruelty, conditions of farms, veganism, factory farms. Foer
a lot of unhealthy meat that goes around. Chicken are injected with

but, we are now being used in a way as test subjects for the growth
hormones and the antibiotics.
This book makes people think twice about their eating
habits. Personally this book has shown me to eat consciously: food
into a person’s life. This book has made me more aware of my
surroundings with regard to the food that is available in general and
risks associated with how it was made and what it contains. I now
know that it is important read the labels on food products, to do
research on ingredients you aren’t familiar with, and to know where
your meat came from.
In conclusion, Jonathan Safran Foer is trying to expose the
truth in order to change the world. He wants us to change the
world with him by learning the truth about these factories and not
supporting industrial farming by refusing to purchase their meat.
We should stop buying meat from factories because, if we keep
products to inject it with and we will continue being scapegoats of
their schemes.
~~~~

truly what is important in life when we are losing what makes us
human?
When speaking to Michael Yezzi (a farmer who is the owner of
a family farm in Upstate New York) at the Farmers Market in Grand
Army Plaza in Brooklyn, New York, he said something interesting
that I have heard many times before. Michael Yezzi mentioned
that becoming a vegetarian to oppose factory farming would not
be the best solution to stopping factory farming. Many believe that
one person cannot do much to stop factory farming by “simply” not
buying their products. Some would even say that it is an extreme
approach or “radical” approach to stop eating meat. This is an
example of how quick we are to dispel any thought or idea that may
make us rethink our actions and see ourselves as wrong when it
comes to something that we have always understood as “normal”
and right. As a nation, we have accepted factory farming as the norm
because we get the products we want quickly and whenever we want
it. All of our technology in this present day aim to be the quickest
and most convenient. We have become used to having everything at
our disposal, when a new product is released that may seem better
we are on to the next one. The problem is that we have adopted
this very perspective and attitude towards animals. Chicken is just
chicken. Do we ever stop and think of another living creature when
we think chicken? No. Many just think about how well chicken will
complement the next meal.
When I decided to shift to a vegetarian diet, one of the leading
reasons for giving up meat was health. It was not until later that I
truly considered all the other issues I was addressing by refusing
to eat meat. The fact that we do not even consider the life of other
beings is revealing of how our values have shifted and how our idea

the Inaugural Day, the November mini-conference with Gene Baur

Treglia in Health, Madeline Sorel and Caterina Pierre in Art, or Paul
Ricciardi and Greg Fletcher in Theatre Arts. My involvement in this
program has likewise granted me the great honor of working with

annual student conference. Scepter produced two large spreads on
KCC Reads this year, with four articles on the conference alone. And
Niaz himself had much involvement: not only did he photograph the
conference, manage other photographers, attend the full day and the
Plenary Session, he also managed to make a presentation as part of
this panel.
I could not be more impressed than I have been with these four

IT, Mara Gittleman and Silvia Torres of our Urban Farm, and our
inimitable librarian, Wendy Chu. Then, there are the
…
In taking over leadership of the program, I invited students to
participate in its governance. Perhaps the best decision I have made
in the cohort the opportunity to work side-by-side with students as
peers, students who are majoring in a variety of disciplines at the
college and who plan to move on to a variety of senior colleges and

college! Nor could I be more thankful to them for their support of
and commitment to our campus-wide common reading program.
Additional thanks to our KCC Reads colleague Frances Robinson for
moderating this important student panel for us.

know and have not taught contacting me about the program, because
they wanted to get involved.
This year, four students presented as members of the KCC Reads
Cohort at our annual conference. We could not have been better

a lot! -- and, having now completed their Associates degrees, we wish
them all the very best as they pursue senior college at City College,
Baruch College and SUNY Stony Brook!
Eating
Animals!

Flores, Jennifer Faybusovich and Niaz Mosharraf (not represented
here) come together to share personal responses, on our behalf, on
Eating Animals.
came to KCC Reads by attending a meeting, uninvited. She was so
determined to become involved that she simply showed up to a cohort
meeting and introduced herself to me, declaring her enthusiasm for
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choose to eat says a lot about who we are and what we care about,
which is only one of the many important messages that Jonathan
Safran Foer conveys in Eating Animals. Eating factory farmed
animals is not just eating factory farmed animals. We are making
many more decisions when we choose to let factory farms feed our
country. Foer makes it clear that eating factory farmed products
in our everyday lives is an easy decision to make for many, but it
is an action that requires more thought. One question that arises
from all of this is where are our values? What do we care about?
And how have we gotten to such a corrupt place in history? Foer
expresses that as humans we have no regard for other living beings
and essentially, shows the readers that we have a disconnect with
other animals, animals that are part of our planet, a big part of our
life, and A PART OF US. The mindset that we, as humans we can
do what we want with no consequence, is a form of corruption that
is leading our planet to a dangerous place. Why shouldn’t we care?
Why shouldn’t we change?
Throughout this book Jonathan has made it clear that one
of the true reasons for the issues that we are now facing due to
factory farming is the fact that the demoralization of our nation has
blinded us. Who would have thought that taking a bite of chicken
at dinner meant the mutilating of millions of animals annually, the
destruction of our environment, damage to our own health and the
disruption of so many ecosystems? Foer describes our nation as a
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of what is important need to be reevaluated. This is exactly the
idea we see when Foer shares the letter “C” writes. “C” is an animal
activist that accompanies Foer in sneaking onto a farm late at night.
Of course C is not her actual name but in order to stay anonymous
has chosen to be called C. In this letter C says “It’s crazy that the idea
of animal rights seems crazy to anyone. We live in a world in which
it’s conventional to treat an animal like a hunk of wood and extreme

The inequalities in health are spread out through the various
factors that consist of a person’s life, such as living conditions,
work environments that the person is exposed to, age and other
to illness and achieve a higher state of health. Furthermore these
conditions are shaped by political, social and economic structures.
Poverty and poor health are correlated directly and inseparably
with there being various dimensions of poverty. Poverty includes
material deprivation (of food, shelter, sanitation and safe drinking
water), lack of education, unemployment and low income. They
all work together to reduce various opportunities, limit choices,
undermine hope. As a result, they all threaten health and access to
healthy food.
According to the World Health Organization’s Social
Determinants of Health Standards, which includes early childhood
development, globalization, health systems, measurement and
evidence, urbanization, gender equality, epidemiological data
shows diet quality follows a socioeconomic gradient. Diets that

sense in what C is saying here. Is C overthinking this or could it be
that many of us just do not think about animals enough?
This is a question that is brought up here. Our regard for
animals as just animals shows the attitude of our nation. This
attitude is the outlook that our nation is the best, the most
important and that everyone and everything is beneath us. When
looking at the oppression and the issues that many communities
face in America, it is clear to see that this very mindset is the root
of the problem. Let’s take a look at slavery, or as C mentionschild labor laws. The reason that so many individuals have been
mistreated is because of the power structure in place. It is because
certain individuals have gotten a hold of too much power. C
continues “When we walk around thinking we have a greater
right to eat an animal than the animal has to live a life without

nutrient-poor are preferentially consumed by persons of lower
socioeconomic status. This review (Darmon 2008) concludes
fresh vegetables and fruit are more likely to be consumed by
groups in higher socioeconomic statuses. On the other hand, the

ways, both directly and indirectly and C and Foer urge us to realize
that now that has gotten out of hand.
Foer presents us with information and stories he discovered
on a journey about food. In doing so, he helps the reader to realize
what factory farming is- exploitation. Exploitation is just wrong.
In sharing this journey, he creates a greater message. The message

lower socioeconomic classes.
outcomes. According to the WHO, health outcomes are determined
by whether individuals live in a metropolitan area or rural area.
Urban areas present health risks through poor living conditions,
limited food resources and pollution.

rethink everything we thought we knew. In order to make a change
in this world that is what is necessary. Foer has told us stories and
presented us with research that is so much bigger than just us.
Today when we make a decision to eat factory farmed chicken that is
our health, our earth, and the animals we share this earth with are
important some amazing changes will begin to take place. Change is
what we need at this moment in history. This is a book that is worth
discussing. Foer has been successful in creating a story that will help
others reshape their lives if given a chance. He begins with letting
us know that “anthropocentrism” is not the appropriate outlook
we should have, there is more to consider and he presents us with
a story about the obscure path that anthropocentrism has led us in
history. With all of this, we can only conclude that we are living in a
dark place in history and we should all care.
~~~~

Two summers ago I had the privilege of working on a mayoral
campaign where I was strictly working in policy and community
food, such as farmers markets, organic supermarkets, etc. Instead
of trusting Wikipedia or various news outlets for statistics, I wanted
to personally go to neighborhoods that are underserved and see
for myself. One of the areas I had to go to was Brownsville, New
York. Unemployment rates are high and the number of organic
and farmers markets is small. I saw individuals choose unhealthy
food options. Perhaps that is the only choice they had. I wanted to
investigate this further and see: Have the economics of our country
failed the people miserably when it comes to food access?
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Eating Animals author, Jonathan Safran Foer, relays a
startling fact in the form of an analogy of a global table: if there were
nine other people sitting with you at a table, based on population
an individual in the US would represent only one seat (which we
would share with all other South, Central, and Northern American
countries) but that same U.S. individual would represent 2-3 seats if
measured by how much they consume.5 This global food insecurity
is clearly linked to the individual consumer, their choices, and their
available options within the larger global food network. But how
does the larger concentration of economic policies across countries

A Dialogue on Food Justice and
Global Food (In)security with Prof.
Leggett’s Students

that equal access to food seems impossible in material fact? In
collaboration with students we explore these questions through the

Notes
4.
5. Foer, 259 - 264

provide choices for low-income communities. Further, farmer’s
markets, mobile food carts, or composting sites can provide
meaningful work opportunities and learning in and out of the
community. To tackle the problem of food and poverty communities
in general have to change their way of thinking. Composting

and it is driven by demand, I argue that only “alternative demand”
I talk about “people” I mean everyone, will have to reconstruct
their understanding of needs (demand). Therefore, in order to
modify the global neo-liberal economy, we have to come up with
an alternative idea of “who eats what” and how we, as consumers,
determine production based on our needs (demand) which might
challenge the deep structure of contemporary society and will be

“scraps” into a living food for plants in a cycle of food wealth. In the
21st century we must lead to share our knowledge of sustainable
living by promoting ecologically based food options and markets,
locally and world-wide.

views on food politics. But returning to the old food distribution

~~~~

commodities, in the 21st century.
~~~~

I came to the United States a little over three years ago
but I was born in Russia and raised in Belarus. I was born in 1989,
two years before the dissolution of the Soviet Union. We happened
to live in the time of communism as well as happened to face all
the attached negative impacts and consequences of this economic
system. In June 2010 I moved to the United States where I saw a

In 2011 the World Bank estimated that roughly 935 million
people are food insecure (Austin, McKinney, Thompson 68).
We cannot begin to consider the reasons for, nor the solutions
to the problem of world hunger without examining its relations
to the political and economic realities of the modern world, and

position regarding the neo-liberalism as well as communism is
based on my personal life experience and now I continue my studies
It is startling to consider that even in the 21st century of
abundance there are so many that go without basic necessities
including healthy food. Building a strong global community means
building communities without poverty. Providing our communities
with spiritual, educational, and health care services is a progressive
start to making real change in the way we think about sustainable
communities for all. One approach to providing the kind of spaces
for this development is through composting, gardening, and urban
farming, all part of an ecologically based lifestyle.
When we consider all members of our global community we
see many who have been severely burdened by poverty, sickness,
and without easy access to fresh ingredients for food. As I learned
that local, sustainable farming lowers these barriers to our most
vulnerable I also discovered these services could reduce costs to
families and the government as well as helping the government.
Since building strong communities has always been important
to me, it made sense for me to think about what is keeping the
less privileged, including children and families, around the world
from living meaningful lives. An ecological lifestyle, in addition
to making my local community stronger, must also be about our
communities in poverty worldwide.
Even as technology and commerce progress poverty rates have
continued to rise in inner cities and rural areas alike. Statistics

The study of law, society, and justice claims that law, legal
practices, and legal institutions can be understood only by seeing
and explaining them within social contexts through systematic
Because “law on the books” is not the same as law “in action” the law
and society movement seeks to develop a deep appreciation for the
complex dynamics of law and culture. This methodology can, and
should, be extended to the sphere of international law, particularly
because of the leadership and intellectual role the United States
played in its development. Namely, while the Declaration of Human
Rights guarantees basic human rights as access to food, clean
drinking water, and human dignity, enforcement of these provisions
is startling absent. It is within this framework that we explore the
gap between the promises of liberal democratic institutions and the
realities of the global political economy.
According to the National Intelligence Council demand for

billion people live in poverty. And even in a city that never sleeps
thousands face poverty every week as the income gap continues
to increase. Another way of counting is that 1 person goes without
every 3.9 seconds. An ecological lifestyle brings communities in
poverty together to learn about collective farming, composting,
and gardening that can yield real food in real time and provide
educational opportunities for individuals and families to improve
their health and economic understanding.
Sustainable living is an attempt to reduce our individual and
collective impact on the Earth’s natural resources. Investing in
local and community gardens, where individuals can grow their
own food in a designated area shared with others, increases access

percent respectively owing to an increase in the global population
and the consumption patterns of an expanding middle class and
climate change will worsen the outlook for the availability of these
critical resources. And according to the World Food Programme,
more than ten countries will experience food insecurity due to
war, natural disasters, or crop damage. To take one representative
1.9 million people at risk who depend on the income derived from

community-level projects can grow out of small scale gardening
worst, this plight of Central America will largely go unnoticed.

gardeners, farmers, and markets together to bring down costs and
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distributed globally. In order to examine these relationships, we
must explore the historical background which underlies modern
global food systems. Since 98% of the food insecure population
lives in what are known as the Less Developed Countries (LDCs),
collectively referred to as the Global South, this examination will

development of the Soviet Union countries during the communist
era as well as it left a huge impact on those countries after its own
collapse in 1991. Comparing to neoliberal countries, post-communist
countries today are far behind in their standards of living, including
food distribution and nutrition. It will take many years for them to
become economically prosperous. I believe that neo-liberalism is

these countries and the developed world of Europe and North
America both historically, as well as in the context of the modern
globalized economy (Thompson 69). This interaction has taken the
shape of a global division of labor, between the developed countries
and the LDCs, between industrial and agricultural production,
respectively. In investigating the modern correspondence between
the LDCs and the developed world, we will pay special attention to
the actions of the multilateral lending institutions the International
Monetary Fund (IMF), the World Bank (WB) and the World Trade
Organization (WTO, formerly known as the General Agreement on

capitalism and the rights of the individual”. In neo-liberalism, where
government takes care of a very limited range of domestic economic
needs, people are driven by self-interest. They compete with each
other which causes the growth and development of economy.
In communism, on the contrary, there is no competition
because people don’t have any incentive to compete, limiting
innovation and stimulus. Whereas in neo-liberalism demand

managed, essentially, by the political and economic powers of the
developed countries, and which have come to exert a great deal of

the government. Communism causes shortages in everything,
including, food, clothing, and housing. It also leads to extremely
high levels of bureaucracy and slow economic development. It
follows then that If communism would spread worldwide, it would
cause stagnation in the world economy and provide fewer options
for food, health, and economic security.
However, today we see that neo-liberalism causes serious

Increasingly, the agricultural products produced in LDCs are
those tied into the global agroindustrial regime that emerged in the
second half of the twentieth century. This system is directed towards
the exportation of agricultural inputs used in the manufacturing of

Some of these elites accumulate wealth by increasing greenhouse
emission, by investing in nuclear gas weapons and militarism, or
by decimating fresh water sources, polluting air, and depleting
soil for farming. Despite the fact that neo-liberal politics causes

trend was to displace traditional agriculture in favor of feed crops
such as corn and soy used in livestock farming. The imbalance in
trade between north and south with high value inputs going north,
and cheap grain going south has further reinforced the global
division of labor and food dependency, as well as the economic
subordination of the LDCs. Concurrently, the displacement of
traditional agriculture meant the displacement of rural populations,
who were expelled from the land or converted into contract laborers

alternative economic system. So, what is the solution? It is obvious
that the Sate should intervene as directed by voters and stakeholders
in the neo-liberal system, as indicated by my fellow student
presenter, but the true dilemma is “what kind of intervention is
necessary?” Since the neo-liberal system is a free-market economy

their small
agricultural producers since the 1980s (Tapella 675).
In 2012 Kelly F. Austin, Laura A. McKinney, and Gretchen
Thompson conducted a study, published in the International
Journal of Sociology, of the food security outcomes in 75 LDCs

few. In the neoliberal economic system, there are always powerful
“elites” who intervene and “restructure” the lives of millions of
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where the exportoriented strategies of the IMF have been utilized.
The results clearly refute the premise of the neoliberal theories
of development in LDCs. Increased integration into the global

factory farming and food-borne illnesses

Prof. Freedman’s Students Present on
“Carnism” & Forgetting in the Context
of Eating Animals

This is demonstrated in the data on correlations between several

and the food industry
the global table and resource distribution
potential responsibilities
As Foer delved in to these strands, he returned frequently to the
matter of “forgetting,” a tendency that most of my students and I
could identify with and one that inspired a lot of discussion, research,
and critical analysis in my Eng 12 class. To provide some context for

relationships to levels of hunger (Thompson 80). As the increase
in production in LDCs since the implementation of SAPs has been
great, this indicates that it is distribution and not production that
is the key to the alleviation of hunger, since more food has not fed
more people. Factors that mitigated hunger were higher levels of
education and healthcare expenditures. Additionally, higher levels
of military spending correlated to more hunger, but battle deaths
did not indicating that it is the diversion of revenues from social
spending, rather than disturbance of production due to war, that is

on “carnism.” She coined this term in 2001 to name the dominant and
invisible belief system that “conditions us to eat certain animals.” As
she later explained in an interview with Vegan Mainstream: “We tend
to name only those belief systems or ideologies that fall outside the
norm. The dominant set of practices ends up looking as though it is
simply common sense or a given rather than a choice.”

not alleviate hunger but social spending does indicates that it is the
LDCs, and that SAPs, which promote exportation and reduction in
social spending are responsible for increased hunger.

as carnism and “gap in consciousness,” gave us names to apply to
perception of a link between animals and shame and animals and
forgetting: “Shame is the work of memory against forgetting. Shame
This link made more sense to all of us when we heard Joy share a
vignette from her childhood dinner table to illustrate what she means
by “gap in consciousness”: She pets the dog, who is waiting for her
scraps, with one hand, and she eats a pork chop with the other,
forgetting that pigs are at least as smart as dogs and enjoy many of
in the classroom. Like me, many students have pets or a connection
Many of us are part of the millions of Americans who spend billions
of dollars on our pets. At the same time, we eat (or, in some cases,
ate) meat with little or no consideration for the animal that provided
it.
It was gratifying for me to witness my students strong responses
to Eating Animals
read that connected to their daily lives and made them think anew
about ideas they had taken for granted. Their enthusiasm fueled
heated classroom discussions, but they always showed respect for

For me, both as a reader and as a teacher, the power of Eating
Animals by Jonathan Safran Foer comes from its moral core. Foer
unpacks his own assumptions, feelings, and stories about eating
meat, and he does not shy away from moments in which he makes
hypocritical choices nor moments when forgetting trumps putting his
values into action. Like most Americans, Foer knew before he started
researching this book that animals get abused as a matter of course
on factory farms and that industrialized meat production in the
U.S. contributes to climate change and other kinds of environmental
degradation. Like most of us, though, Foer let himself forget these
when “everything [became] possible again” (10), and Foer decided to

Two of my students, Aleksandra Nikolovska and Iféoluwa
Babalola, who engaged fully, as both wise speakers and listeners,
in these classroom discussions, volunteered to bring their
ideas to a wider audience at the Eating Animals conference.

methods impact the animals, people, and natural systems involved.

industrialization of meat production killed the “eat with care ethic,”

various strands of the web of contemporary meat production and
consumption in Eating Animals:
the dynamics between storytelling and eating, i.e. “the

ethical approach by linking its disappearance to forgetting and by

These stories bind our family together and bind our family to
others….[W]e need to explain why we eat wings but not eyes,
cows but not dogs” (9).

for its animal source and because humans tend not to acknowledge
nor explore the fact that we are animals, too. Concluding with a nod
to Chief Seattle and his reminder that “the bear, the deer, the great
eagle, these are our brothers,” Aleksandra declares that remembering
our human connectedness to animals is the only way “to bring back

for humans to have dominion over other animals, and, in
the power of words, including meaningless, unregulated
labels, such as “free-range” and “fresh”
the secrecy surrounding U.S.-based factory farms

Complementing this idea in her presentation, Iféoluwa made
protect…the innocent.” In order to defy these instincts, she argued,
people have to forget and “sit down to each meal with a clean slate.”

and turkey processing plants and slaughterhouses
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the points made by Iféoluwa and Aleksandra in their respective
presentations: “Can the imagined gaze of future generations shame

for one, it is not the act of killing that is indefensible. It is the
means. Plants are not tortured before they are cut or plucked. As far
as we know, they don’t feel fear. They don’t scream or twitch or cry.
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away. They don’t bleed. Animals do. And subjecting them to such
dissected by all of us. Why are we so ok with this? Why does the
knowledge that this food is unhealthy and unethical not drive the
consumers of this country into the streets in protest? Because
most of us don’t see these acts taking place and when we do, we tell
ourselves that it is unique. That it is anomalous and not indicative
of any sort of pattern of abuse. We lull ourselves to sleep with a
nice lullaby taught to us by the factory farming industry and our
government. And we learn the tune and teach it to others.
This is why forgetting is so important. It allows us to sit down to
each meal with a clean slate. It allows us to not concern ourselves

and Carnism.” Vegan Mainstream. 24 Feb. 2012. 25 June 2014.
Web.

When one responds to something in a defensive manner, it
is usually because they feel they are being attacked. That is an
interesting fact to think over when analyzing the reactions of the
majority of meat-eaters when questioned about their choice to
consume meat. Interestingly enough, the same defensive response
isn’t necessarily found when questioning those with a plant-based
diet on their choice to forego eating animals. Though their choices
of food consumption are questioned much more in our society,
most with a plant-based diet respond promptly with their reasonsranging from animal rights to high blood pressure.
So why the defensive response from meat eaters? One theory
could be that one doesn’t only defend when they feel attacked, but
also when they fear an attack. Maybe meat eaters either feel or
fear an attack because deep down, they know that through their

to view the meat on a plate as an entity separate from the living
happening over and over again.
Yes, this is a large problem but ignoring it is not the answer.
Whatever the answer is, it will not be simple. But pulling the
food comes from that we put into our bodies and questioning the

answer.

~~~~

want to protect and defend the defenseless. In this society, most
people who would think themselves civilized would look down on
someone that victimizes or abuses others that either can’t or won’t
the essential need of caring for animals. We needed to care for

their defensiveness stems from the knowledge that always lurks
beneath the surface and in the backs of minds of many eaters of
animals. The knowledge that they are consuming something that
was once a living, breathing innocent and is now no longer because

eggs and yes, of course meat too. But we surely didn’t treated those
animals like we are treating them today. Even though, like Foer is
stating, caring for the animals was also a good business, back in the
day we didn’t try to produce as much as possible meat for as less as

Knowing that one has played a role in victimizing an innocent
and defenseless life is understandably uncomfortable - which is why
the process of forgetting or willfully “unremembering”
is such an integral part of being able to eat animals.
Some might say that the animals will die anyway, naturally, in
the wild, either at the hands of a predator or of old age. Therefore, it

windowless sheds with minimum space, while we starved them and
played God with their genes. The once “eat with care” ethic became
eat with no care.
In the chapter “Hiding/Seeking”, Foer is saying, “Having little
exposure to animals makes it much easier to push aside questions

to be killed by humans for food. This argument would be valid if
human beings killed animals in a way that could even remotely be
described as “natural”. There is nothing natural about genetically

of Foer’s argument is that we basically stopped caring because we
stopped being involved in the animals’ lives which supports my idea
that the “eat with care” ethic was killed when we started forgetting.
The prominent Ph.D., Ed.M Harvard-educated psychologist,
founder and president of the Carnism Awareness and Action
Network, Dr. Melanie Joy, states “One way carnism remains invisible
is by remaining unnamed. If we don’t name it we can’t think about

There is nothing natural about locking wild animals in sheds with
living space barely larger than the cover of your average school
textbook. There is also nothing natural about the torture of animals
in order to keep them in a state closest to death without dying for

keeps its victims out of site and therefor conveniently out of public
consciousness.“ What she is trying to say is that animals these days
became distant and easy to forget what they truly are, living beings
with emotions and individual personality. It is easy to forget the
connection between the meat on our plate and the living animal
that once lived. In fact we are so disconnected from them that we
slaughter 20,000 individual animals in a minute, as Dr. Melanie Joy
is pointing out in her presentation on carnism.
Foer claims that with the industrializing meat production we
stopped caring and with that we killed the “eat with care” ethic. In
some way, it is true that the moment we started treating the animals

These unnatural acts are all a part of eating animals and must be
forgotten in order to defy that natural human instinct to minimize
easiest response to a problem that seems insurmountable due to
its sheer size and frequency of occurrence. Forgetting is also the
perfect response because it is a lot easier than trying to defend the
indefensible.
But the importance of these issues are always diminished by
your average meat-eater. “What’s the big deal? These are only
animals. Plants are living too, why is it ok to eat them?” Well,
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matter of fact, two days ago I went to the grocery store in order to

on, we stopped caring. Although I concur with Foer’s statement, I
still insist that the “eat with care” ethic was killed the moment we
start forgetting. The moment we stopped being directly involved in
raising the animals and their nearness, we stopped seeing them as
individual beings that can experience wide spectrum of emotions,
just like us. In his book Eating Animals, Foer, through the voice of

contain soy or corn ingredients. If most of our processed food
human and animal consumption? According to the World Health

shame. According to Foer shame is what makes us forget and what

“organisms in which the genetic material (DNA) has been altered
in such a way that does not occur naturally. The technology needed

kinds of people. First, there are the people who see the ugly truth
behind factory farming. They see how poorly those animals are

genetic fragments of DNA from one organism to another, usually

to some degree, they decide to put those images and feelings deep
under so they can continue with their lives. The shame they feel
makes them forget. The second kind are people who feel ashamed
that they are responsible of contributing to the abuse of the animals
by buying factory-farmed meat, but they tell themselves stories to
make them feel better. Stories like, “ I feel sorry for those animals
that are tortured, but I’m not the one killing or torturing the animals
so I don’t see the reason why not to eat them, when they are already
dead when I buy them.” But they don’t realize that in a way, they are
the ones who are torturing the animals because they are the ones
spending their money, buying factory-farmed meat and with that
supporting the factory farming. Finally, there are the third kind of
people, the ones that see the ugly truth about the factory farming
and feel deeply ashamed of their actions. That shame encourages
them not to forget and they do everything that is in their power to

unnaturally altering the organisms, creating new crops, something
that nature itself will never do. Of course many will raise questions
like, what about the natural cross breeding? Well there is a

only organisms that are already closely related, like two varieties
Recent studies shed new light on the safety of long term
consuming of GMO food, which previous studies that FDA and
WHO are using, had not addressed. My argument is that we need to
food before introducing them for a commercial use. We have many
examples of what kind of harm can be done by simply not doing
extensive research. One of them is the use of the chemical DDT,
which was a “miracle” pesticide that can even cure Polio among

Furthermore animals are part of this planet as much as we are
and no one gave us the exclusive rights to exploit them. It seems like
we forgot that we are simply guests on this planet and like guests
we should treat this planet with care and respect which includes
the animals too. Long time ago the wise Indian chief, Chief Seattle,
wrote a powerful letter to the government of United States. In his
letter Chief Seattle states “We are part of the earth and it is part

the commercial market in the 1940’s. Although it was tested by
the USDA and was approved to be safe, after three decades it was
the human health. If the scientist did an extensive long-term study
before introducing this synthetic chemical, the harm done would
have been avoided. Thus, I argue that the safety of our food matters
and we shouldn’t neglect the fact that we know so little about the

great eagle, these are our brothers. The rocky crest, the juice in the
meadow, the body heat of the pony, and man, all belong to the same
family”. Chief Seattle remind us that men and animals are sharing
this land and that we are equal. And as equal we must have the same
rights. We must not forget that the animals have been here on earth
long before us. With this fact we can’t deny that there is a possibility
that we have evolved from an animal and that after all, we are the
same. We must not forget this because it is the only way we could
bring back the “eat with care” ethic.

Responsible for regulating the safety of these genetically
(Food and Drug Administration) and as stated by them, most
non-GM counterparts or in other words almost the same. This
makes me question, how the FDA and WHO are certain that these
two kinds of crops are equivalent and with that safe for human
and animal consumption. What about the recent years and the few
independent researches that were published – one is the research
of the Dr. Árpád Pusztai, leading expert on plant lectins- that

introduced in 1994 when the Californian company “Calgene”
received approval by the FDA (Food and Drug Administration)
food safe after all and who do we trust? I have a problem with
accepting that GMO food is considered 100 % safe for human and
animal consumption. My concerns led me to do a further research
in which I came across an interesting fact. In 1992 the FDA issued
a statement of policy that states that if the new food is found to be
substantially equivalent to the conventional food, then it does not
require extensive safety testing (“Statement of Policy”). This means

or Genetically Engineered (GE) species approved for human and
animal consumption and are produced in many countries in the
world. According to FDA cotton, corn and soybeans are the most
state “GE cotton accounted for 94 percent of all cotton planted,
GE soybeans accounted for 93 percent of soybeans planted, and
GE corn accounted for 88 percent of corn planted” (“Regulating
Safety”). In other words, these GMO crops are the most used food
in the American agriculture and dominate the naturally grown
food. They are so pervasive that most of the processed food in
the supermarkets contains either GMO soy or corn or both. As a

safe and enter the commercial market, it has to pass the standard
90-day feeding research study. However scientist are warning that
chronic problems like cancers, hormonal, reproductive, nervous or
immune diseases, are rarely discovered in 90 days. The Food and
Drug Administration and the World Health Organization insure us
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would also want to be sure that the GMO food is safe for me. As with

animal consumption is as safe as the naturally grown food by saying
that they have done an extensive research. But at the same time the

potential risks before I purchase it. As a consumer, I should have
that right. Furthermore, eating food is essential to our lives. What if
GMO food is found to be toxic for human consumption after 30 or
40 years? And by that time, our society is completely dependent on
GMO food? What are we going to do then when we would no longer
have the natural seeds from the original food? We should not play
with something that is beyond our understanding, because genetic
alterations is so new to us.

be labeled as safe just by passing the 90 day feeding research study.
Furthermore, the biggest chemical and at the same time agricultural
multinational company Monsanto, discusses that because of
equivalent, there is no need for a long-term safety test in humans
(Monsanto). Monsanto is the leading agricultural company that
produces GMO seeds and thus most of the worlds’ food supply. They
are promoting their new “Feed the future” campaign and are big
supporters of the use of GMO food.
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adrenal glands, spleen and hematopoietic system”. In other words,

chances to reveal metabolic, nervous, immune, hormonal or cancer
diseases”. This means that tests that run for a longer period of time
will have a higher chance of revealing more chronic illness such
on the health of the animals and humans as well.
A similar research conducted by Dr. Árpád Pusztai, gave the

In addition, this research study showed that their livers and testicles
were smaller, while their pancreas and intestines were larger.
Another study on a long term toxicity on pigs fed by genetically
scientist, and fellow researchers have results that are cause for
concern. Their study showed a higher rate of severe stomach
than the pigs fed with non-GMO diet. Because of the results of
the study, the scientist are promoting long term studies on GMO
introducing this food for human and animal consumption. These
scientist are suggesting a temporary suspension of the use of GMO
food, until proper long term studies are been made.
The scientists who work for the FDA and do GMO testing use
a comparison determination method. They are trying to determine
its natural equivalent. So if the naturally produced food that is the
equivalent to the GMO food is safe for consumption, automatically
the GMO food is found safe as well. I’m not a scientist but to me this
is the same as saying that diamonds and graphite are the same just
because they are made from same element which is carbon. As much
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work, and better able to engage in reading and writing in a sustained
way: something that had been a struggle throughout the semester.

Prof. Colbert’s Students Present on
the History of Eating Meat: Daily
Practices, Farming & Supermarkets

kept each other on track. I also saw a new found pride in themselves
for participation. I believe participating in KCC Reads was a pivotal
moment for them; one that showed them what they were capable of
and how success as a student is as much about attitude as it is about
doing the work.

it is now. Life revolved around working long hours and hard labor
on the farm just to provide food for the family. In the early 1900’s the
farming tools that were used were crafted from iron. Working with
iron tools wasn’t as easy. Today, some of the same tools are still being
used on farm, for example, hammers, saws, hoes, rakes, shovels,
sickles and other hand held instruments. The quality of these tools
has improved due to the growth of the steel industry. In the 1900,
the United States was the largest producer of steel.
During the mid-1900s, US agriculture began to be
industrialized, becoming increasingly mechanized and reliant upon
resource-intensive inputs like synthetic fertilizers and chemical
pesticides. Over time, farms became larger, more specialized, and
centralized, creating a process of extreme consolidation that drove
many small farms out of business, and ultimately resulted in market
control by a handful of powerful corporations.
Although industrial agriculture now produces great quantities
of food at low prices, it is able to do so only by implementing
practices that threaten the environment, human health, rural
communities, and animal welfare. The majority of meat, eggs, and
dairy products are now produced on enormous industrial livestock
facilities, also known as factory farms or CAFO. The CAFO is a
company whose concentrated animal feeding operations. These

Eating Animals by Jonathan Safran Foer & the KCC Reads
English 91 students this semester.
One day, at the beginning of the Spring semester, I happened
to catch a ride to the subway with Maureen Fadem, Coordinator of
KCC Reads. I told her about my English 91 class and, although I had
already chosen a text, I could tell that they needed something more
than the microcosmic classroom experience: many of them were
coming straight from high school, or returning to school after a
few years of working. Maureen explained that KCC Reads had many
components that supported the text and would allow me to connect
it to the world at large through campus activities. I was convinced.
I quickly requested copies of Eating Animals for my class, which
turned out to be free for students.
As the semester progressed, I also realized that the students

conditions without access to the outdoors. On today’s factory farms,

never raise their families, root around in the soil, build nests, or do
anything that is natural and important to them. Most won’t even
feel the sun on their backs or breathe fresh air until the day they
are loaded onto trucks bound for slaughter. The green pastures and
idyllic barnyard scenes of years past are now distant memories.
The factory farming industry strives to maximize output
while minimizing costs—always at the animals’ expense. The giant
corporations that run most factory farms have found that they can
make more money by cramming animals into tiny spaces. Even
though many of the animals get sick and some die, many are kept in

experience so, with their consent, I signed them up to participate
in the conference. However, although my students found the book
about vegetarianism, or the political issues surrounding the meat

little space that they can’t even turn around or lie down comfortably.
They’re deprived of exercise so that all their bodies’ energy go

During a class discussion, a student mentioned that eating
meat today is not the same as it was historically. The class got very
engaged and soon ideas for their research were born. The essays
included here represent the three topics that students wrote about
and presented in the conference: the history of farming practices;
the history of eating meat, and the development of supermarkets in
relationship to mass marketing of meat.
The best part of all this was the aftermath. I saw a big change
in their attitude in the classroom. They were more positive about the

These animals are fed drugs to fatten them faster and to keep
them alive in conditions that could otherwise kill them. Over all,
they’re altered to grow faster or to produce much more milk or
eggs than they naturally would. Animals are being crippled under
their own weight and die just inches away from water and food.
food are crowded onto trucks and transported over many miles
through all weather extremes, typically without food or water, to
the slaughterhouse. Those who survive this nightmarish journey
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will have their throats slit, often while they are still conscious. Many
remain conscious when they are plunged into the scalding-hot water
of the feathering or hair-removal tanks or while their bodies are
being skinned or hacked apart of the chicken.
In the book Eating Animals Jonathan S. Foer presents two sides
to factory farming. Foer notes that people should look at both sides
before making any decisions especially with the items you choose
to consume. Everybody sees the good side of eating meat, which is
they provide you with a taste that we all seem to enjoy. However, the
bad side is the diseases, the use of chemical pesticides, synthetic

posts evolved into larger retail businesses known as general stores.
dry beans, baking soda, and canned foods. Perishable foods were
instead obtained from specialty markets; Fresh meat was obtained
from a butcher, milk from a local dairy, eggs and vegetables were
either produced by families themselves, bartered for with neighbors,
or purchased at a farmers’ market or a local greengrocer. Many rural
areas still contain general stores that sell goods ranging from cigars
to imported napkins to this current era and time.
~~~~

deplete and degrade soil, reduce biodiversity, Gfarm and generate
air and water pollutants that degrade the environment and threaten
the health of farm workers, neighbors, and consumers. The process
of the disposal of livestock excrement is introduced, showing more
health risks of the consuming of meat. Foer discovered how ranch
farmers function and how a person who does not eat meat can
run a ranch also. He continues to develop evidence as well as show
the truth behind ranch farms and the people who run them. He
expresses his views on eating animals. Every view point stated in this
section provides you the choice to eat meat or not. The meat we eat
today is not the meat we ate 100 years ago. Industrial farming has
changed everything. Whether the meat we eat today is good for us,
remains to be seen, but the farmer’s perspective in the book says
people eat meat regardless.

Supermarkets are an American invention. They are a large store
selling a full range of foods and beverages, as well as household
items (soap and detergents for dishwashing, sanitation and hygiene
items, paper products, paper-covered books, pot plants and
products for pets ( dog and cat food), automotive products, toys,
greeting cards, cosmetics, utensils, medicines (nonprescription),
appliances, etc., Some supermarkets have their own bakery, and
The concept of a self-service grocery store was developed by
supermarket in a 6,000 square foot garage in Jamaica, Queens.
Although Saunders had brought the world self-service, and
uniform stores, Cullen built on these idea by adding separate food
departments, selling large volumes of food at discount prices and
adding a parking lot.

~~~~

From as early as the 14th century, a grocer (or “purveyor”) was
a dealer in comestible dry goods such as spices, peppers, sugar, and

of the supermarket. One of the best development for shoppers
was the invention of the metal carts on wheels instead of handheld baskets. It was invented by the Oklahoma supermarket owner
Sylvan Goldman in 1937. It was also a big break through when air
conditioning systems were installed as well as automatic doors
and conveyor belts. Today, there are bar codes and laser scanners:
readers which instantly name and price the packaged goods.
The main purpose of shopping in a supermarket is the ease of
buying all products in one place. In addition, shoppers can buy in
large quantities. Shoppers can save at the supermarket if they use
special discount coupons with a designated duration.
Since 1990 the U.S. manufacturers are required to place a
label containing full information about the product (calories,
total fat, salt, cholesterol, carbohydrates, sugar, proteins), and the
recommended amount of product for a single use.

term grocer from the French “grossier” meaning wholesaler, this
term derived from Medieval Latin “grossarius” from which we also
derive the word gross. At the moment, grocer’s deal in a wide range
and dairy products. Such goods are, hence, groceries. The early
supermarkets began as chains of grocer’s shops. Prior to this change
in the way of doing business, the customer of a grocer would walk
up to a counter or display and ask for the food items they wanted to
purchase, or hand over a grocery list, as all products generally were
fetched by an assistant from shelves behind the merchant’s counter
while customers waited in front of the counter and indicated the
items they wanted.
Also, most foods and merchandise did not come in individually
wrapped consumer-sized packages, so an assistant had to measure
out and wrap the precise amount desired by the consumer. This
style of shopping as “a social occasion” and would often “pause for

~~~~

were by nature very labor-intensive and therefore also quite
expensive.
the beginning of the twentieth century, with the Great Atlantic and
players. Grocery stores of this era tended to be small (generally less
than a thousand square feet) and also focused on only one aspect of
food retailing. Grocers (and most of the chains fell into this camp)
sold what is known as “dry grocery” items, or canned goods and
other non-perishable staples. Butchers and green grocers (Produce
Vendors) were completely separate entities, although they tended to
cluster together for convenience’s sake.
U.S. grocery stores & supermarkets are descended from trading
posts, which sold not only food but clothing, household items, tools,
furniture, and other miscellaneous merchandise. These trading
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Idea into Image: Creating Concepts
for KCC Reads

I am grateful, in my career as an illustrator, for getting to
Kingsborough Reads provides that same opportunity for my students,
which has been great for inspiring some very thoughtful illustrations
Eating
Animals was not the kind of book most people would pick up for
pleasure, because it is full of gruesome details about the torturous
lives of animals that are raised to be food.
big fan of the novels of Jonathan Safran Foer. I felt guilty before even
starting it about not being a vegetarian; and I felt that assigning it
to my students would expose me as a hypocrite. However, because

many of my students. Although it made those who forced themselves
to read the whole book uncomfortable and upset, that was the goal,
because from there change begins to happen.

My visual work was inspired by urban interventionism. An
artistic piece that would invoke curiosity amongst its viewers
and compel to contribute their personal outlook on where their
food comes from. The basis of factory farming plays a key role in
my poster, creating a family table sets the rural and unclean and
inhumane environment of animals in these factory farms which
lead to unclean provisions for families to consume. The foreground
image, of ill-treated animals correlates to the background image of
the family’s horror at the toxicity involved with their meat products.
On the table surface we have an excessively large turkey injected
with hormones and bags of salt which satires the level of extremes
factory farmers go to fatten animals to make a sale. A steak oozing

hard to believe. However, during this year of reading Eating Animals
I noticed many campaigns on the internet and changes in laws in
of a change in laws was in California: that state passed a mandatory
minimum cage size for chickens that allowed them to move more
and more freely. These kinds of changes are very encouraging, and
although they may not have directly evolved from this book, the fact
that this book is compelling and widely read spreads the message
further.

feast as if mocking the display itself.
This image not only satires the procedures of factory farms
but how ignorant families can be about meat conditions. From

making a more just world for women. These get-togethers were
called “consciousness-raising groups.” This spring, President Obama
addressed the issue of equal pay for women, lifting laws that prohibit

the average American family works with limited stipend on their
eggs and unfortunately have to make due with vacuum packed
to consume but because these products are just as bad for the
environment.
This was a hand drawn image. The poster was altered many
times, using pen and ink over a pencil sketch. Water color was used

being raised for food to be treated humanely, yet the push towards
that goal is happening, thanks, in part, to books like Eating Animals.

to invoke pertinent insights from viewers.
~~~~
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The topic of Eating Animals was spoken of in my illustration
class. Some of the classmates and I started joking around about
spoke to me that day. “He said you need to get out and travel”. My
input on the subject was my memory living in Jamaica. I began
reminiscing about my experiences there, what it was like, the pros
and cons of cultures, and lifestyle. The people of Jamaica respect
animals. They raise and breed them. The process of preparing a
meal took time to get used to, but we had to survive somehow.
Across the road from my Grandmother’s residence a man was
cooking his soup outdoors. Til this day that image has stuck in my
cranium and I wanted to express it in this portrait.
~~~~~

When I participated in the KCC Reads this year, I was surprised
Eating
Animals. Unfortunately, many times we close our eyes to the cruelty
in relation to the animals we eat, just because it’s more convenient
to pretend that things go our way. Pretty much any crime could be
explained as a legitimate need. “If the thousands of animal factories
exist all over the US, so maybe it’s OKAY to grow animals like that”?
we say.
However, the majority is NOT always right, and there is a
chance to improve the situation with growing animals for food.
Organic farms have become a part of the food market in US,
providing not only more healthy products, but advocating another
attitude to the issue of treating animals in agriculture.
Emphasizing the awful consequences of growing animals in

My concept for the Eating Animals poster that I have created for
the book was to use some sarcasm to speak up for my opinion that
animal cruelty should be banned. And yes I eat meat but there are a
lot of other ways to eat them without hurting them. Just the thought
that we are eating something that has been hurt and mistreated is

organic. If schools organized mandatory visits to animal factories
showing children the faces of the meat for their hamburgers,
probably the tolerance to the cruelty would be decreased.
On my poster I depicted one of the faces from the cage of the
animals’ farm. It’s cartoony, because I wouldn’t have enough courage
to express it naturalistically. The idea was to show the dirt of the
shrot animals’ life in the factory. As long as we grow them for our
own needs, we must provide them as much respect and care as
possible.

~~~~

My poster was drawn based on the idea that... We are what we
eat, and we shouldn’t mistreat what will later be on our dinner table.
The poster just shows more of an image of what was my head based
on the above statement.
~~~~

or it could poison us.
I decided through my poster to have a parallel Universe
between Human and animals by pretending that the waiter is an
animal in the shape of a human’s body asking or talking to another
animal on how it would like to be served for human’s meat. Here
I showed how us humans only care to eat meat and enjoy it. We
should put ourselves in their place and pay more attention on how
they are raised and how they have been treated.

~~~~
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Although we eat some animals and others we choose as our
companions, all animals deserve respect.

My eating animal poster represents a pig hurt, and trapped
behind utensils “jail bars”
~~~~

The reason why I did my image for Eating Animals was because
in reality, there are people out there who don’t care about animals
rights while others actually do care. Which seems like a clever idea.
~~~~
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evils of food when produced and distributed in the name of corporate
at the hands of industrial farmers, a thesis on the importance of
knowing the shocking content of the food we consume if change is

Prof. Fadem’s Students Discuss Their
Research into Diverse & Critical
Issues in Eating Animals

theory of bugs as solution to the global food crisis, along with a
recipe for “Grasshopper Kebabs.”
No, we did not eat them. Though perhaps we should have been
more brave. Grasshoppers aside, the students represented here
represent the best of who we are as a college: they are creative, they
are authentic, they are hard-working, they are lively and articulate,
they are informed, and they are socially just… and civically engaged.
My sincere thanks to this amazing group: for their contributions
to KCC Reads, to our community at large, and most of all to each
other, as scholars and persons. Additional heartfelt thanks to our
gracious colleagues Lavita McMath Turner and Kevicha Echols
for supporting this session and the KCC Reads Program as comoderators.
I hope you enjoy and appreciate the insightful and genuinely
rigorous student scholarship collected here, all evidence of
the achievement of real paideia
Community College!

producing that breed and that’s where puppy mills come in to play.
Another reason why farmers tend to favor hybrid as one farmer said
“It’s less paperwork for me – you don’t have to register them (with
American Kennel Club)” (Smalley, 2009). Another reason these
farmer favor hybrid dogs because the sale price of such mix is far

in love with it. She paid the breeder the money and left with the pup
and pile of documents of the purchase. Almost immediately after,
the pup fell ill. The pup got so sick that it had to be euthanized two
days after she bought the pup, and three days before Christmas. She
watched the puppy die in her arms. Later after some investigation
she found out that the puppy that she had bought came from a
puppy mill (“Beware of doggie in window”, 2007).
So what is a puppy mill? A puppy mill is an inhumane,
commercial dog-breeding facility in which the health of the dogs

eight hundred dollar pug can produce a litter of puggles worth a
thousand dollars each (Smalley, 2009). Another reason people tend
to favor these designer breeds because these consumers have been
led to believe that hybrid dogs combine best features of two breeds
in to one. “ Designer dogs are made to appeal to people who want
the perfect dog, perfectly trained, never sheds, no accidents and
intrinsically healthy” says Frances Smith, a veterinarian who sits on
the board of the Labrador Retriever Club. “Of course, that animal
doesn’t exist.” (Smalley, 2009).
One of the biggest faults in mixing breeds is that you don’t
know which breed will come out more dominant then the other. Just
like babies dogs go through the same phenomenon of weather they
look like their mother or father. There are no perfect indicators that
will predict the puppy’s attributes (Smalley, 2009). This becomes a
problem when the main concern is a hypoallergenic coat, since the
dogs coat doesn’t become entirely clear until it’s mature. Like with
labradoodles that average out one third where the coat becomes
more lab then poodles and beats the purpose of them being
hypoallergenic. This variability goes well beyond with just the dogs’

51). They are usually established in rural areas with little chance
of discovery (Peters, 2009). Busts of such places are rare, but are
increasing with time usually after “the dogs have lived awful lives.”
It has been estimated that there are more than 4000 puppy mills
in the U.S. which produce more than half a million puppies every
single year (Martin, 51). Puppies that come from these facilities
are often sick and have health problems such as hip dysplasia,
kidney diseases, autoimmune disease, and deafness (Martin, 51).
They’re fed inferior food and taken away from their mother at a
very young age in which they can’t digest the food they are given
and still need their mothers’ milk for nourishment (Martin, 51).
Often these puppies have behavioral problems. As with children
negative experiences have early in animals lives are imprinted on
them forever (Martin, 52). Imagine you see what looks like a healthy

can come out from anywhere between 19 to 90 pounds (Smalley,
2009).
Many puppy mills are run by Amish and Mennonite dog
breeders. Many of these are found in Pennsylvania, Ohio and
Wisconsin. When entering Pennsylvania’s Amish territory in
Lancaster County you are greeted with a big billboard that states

there’s nothing wrong with him until you realize that all he’s doing
When we are young, our parents tend to hide the truth from
us. A child’s innocence is that the world is as beautiful as what they
watch on the television screen showing their favorite Saturday
morning cartoon. Looking back I remember watching Oliver And
their loving homes and everything is good for them. But as we
grow up, slowly those lies begin to fade away and we see the world
for what it really is: Cruel, uncaring, and unforgiving. We realize
that the happy thoughts that we imagined about the world were
just false canvases that others painted and told us were the truth.
So what would happen to a dog that gets lost in a big city like New
York? What happens behind the closed doors of pet stores and
shelters? Where do all the pets come from? Three things that cannot
be hidden from us: the sun, the moon, and the truth. That’s what I
want to discover, the truth behind the Pet Industry and the lives of
dogs that are in it.
Did you ever wonder how many people visit pet shops every
day? The moment a person notices a cute puppy inside a store
window playing or sleeping, they stop to enjoy the cuteness of the
animal. Then they go inside and ask to hold the little bundle of
joy. The moment the puppy touches their arms they’re ready to
take it to a better place than the store. They know that they can
provide a better living conditions then the store which is what pet
shops exactly want them to think. They think the pup comes from a
reputable breeding establishment because it is registered with the
American Kennel Club. But what most people don’t realize is that
the puppy that they’re holding actually came from a puppy mill. And
the sign of The American Kennel Club is just a distraction to make
them believe that nothing bad happened to the puppy. In reality
The American Kennel Club is not involved with the sale of the dogs
and therefore cannot guarantee the health quality of the dog, nor
where or how these pups were raised (Martin, 51).
Here’s a story that happened to Mary Klein. Mary wanted
a puppy for Christmas for her 3 kids. After looking through a
newspaper add she found a breeder with which she decided to meet

What an outstanding pleasure it was for me to work with the
class, I was impressed by their enthusiasm, their creative minds and
their kind thoughtfulness as individual class participants. We had
an amazing term: learned a lot, talked a lot, read a lot (Let the Great
World Spin and Eating Animals and boatloads of research in one
sort of a “hazing” in an academic sense where students are faced,
project. It is hard enough to complete that work, successfully and in
the teacher challenges students to get civically engaged and share
their research with the wider community.
But that is exactly what nine students in this exceptional Honors
class undertook. Vlad Kuvatov, Robert Feldman, Jamila Wallace,
did impressive, original research into a variety of topics of concern
Eating Animals. And, they brought that work to
our campus community on Tuesday May 6th, holding roundtable
discussions on everything from the horrible (un)ethics of puppy
supplies in developing nations, from the sad state of laws (not really)
protecting animals from humans or humans from the risks of eating
animals, to an incisive reading of factory farming as a contemporary
re-enactment of the seven deadly sins. Their sessions looked at the

was too long of a drive so they decided to meet next to Wall Mart
near her home in Virginia. The moment she saw the puppy she fell
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lab was locked up in a small tight cage for so long that that’s the only
thing that he knows what to do is walk in a circle (Genzlinger, 2009).
If this is what happens to pups what happens to mothers of these
pups?
The mother of the pups is probably exhausted from being
forced to give birth to pups multiple times a year. She’s probably
starving and sick, and has never run on the grass or felt the loving
embrace of a human. She has never known kind voices or a full
warm meal, or even had a clean soft bed to sleep in (Martin, 51). And
after her reproductive capabilities run dry shell be either dumped
out on the street, or be taken out the back and killed (Martin, 51).
If she not killed she probably wish she was because no living being
should ever go through such hell.
In an investigative operation in Sparta Tennessee, after being
tipped from angry customers who purchased sick puppies the White

which was paid for by Last Chance for Animals, a national animal
advocacy organization that opposes puppy mills (Hamilton, 2005).
It is estimated that two hundred thousand of puppies are bred
and sold each year in Lancaster County alone (Hamilton, 2005).
While driving through these places usually you can see what look
like worn rabbit hutches stacked besides the barns. But often there
breeds happen to be designer dogs (Smalley, 2009). According to
Bob Baker, an ASPCA puppy mills investigator who estimates that
States, and two thousand are in Amish and Mennonite countryside
(Smalley, 2009). “By some accounts there are Amish breeders
earning hundreds of thousands of dollars a year.” (Smalley, 2009).
Many farmers that breed dogs don’t see a meaningful distinction
between pets and animals raised for slaughter. Sometime they even
behave accordingly like one these farmers by the name of Elmer
Zimmerman. A health warden ordered Zimmerman to take the
dogs that were sick for treatment to a vet. To avoid a huge vet bill
Zimmerman decided that it’s just better to take the 70 sick dogs and
just kill them out back. After the story got out Zimmerman willingly
decided to close down his puppy mill business (Smalley, 2009).
Usually the farms that run the commercial dog breeding are
involved in other businesses as well. Take for example one of the
farms that NEWSWEEK had visited after hearing the story that the
farm produced dairy milk as well as puppies. After investigating the
one of the farms that produced Horizon Organics dairy products,
which were sold to upscale retailers like Whole Foods, as well as big
retailers like Wall Mart. (Smalley, 2009). This same farm which was
licensed to hold up to 250 puppies got “unsatisfactory” grade for
maintaining their animals for violations such as sick dogs, failure
to vaccinate for rabies, and squalid cages. When Horizon heard
of this commercial breeding facility, they sent a representative

away they noticed a strange stench coming from the direction of
the puppy mill they were asked to investigate. When they entered
the sheds that kept 300 dogs, the stench of urine and ammonia was
so bad that some rescuers were forced to wear respirators. The air
work inside (Smalley, 2009). Besides the typical facts that these dogs
were malnourished and sick, most of the dogs were “Designer Dogs”.
So what is a designer dog?
Designer Dogs are the breeds that are at the top of the market
and having high demand. Just like Prada and Dior breeds like
Puggles (pug and a beagle mix), Maltepoos (Maltese and a Poodle
mix), and Labradoodles (Labrador and a Poodle mix) are on top of
the market and wanted by most (Smalley, 2009). The most common
factors that determine the dogs’ status is its popularity otherwise
gets a dog and it makes the front page people all of a sudden are
aware of the breeds’ existence. Wanting to follow in their idols
footsteps, they want to get the same exact breed because it will
make them look much more fabulous then what they really are. In
“Lassie”, Dalmatians driven by Disney movies, and Newfoundlands
when the breed won the Westminster dog show (Smalley, 2009).
When many require the same breed that’s when breeders start mass
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the president of American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (Hamilton, 2005). Wondering why don’t they just revoke
the license of the store? Revoking a license from a store or a breeder
is really rare and usually takes years to complete while the store
or the breeder will continue to do their business (Sorenture and
Beall, 19). And the sellers who deal with buyers over the internet
or local newspaper listing are not federally regulated and basically
can get away with anything. One of such sites to stay away from is
nextdaypets.com in which many puppy mill breeders use to sell
their stock (Hamilton, 2005).
So what can be done to help stop this situation? If you still want
to buy a dog you should know all your rights as a consumer and
research Puppy Lemon Laws. These laws are the state regulations
regarding on what to do when purchasing a pet which happens to
be sick and how you can get your money back (Martin, 52). New
York State’s Pet Lemon Law is designed to safeguard the public and
to ensure the humane treatment of dogs by requiring pet dealers to
guarantee the good health of any such animal sold by a pet dealer to
a consumer.
If you do decide to buy a dog you can contact your local breeder
club and ask for a list of reputable kennels (Martin, 52). Also when
buying a dog make sure to check the facility that it is clean and
well managed something Mary who got the dog from the breeder
mentioned before did not do. If you notice that there is something
wrong with the ways that the pups are managed that would be a
red sign right there not to buy dogs there. If you know of any such
places with such violations or aware of any puppy mills nearby you
can call a national toll free hotline 877-MILLTIP which was created
by the Humane Society of United States (Peters, 2009). Also, when
purchasing a pet, make sure that the breed that you are purchasing

suspended its dealings with the farm. With the loss of business,
John Stoltzfus claimed that he closed the dog business down
and found good homes for the dogs “So we can still send milk to
stops these cruel people from doing wrong things. As in this case the
a puppy mill business.
When conditions are so inhumane you stop to wonder why
the states aren’t doing anything to stop these horrible conditions.
Well puppy mills are not the states’ primary concern and are often
ignored. For example in Pennsylvania which is considered the
capital of Puppy mills on the East coast has only 55 dog warden to
inspect 2700 of these licensed kennels (Darragh, 2007). During an
analysis of these inspections 1300 of the kennels got a satisfactory
grade even though the conditions were more than unsatisfactory
such as frozen water bowls, unkempt cages smothered in feces, and
protruding wires and nails which can easily blind any pup (Darragh,
2007). One of these puppy mill owners just got a slap on the wrist
when a warden found dead puppies inside the kennel which were
than nine months after its 10th consecutive satisfactory inspection
had 23 dogs so sick that they had to be euthanized (Darragh, 2007).
Sometimes after countless protests by people states do act to
better the conditions of these poor animals. Like after the case of the
farmer Zimmerman discussed previously the news got to Governor
Ed Rendell, a big pet lover. Ed led a public outrage to push through
a new law that aimed at improving the conditions of puppy mills in
outlawed, increase in cage sizes, letting dogs get checked up by a vet
twice a year, and outlaws the inhumane shooting of dogs. A step in
the right direction to end this torment for the dogs (Smalley, 2009).

not purchase a breed that needs a lot of exercise such as hounds,
retrievers, and shepherds (Martin, 52).When purchasing a puppy
remember that it will not train itself and that you have to put in
work to make them obedient. If you do not want to put in the work
some breeders are willing to give away their older animals to loving
homes and these dogs are usually hassle free (Martin, 52).
If you don’t have enough money there is always something
better than buying. Not many people know this but there is a
rising pet overpopulation in our country and puppy mills are a big
contribution to that. They are producing too many dogs to sell in
which if they don’t sell them they end up being on the streets or
killed. The ones that are lucky to be found are taken in to shelters.
There are two type of shelter non kill shelter in which a dog can
stay a lifetime and nothing will happen to it, and kill shelter where
dogs stay for a limited time before being euthanized. Usually dogs
last only 1 to 2 weeks in kill shelters before taken to a room to be
euthanized (Martin, 54). And dogs know when they are about to be
killed. There is a stench of death in the air when they are taken to
the room of death. Dogs start panicking because they don’t want it
to be the end and want to live. Every year an estimated amount of
6 to 8 million pets enter the shelter and more then half of that are

are trying to protect such breeding establishments. One of such is
Ken Brandt, a lobbyist for the Pennsylvania Pet Breeder Association.
shut down all breeders across the nation. “If we built the biggest
(Hamilton, 2005). But in this case when the cages are so small that
the dogs can’t move inside them increasing the cage size can make
didn’t pay huge amount of cash to such lobbyists to secure their
Now that you know what puppy mills are you begin to wonder
how do these sick puppies get to the stores? Like in most places in
our world today money talks louder than words, and puppy mills
value as living beings and become commodities that are to be sold
one. And that’s what happens in stores. Stores such as Petland, use
middlemen to acquire their dogs (Sorenture and Beall, 19). These
middlemen buy from kennels that have documented violations, but
In a study conducted in Palm Beach Florida of all the puppies
that were locally bread and that came out of state, they found that
2500 puppies came from out of state. Out of that 1100 of the dogs
came from Missouri which is the capital of puppy mills in the U.S.
And every third puppy came from a kennel that failed inspections
conducted by the department of agriculture (Sorenture and Beall,
18). Some of these violations are pretty consistent too such as
cages are too small, rusting cages and exposed nails, and cages are
infested with rodents. Most of the pups were forced to sleep in cold
and were malnourished (Sorenture and Beall, 18). Not only did
the puppies come from the puppy mills, they weren’t cheap either
with an average of 2000 dollar price tag. Many stores also labeled
the dogs to be locally bread as well (Sorenture and Beall, 18). “No
pet store will tell you that its puppies come from a puppy mill” said

Another reason why I urge people to choose adoption because
workers who are responsible maintaining non-kill shelters, would
these workers by the name of Theresa Strader vowed to save the
miles to rescue 23 Italian greyhounds that were seized from one
of these puppy mills. “The minute their feet touch the ground, we
can tell what kind of life they’ve had” says Theresa (Peters, 2011).
Most of the dogs that she had saved have churned out litter after
litter while receiving minimal food and care. “We know these dogs
had somewhat better life than most mill dogs, at least for a time,
because most can tolerate touch.” (Peters, 2011). In four years of her

current eleven thousand square foot facility. The centers two surgery
rooms were built by an army of volunteers that had the same goal as
Theresa. Much of the equipment donated by individuals and groups
as she watched her dream of helping animals come true. Her rescue

Food is fuel. When cars are fueled, quality gasoline is desired
to make sure cars last so there is no need to purchase another. If
watered down gasoline or gasoline with vegetable oil was used
continuously in cars, it wouldn’t run as well. Various parts of
the car will begin to have issues and eventually will have to be
replaced. It seems the same care should be applied to human
bodies since it is not possible to purchase another. However, a
closer look into the food most people are eating on a daily basis,
like the meat and vegetables sold in many grocery stores and used
in many restaurants, are the equivalent to fueling cars with a tall
glass of chocolate milk and expecting excellent performance. The

years of work. “We’re always in the black. Sometimes we have only
eighty dollars in the bank, but were always in the black” Theresa
says with a laugh but what makes this all worth for her is “When
they had out the door with an adoptive family, that’s the paycheck”
(Peters, 2011).
You can help address the puppy mill problem and pet
overpopulation just by going to your local shelter and adopting a pet
that has no home. Not only will you be supporting the shelter and
to participate in the commercial sales of these dogs. Puppy mills
will begin to lose money and maybe be out of business if everyone
starts to participate in adoption. You will save a poor animals life

foods, and whatever else is in food is the chocolate milk. Except, it’s
not chocolate milk; it’s a tall glass of gasoline. Yum.

well because there nothing else like the love of the dog. One of
warm heart the moment you adopt them. Or if you prefer seeing
is desired to describe anything in food. However, chemicals are
prevalent in food, and studies have proven these chemicals are
harmful. For example, food colorants have been regulated in the
United States since the 1880’s. Within ten years of being regulated,
it was found that many food colorants were being misused and
many contained well-known toxins such as lead, mercury and
arsenic. (
Perspectives

local animal shelter that has plentiful of animals that are of need of
loving homes. All the animals that you will adopt will already have
their shots and if the dog has any medical condition the shelter will
tell you everything before you adopt them something you don’t get
when purchasing a pet.
Now that the truth behind commercial breeding facilities have
been revealed you have a clear choice on what you can do. Being
informed and educated will put you on the right path so you don’t
have to wonder whether you are making the right choice or not. And

“causing health problems such as indigestion, anemia, and allergic
reactions as asthma and urticarial, pathological lesions in brain,
kidney, spleen and liver, tumors and cancer, paralysis, mental

a pet not only because you will be rescuing its life from loneliness, it
will save yours as well because love of an animal is one of the most
loyal things there is in this world.

eye defects resulting in blindness.” (Moram, G. S. E.-D) It was also
found that the food colorants cause hyperactivity in children ages
3, 8 and 9, when mixed with the preservative sodium benzoate.
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food colourings reduced activity and inattentiveness among all
children as assessed by their parents (but not psychologists) and
then a challenge with the preservatives and colourings led to a
deterioration.” These chemicals are added to food, possibly causing
possibly irreparable damage, merely for the sake of a visual.
“The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and a joint
committee of the Food and Agricultural Organization and World
Health Organization (FAO/WHO) state that the amount of
these hormones that make it into food products is safe for eating.
Hormones and steroids are given to livestock to help improve the
production of dairy and beef cattle.” (Barrett) Diethylstilbestrol
(DES), is a synthetic form of estrogen that was prescribed to women
during pregnancy after World War II to prevent miscarriage and
preterm labor, both common during this this time period; but DES

~~~~

she housed 13 dogs that she rescued from a Missouri breeder, to the
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1995) Slowing the use of antibiotics in the meat industry, as well as
antibiotic prescription in our healthcare system, is the only way to
tackle antibiotic resistance as drug companies come up with new
ways and drugs to kill the superbugs. If antibiotics are going to be
continuously overused, the FDA will be responsible for more than a
few super bacterium doctors will be unable treat and people will die
from diseases doctors were previously able to control.

companies were promising less grief. (Langston 2010) However,
DES is an endocrine disrupting chemical, and so carcinogenic that
women whose mother took DES are 40 times more likely to develop
clear cell adenocarcinoma of the lower genital tract, and have an
increased chance of developing breast cancer by age 40 according to
cancer.gov.
allowing it to be used on livestock meant for consumption so as not
soldiers allowed (Langston 2010). That was until January of 1947,
when no pregnant women had yet died from taking DES; poultry
not used for consumption that was treated with DES were fat and
juicy, and there was a meat shortage. DES was approved for use in
chicken feed and small pellets placed in chicken necks. The FDA
had not done any testing on DES on its own because it relied on
studies done by the pharmaceutical companies requesting approval.
There were complaints to the FDA regarding the use of DES and its

crop product to be commercialized.” (Bruening 2000) The idea
was to create a tomato that doesn’t get soft by the time it made it to
the supermarket, lengthen shelf life overall, and raise production.
from eating cloned fruits. There is an idea. A study in France
showed that rats given GMO foods grew tumors. “The researchers
in the French study saw exponential increases in animal cancers
after the 90-day period.” (Willingham 2012) Be that as it may, in
May of 1994 the FDA approved cloned tomatoes to be put on the
market. (Bruening 2000) There are concerns surrounding not only

for their workers. To one such complaint, the FDA suggested the
company hire older men who wouldn’t mind becoming sterile to
work in the factory. (Langston 2010) The Canadian government
warned the United States Food and Drug Administration about

now on. “In May 1999, it was reported that pollen from Bacillus
thuringiensis (Bt)-insect resistant corn had a negative impact on

solely in the neck of chickens still showed residue of estrogen
throughout the rest of the chicken. After repeated issues reported,
including men growing breasts and male animals who consumed
heads of chickens becoming sterile, the FDA went out and tested

“Researchers found that rats fed on a diet containing NK603
Roundup tolerant GM corn, or given water containing Roundup at
levels permitted in drinking water and GM crops in the US, died

in poultry until 1966. (Langston 2010). It was used in cattle feed
until 1980. (DES Action USA) This is the same FDA regulating food
and “safe” hormones such as Recombinant Bovine Growth Hormone
(rBGH) used in cattle today. Even with questions concerning rBGH
possibly causing cancer in addition to increased use of antibiotics,
and other countries such as the European Union and Canada
banning rBGH, the United States Food and Drug Administration
has not learned its lesson.

tumors and severe liver and kidney damage.” (Study Finds GM Corn
and Roundup Causes Tumors and Organ Damage.) Unfortunately,
rather than learn from these studies, GM foods will not be removed
lawsuits. There will have to be a major cleanup of all genetically
doing to the human body and the environment.
The system is not set up to try things out before
introducing it to the whole world; essentially, humans are the
test dummies for GMOs and the FDA is basically hoping people
make it. If not, then will be the time to react. Rather than
a preventative approach, there is an irresponsible approach,
placing life as it is known in jeopardy and further harming the
environment and our future. These bio-engineered crops grow
fast, with few issues from pests and other common issues that
involve agriculture. Even animals of make sure to steer clear
from GMOs, which, yet again, should be another sign.

It is commonly known that bacteria become resistant to
antibiotics after prolonged and improper use. Even still, antibiotics
are used in livestock to promote growth and kill pathogens that
thrive in cramped factory farms. Campylobacter is one such
bacterium that is resistant to antibiotics. “The widespread use
of antibiotics in the poultry and cattle industries has led to the
appearance of campylobacter strains that are resistant to many
been used to treat human infections” (Encyclopedia Britannica).
Campylobacter is one of the most common causes of diarrheal
illness in the United States per cdc.gov. With Guillain-Barre
Syndrome, a complication of an infection caused by Campylobacter,
the immune system attacks the nervous system, which can lead to
temporary or permanent paralysis and possibly death.
Bacteria essentially learns how to adapt so they cannot
be penetrated by antibiotics, or alter parts of themselves,
i.e. ribosomes, so antibiotics like erythromycin tetracycline,
streptomycin and gentamicin cannot attach and destroy the bacteria

same as conventional foods, but they are drastically (and possibly
taking the genetic material (DNA) from one species and transferring
it into another in order to obtain a desired trait. The FDA does
not require any safety testing or any labeling of GM foods, and
introducing new genes into a fruit or vegetable may very well be
creating unknown results such as new toxins, new bacteria, new
allergens, and new diseases.” - M.D. David Brownstein, The Guide to
Healthy Eating

antibiotics was Staphylococcus aureus (Lewis 1995).
“This bacterium is often a harmless passenger in the human body,
but it can cause illness, such as pneumonia or toxic shock syndrome,
when it overgrows or produces a toxin” (Lewis 1995).
These bacteria, these superbugs, are even surviving in meat
after it has been cooked. “Pathogens resistant to drugs other than

In conclusion, it is pretty evident that quality is of no
importance when it comes to food, in America especially. Fake
crops are being grown to feed sick and beaten animals to be
eaten by incognizant humans. It would seem that for humans
to help themselves would only make sense but what seems to

meat meal to infect a human. In 1983, for example, 18 people in
four Midwestern states developed multi-drug-resistant Salmonella
food poisoning after eating beef from cows fed antibiotics.” (Lewis

America that is approved by the FDA would not continue to
be available for purchase. With a population of 316,418,990
in the U.S. as of July 2013, and a net gain of one person every
84

13 seconds, according to census.gov, there can be a change if

to environment to social and ethical dilemmas, there are many
positions on the issue. When most people think of an animal farm

to society. “We don’t live in a world of reality, we live in a world
of perceptions. ”

hills, and a farmer with a close and intimate relationship with his
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which gets to market as soon as possible.
This may sound like a good thing, a cheap plentiful supply of
meat, but it comes at a cost that these farms have been hiding from
grow unnaturally fast and big in order to get them to market quicker.
This results in deformities and a vastly reduced quality of life for the
animals, which regularly get beaten and mistreated on these farms.
Our environment fares no better against the factory farm, which
produces pollution at a greater rate than every automobile on the
planet combined (Foer, 43), and produces more animal waste (shit)
than we can manage.
Without a doubt it seems that factory farming is cruel and
destructive. But I began to question if the old ways of family
farming are a good alternative. Is family farming more sustainable
environmentally, is it better for biodiversity, and healthier for us?
Is it a better method, ethically, than factory farming, since it means
still treating living things as commodities? Most importantly, is
it sustainable economically? Will there be a recession if the meat
business abandoned the newly adopted factory farming in favor
of the traditional family farm? Most interestingly, is there another
piece to the puzzle altogether that hasn’t even been considered?
Usually when one thinks of sustainability, one thinks of the
environment. For the purpose of this essay, the environment would
encompass all living and non-living things occurring naturally on
Earth. Farming is in an intimate relationship with nature. Some
farmers wish to cooperate with nature, others to control it, but
which methods are better for the sustainability, in the case of the
environment, ensuring ecological and biological systems remain
the greenhouse gas emissions and waste produced by factory
farming, which at its current practice accounts for 99% of all
farming in America (Foer, 34).
According to the Food and Agriculture Organization of the
UN, 18 percent of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions are from the
livestock sector (Humane Society). That’s 40% more than the entire
transportation sector combined; all land, air, and sea vehicles(Foer
58). That’s a total of 9% of human induced carbon emissions, as
well as 37% of the emissions of Methane (CH4) which has 20 times
more Global Warming Potential (GWP) as CO2, and 65% emissions
of nitrous oxide (N2O) which has nearly 300 times the GWP of CO2
(Humane Society). 41 million tons of CO2 is emitted simply from the
fertilizer used to grow feed crops for the farms. At least 90 million
more tons are emitted through the burning of fossil fuels on these
farms (Farm Sanctuary). All of the pollution from factory farming
puts the environment at risk by not only ruining the air that we
breathe but also by contributing to global warming.
If you think all that gas is a problem, there is another byproduct of factory farming which also poses a threat to our
environmental sustainability. Animal waste produced by factory
farms is just as huge a factor in pollution as gas emissions. In just the
U.S. Farm animals produce 3 times more manure than the country’s
human population. That is 1 million tons of waste every day. There is
also no sewage system on factory farms for all this waste (Foer 174).
Common practice dictates that all the waste be collected in massive
lagoons surrounding the farm. Sometimes one farm can have
multiple lagoons stretching for several of acres (Farm Sanctuary)
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The issue of eating animals is a complex one. From economics,
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deadlier characteristics.
that most modern diseases have risen along with the rise of
agriculture. Originally, pathogens that humans were susceptible
to had a link to our closest ancestors, primates. However, the most
important infectious diseases of modern food-producing human
populations also include diseases that could have emerged only
within the past 11,000 years, following the rise of agriculture. These
diseases can only be sustained in large dense human populations
that did not exist anywhere in the world before agriculture (Wolfe
et al.). Most of the infectious pathogens that cause human disease
in the modern age originated from farm animals. As our bond
to the animals on farms grew into one of more co-existence the

small amounts, manure makes good compost material and helps
handle and turns toxic to the plants. It’s more than the plants can
make people sick. Not only is the quantity of the waste so massive
that it’s unsustainable, there is no attempt at sustainability through
a sanitation or waste management system on these farms.
Biological diversity is another important factor in
environmental sustainability. Diversity in both plant and animal
species is necessary for stable food chains and works naturally
as population control as species interact and keep the ecosystem
balanced and checked. Factory farming has diminished the
biodiversity of natural species in multiple ways as livestock
populations are in direct competition with indigenous species for
food, water, and other natural resources (Haare). Almost a quarter of
the total land mass of the Earth is dedicated to grazing, the number
one contributing factor to deforestation. 8% of our global water goes
to livestock farms for irrigation, while 70% of all Grain produced
in the U.S. is used to feed livestock. In total 70% of deforestation
is caused by creating pasture and for the production of feed crops
that the livestock consume (Haare). The loss of these forests directly

new forms that could infect humans. But with the rise of modern
medicine humans have discovered drugs that counter these
pathogens. However, just as these pathogens adapted from animal
hosts to human hosts, they are also adapting to the drugs and build
immunity towards them. This process is accelerated through the
practice of overusing antibiotics on factory farms. The more these
pathogens are exposed to these antibiotics and drugs, the more
resistant they become to them, and we are nearing a new epidemic.
Many infectious diseases are already building startling immunities
to the drugs we’ve used to keep them under control for decades,
and this adaptation correlates with the rise of family farms. The
following charts are from a study conducted by the World Health
Organization of the United Nations. It displays the immunity
of certain pathogens, their symptoms and the number of WHO
regions which reported drug resistance in these pathogens of 50%
and 25% or more. Meaning out of a sample size of 100 bacteria 100
and 25 would exhibit signs of resistance respectively.
The World health organization also notes that this issue
of drug-resistance is related to farm animals, stating that the
organization will facilitate “development of tools and standards
for harmonized surveillance of ABR (antibacterial resistance) in
humans, and for integrating that surveillance with surveillance of
ABR in food producing animals and the food chain” (World Health
Organization).

lagoons mentioned earlier also kills animals that live around factory
they can. The priority is not growing healthy nutritious good food;
it’s to make a presentable, cheap product as quick as possible. The
sustainable living. Factory farms have also cut costs out of keeping
their animals clean and strong. By keeping animals just barely
alive the farms are able to cut the costs of providing real care to the
waste and pathogens, as well as genetic engineering, altering DNA
to make an animal grow faster and bigger. Picture a 400 pound six
year old and you have an idea of the typical animal on a family farm.
This unnatural gene manipulation creates living things that are in
constant agony. In the case of chickens
The muscles and fat tissues of the newly engineered broiler

All of these factory farm practices, the genetic engineering,
raising living creatures for the single purpose of slaughter and
consumption as food have been challenged by animal rights activists
for their cruelty. For much of history humankind has drawn up
several barriers that separate us from animals, most notably our
intelligence. But are animals not intelligent? Are we just blocked
from truly understanding them because of the species barrier? For
many years animals were viewed sort of as automatons, able to react
to stimuli in the environment yet not truly able to think or feel, at
least not to the capacity of human beings (Morrell). However in

to deformities and disease. Somewhere between 1 and 4
percent of the birds will die writhing in convulsions from
sudden death syndrome, a condition virtually unknown
some degree of walking impairment, and common sense
suggests they are in chronic pain. One out of four will have
they are in pain (Foer 130).
These are not healthy birds, they are not happy birds. They are the
Frankenstein inspired mockery of nature in man’s attempt to control it.

otherwise. The signs of a lingering intelligence include recognizing
patterns, self-awareness, imitation, creativity, and a good memory:
Bit by bit, in ingenious experiments, researchers have
documented these talents in other species, gradually
chipping away at what we thought made human beings

to wallow in their own waste. Because of this exposure, farmers
feed the animals on these farms antibiotics on a regular basis to
compensate for the animal’s compromised immune systems. This
is not a practice reserved for only sick animals, every animal on a
factory farm consumes antibiotics and growth hormones regularly
through their feed (Farm Sanctuary) This constant stream of
antibiotics can cause bacteria and other pathogens to adapt and
change, and even become immune to antibiotics. If this practice
continues, we may see new super diseases and pathogens like we’ve

came from. Scrub jays know that other jays are thieves and
that stashed food can spoil; sheep can recognize faces;
chimpanzees use a variety of tools to probe termite mounds
and even use weapons to hunt small mammals; dolphins can
with a sudden blast of water, can learn how to aim its squirt
(Morell)

which carries those antibiotics as well as deadly pathogens into our
natural ecosystems where these diseases can continue to evolve
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cereal to feed 3 billion people (What is Factory Farming?) That
would end world hunger right there, if we eat more plants and stop
sending those food resources for meat. But is that nutritionally
sound?

animals tick. Animals share many of the same traits of intelligence
humans thought were exclusive to mankind. Elephants love to paint,
mourn their dead, chimps have also been observed to have rituals
for their dead. So not only are animals smart but they can also feel.
But does this same intelligence apply to your common farm chicken
or pig?
To put it frankly, yes. Pigs are anatomically very similar to
humans, and many claim they are genetically 98% our equals. The
validity of such a statement is debatable, but time and time again
pigs have proven to be smarter than man’s best friend. No, not
beer, dogs. Why have we befriended dogs citing their intelligence
and loyalty as desirable traits, yet we slaughter and eat pigs, in
increasingly cruel ways on factory farms? O.K. So maybe you’ll go
Kosher and stop eating bacon, how about we look at the chicken.
Many claim chickens are as smart as human toddlers. Again such
claims are hard to prove, since a chicken is not human, and it is
unfair to judge intelligence by comparison. If a chicken really did
think like a toddler, it would not survive in the wild. With this in
mind, many recent studies suggest that chickens are intelligent in

Human beings are omnivores, meaning our teeth and stomachs
are designed to consume animal and plant matter and use it for
food, as opposed to herbivores who eat only plants and carnivores
In the U.S., the daily recommended requirement of protein for an
average woman over 19 years old is 46 grams a day, while the average
man over 19 requires 56 grams. Meat is a good source of protein in
that “animal sources of protein tend to deliver all the amino acids
we need. Other protein sources, such as fruits, vegetables, grains,
nuts and seeds, lack one or more essential amino acids” (Harvard).
saturated fats and other health concerns:
Researchers at Harvard School of Public Health followed
the diet and lifestyle habits of 120,000 men and women for
up to 20 years, looking at how small changes contributed
to weight gain over time. Those who ate more red and
processed meat over the course of the study gained more
weight, about one extra pound every four years, while those
who ate more nuts over the course of the study gained less
weight, about a half pound less every four years. (Harvard)

for complex social reasoning’ and problem solving. A researcher
similar way to mammals such as humans and monkeys’ (Davis)
So the old idea of animals being stupid automatons to be used to
intelligent creatures, capable of emotion and thought relate back to
sustainability?

contributing to the wide obesity epidemic in the country. What
other omnivores eat. For example lets go back to the pig. Pigs are
so anatomically similar to humans they are used as analogues

for market. This aggression extends to any farm animals the workers
target. What is worrisome about this is that this cruelty towards

captivity are fed a mostly vegetarian diet that keeps them healthy.
Pigs in the wild also mostly feed on vegetation, occasionally eating
worms, insects and frogs and even small mammals if they can catch
one. Another good omnivore to observe and compare to our diet is
the bear:
Although all species of bears, including black and grizzly
bears, are technically of the order Carnivora, they are

Cruelty on factory farms is all too common, and often ignored. It is
one of the largest institutions of cruelty in the world:
A number of studies have drawn links between the abuse
of animals and violence against people. A 2001-2004 study
by the Chicago Police Department “revealed a startling

animals. Bears spend most of their time perusing a
patchwork of habitats throughout the year, feeding on
vegetation, insects and other more reliable, though lower
calorie food sources. Plant foods make up the majority of a
bear’s diet - sometimes as much as 90 per cent (Bear Smart)
Chimpanzees have also been observed eating more vegetation

those arrested for animal crimes, 65% had been arrested for
battery against another person. (Animal Cruelty and Human
Violence, HSUS)
Cruelty toward animals also leads to psychological conditions
such as antisocial personality disorder.(HSUS) This system is not
sustainable as is, due to its appeal to individuals looking to explore
their cruelty. It is also a place where this behavior can simply be
learned by workers. The cruelty is perpetuated by unhappy workers
regularly taking out their aggressions on the animals they see as
expendable. The unsustainable element exists when these people
are inserted back into society, no longer having animals to exert
their violence on, move onto humans.
Ask a factory farmer to rationalize all the cruelty, pollution,
all the slights against nature, and they will give you a seemingly
warm-hearted answer drenched in goodwill. We are trying to feed
the world. Seems a noble goal. Too bad that factory farms are in no
way helping alleviate world hunger. In fact, it may just be a barrier
to feeding the world. All those farm animals need to be fed just as
humans do. We grow more food and use more of it to raise these
animals then we get back from their meat. 6 kilograms of plant
protein is used to produce one kilogram of animal protein (what is
factory farming?). That’s a six to one ratio. For every steak you gotta
give up six loaves of bread, six potatoes, six plants for every animal.
Why not use all those plants to feed people instead of taking the

as felines have been known to eat grass to balance out the natural
chemistry and biology of their digestive systems. Looking at these
examples it seems clear that we eat too much meat. Our demand
is too high, making supply high enough to rationalize the need for
meat to be an occasional indulgence. If the demand for meat goes
down, we will have no need for an industrialized farming system
and can return to more sustainable farming practices. But where
beans, grains and other vegetation are reliable sources, but there
is one source of food that we as omnivores have mostly ignored in
Western Civilization, one that every other species of Omnivore takes
advantage of.
the gap left behind after we decide to have meat as an occasional
indulgence. The one source of food that is healthy, packed with
protein, and easy to grow, harvest and manage is insects. It is
common practice for most of the world, only shunned and held
as taboo in Western First World countries. It is a staple in any
omnivore’s diet, including the Pigs and Bears we covered. Often

world’s cereal supply is used to feed farm animals. That’s enough
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when we look at our closest animal cousin, the chimp and observe
it using a tool such as a stick to catch termites, we focus on the
tool and not its purpose, catching and eating bugs. “Termites are
a valuable source of protein, fat, and essential amino acids, in
the diets of both primates and modern humans,” wrote Backwell.

Mix all the ingredients for the marinade in a glass bowl or baking dish.
Add the insects, cover and leave in the fridge over night. When ready to
cook remove the insects and gently pat them dry. Skewer the ingredients
alternating between pepper, onion and insects so skewers are nicely
arranged. Finally drizzle some olive oil over the kebabs and cook a few inches
regularly until all the ingredients are a golden brown and crispy. (Strapp)

termites provide 560 calories per 100 grams” (Martin). The protein
is almost as plentiful as in meat and also replaces the saturated fats
of beef, pork, and chicken which contribute to weight gain with
healthy omega fatty acids:
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right recipe. (See Addendum 1)
Factory farming is a threat to the planet. It is environmentally
unsustainable, pouring tons of greenhouse gases into the
atmosphere and quite literally covering the planet in animal shit. It
is a threat to the biodiversity of the planet. It’s overuse of antibiotics
born. It is cruelty towards helpless living beings only contributes to
the de-humanization of our culture. Last of all, it is not necessary.
We do not require, and so we should not demand, the vast quantity
of meat that factory farms supply. My solution in eating insects is
simply to narrow the gap that fuels our meat addiction. Ideally, if
we could return to a sustainable system of family farms, organic and
better than organic meat production, we could get rid of factory
farms as quickly as they rose. In the meantime, we can cure the
hunger pangs by substituting our T-bone with a bowl of crickets.
Addendum A:

Ingredients:
12 large grasshoppers or similar edible insect
1 large red bell pepper cut into chunks
1 white onion cut into wedges
(For the marinade)
½ cup fresh lemon juice
1 tbsp olive oil
1tsp honey
½ tsp fresh ginger (grated)
1 tbsp Dijon mustard
2tbsp mixed garden herbs of your choice (e.g. rosemary, mint or thyme for a
¼ tsp salt
Pinch ground pepper

~~~~
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of the world’s population (“Linking Population, Poverty and
Development”, 2013). The world’s population is projected to reach
9.6 billion by 2050, a 33.33% increase in less than 40 years (Andrews
et. al., 2012). Even more alarming is that most of this growth is
predicted to take place in the developing world. The United Nation
shows this by reporting that “the 49 least developed countries
(LDCs) as a whole still have the fastest growing population in

Rising food prices and growing demand for meat, milk and eggs
gave rise to industrial farms in the 1970’s. Industrial farms, which
employ assembly line machinery and biotechnological innovations,
developed in the world’s richest nations. They vastly out-produce
smaller, more traditional farms, forcing them to either join the
new wave of farming or go out of business. As researcher Danielle
Nierenberg observes, “Like a tide, factory farming is swallowing
up small farms and concentrating production in the hands of a
few large companies” (2003). This time-period also witnessed
the evolution in world trade as globalization fostered a new era
of multinational corporations and trade regulation. Products of

is projected to double by mid-century, from 898 million in 2013
to 1.8 billion in 2050, further increasing to 2.9 billion in 2100”
(“World Population Prospects: The 2012 Revision”, 2013). With the
rising population, “overall human demand for animal products is
expected to triple or even quadruple in the next 30 years”, much
to the advantage of agro-industrial corporations and detriment of
developing nations (D’Silva, 2000).
New empirical data show that while there is overall
improvement in global nutrition, the nutritional status in many
developing nations is simultaneously declining (Pinstrup-Anderson
& Babinard, 2001). Currently, over 2 billion people are considered

brought about by globalization. In fact, today, most of the world’s
food is directly and indirectly a product of industrial farm practices.
Although most researchers would like to paint the industrialized
agro-industry and its globalization as the solution to world hunger,
it can be argued that industrialized farming and globalization do
more to cripple than aid the already struggling economies of the
world’s poorest nations. This research project seeks to examine
factors of industrialized farming and globalization which adversely
contribute the economic and consequent socio-economic conditions
within developing nations.

2000). Widespread hunger and malnutrition has persisted “despite
twenty years of rapidly declining food prices” (Pinstrup-Anderson &
Babinard, 2001).
As a result of this situation, developed nations are increasingly
feeling the pressure to industrialize their own agro-industry or
import food from industrialized farms in order to feed their rapidly
struggling economies because it diminishes the largest sector,

that purpose. Industrial farming can be described as a system of
cultivation using extensive labor and capital relative to land area.
Extensive labor and capital are necessary to the application of
fertilizer, insecticides, fungicides, and herbicides to growing crops.
Meanwhile, capital is particularly important to the acquisition

is illustrated in a 1995 World Bank report which claimed that almost
60% of the labor force of low-income countries was employed in
agriculture (Kremer & Zwane, 2004). Joyce D’Silva observes the
realistic consequence of sabotaging the world’s largest indurty:
“Backyard/household production of pigs and poultry in developing
countries is losing out to the large intensive units” because they
cannot compete with their output or low prices (D’Silva, 2000).
Not only do traditional farms rely more on workers than machines,
but they also experience greater product loss due to the natural
inferiority of their products. Crop losses can be caused by disease,
infertile soil and exacerbated by unfavorable climate conditions,

cultivating, and harvesting, as well as irrigation equipment where
that is required (“intensive farming”). Technologically advanced
agricultural machinery and genetic engineering contribute
engineered virus resistance, insect resistance, and delayed ripening”
are some examples of the biotechnological strategies employed to
maximize productivity (Herrera-Estrella, 2000).
better access to multinational resources and customers. While

The problem with globalization is that with the vast disparities
in agriculture, economic makeup, population growth and density
and several other factors, there can be no single solution for all

commonly claimed characteristics. Globalization is explained by
Geneva Center for Security Policy as “a process that encompasses
the causes, course, and consequences of transnational and
transcultural integration of human and non-human activities”
(2006). It involves “international trade liberalizations as well as

countries and developed nations, all others without the capital and
infrastructure struggle to keep up. The documentary Life and Debt
by Stephanie Black, portrays the economic and social decline of
Jamaica as it attempted to adapt to the changing world trade and

country borders, and increasing international labor migration”
(Pinstrup-Anderson & Babinard, 2001). Therefore, a globalized food
system is characterized by international food trade, transnational
manufacturing, international food trade regulation, diet shifts

Michael Manley explain what happened when he sought out a loan
from the International Monetary Fund in hopes of bolstering the
country’s struggling farm sector. The IMF’s draconian loan terms
forced Jamaica to participate in globalization at a loss. First, Jamaica
had to relax its taxes on imports, eliminating that revenue form of
revenue for the government. In response, local distributors signed
deals to import foods such as meat, milk, eggs and certain produce
at extremely low prices. The farm sector, which Manley initially
sought to help, was outmatched. In one instance, a producer of
high-quality chickens is outsold by low-grade chicken scraps coming
from the United States. In another case, the United States (through
the World Trade Organization) destroyed an agreement between
England and Jamaica on the exportation of bananas because they
deemed it an unfair advantage. After that deal was broken up, there
were no more international customers or investors interested in

related health and environmental issues (Braun & Diaz-Bonilla,
2008). With today’s market being more integrated than ever before,
25 percent of global output is exported, compared with that of 7%
from 50 years ago (Pinstrup-Anderson & Babinard, 2001). With
disgusting conditions, and stay preserved for unusual amounts of
time, transnational food trade was a feasible venture for expanding
agribusinesses.
Developing nations—characterized by a lower living standard,
underdeveloped industrial base, and low Human Development
Index (HDI) relative to other countries—are home to over 85%
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Jamaica’s meat or produce; no one who could help Jamaica at least
break even in imports versus exports. Jamaica labor and production
costs (aimed to provide reasonable wages and close-to-organic
food) were too expensive to foreign investors. They did not care that
cheaper products meant genetically engineered shortcuts or poorly
paid, mistreated workers. Subsequently, plantations and farms
across the island had to dispose of their unwanted products and
shut down. Predictably, Jamaica’s unemployment rate skyrocketed;
farm workers were left with the daunting task of reinventing

disease, cancer, stroke and diabetes kill more than a million people
a year — nearly half of all deaths — and diet is a root cause of many
of those diseases”. In other words, the most lethal diseases are
caused by the food that we eat every single day. However, consuming
meats isn’t necessarily a bad thing. Jeanne Goldberg, a professor
of nutrition at Tufts Friedman School of Nutrition Science and

industrialized farming allowed for unprecedented levels of
productivity. Globalization then fostered a revolution in our food
system; new communication and transportation technologies
worldwide reduced policy barriers that previously hampered
international trade and investment (Pinstrup-Anderson & Babinard,
2001). Developed - already post-industrial, and well into the
communication revolution - countries are at a great advantage in
this new globalized food system. These countries are home to the
world’s largest multinational agribusinesses, which have the capital,
human resources, and political clout to uproot the agriculturedriven economies of developing nations. All this contributes to a
vicious cycle in which the costs of the cheaper food are employment,
tax revenues and livelihoods. It has literally driven the World Bank

businesses depended on domestic farms were left scrambling for
new suppliers.
societies of developing countries, we cannot ignore the health
and environmental implications of industrialized farming.
Industrialization at large has a tremendous impact on the

the poor are being crowded out, the environment eroded, and global
food safety and security threatened” (Nierenberg, 2003). Together,
industrial farming and globalization hamper the development of
developing nations by undermining their largest source of income
and employment, diminishing their environmental health and the
health of their citizens. It is apparent that industrial farming and
globalization are inescapable. However, it is imperative that we
break their current trends before imposing them on new citizens of
this world.

The environmental drawbacks are innumerable. Though they are
not unique to developing nations, they are even more harmful to
developing nations who “have inadequate biosafety regulation
and lack the infrastructure to independently ensure that new
agricultural technologies developed using biotechnology meet
health and environmental standards” (Kremer & Zwane, 2005).
Due to stricter environmental regulations in the European Union
and the United States, large agribusinesses are moving their animal
production operations to nations with less stringent environmental
law enforcement. It is well-known that these environmental laws are
in place for the well-being of the environment and its inhabitants,
but health is not a concern of these organizations and developing
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The Seven Deadly Sins are human vices presented by the
Christian religion. They are what drives humanity’s desires: to
achieve what makes one feel good in a physical aspect, i.e. the

to say “you should feel comfortable eating reasonable portions of
beef as part of a varied diet” (“Beef: Is It Still What’s for Dinner?”
1). Most importantly from this excerpt, Goldberg may agree that
beef is healthy, but must be eaten with consideration and part of a
varied diet in order to remain healthy. The article provides valuable
statistics on beef that we should keep an eye out for:
Beef may be a good source of many things your body needs,
but it can also be an major source of calories and fat: If you
don’t trim the fat, a typical restaurant-sized, eight-ounce
portion of steak can easily add up to 750 calories and 59
grams of fat (90% of your recommended daily value),
including 29 grams of saturated fat (115%) (Ibid 1).
The key aspect to look out for is the recommended daily value: 90
percent if you don’t trim the fat from just one steak!
According to an article released by “The Journal of The
American Medical Association” or JAMA, 34.9 percent of adults over
20 in the United States are obese; millions and millions of people
in the country. This percentage has been consistent since 2003,
meaning action has not yet been taken by Americans themselves
to improve upon their diets and eating habits. Weight gain left
unchecked will not only lead to obesity, but health risks such as
heart disease, stroke, diabetes and high levels of cholesterol. The sin

Great in 6 AD, the sins are listed as Gluttony, Sloth, Lust, Wrath,
Greed, Envy and Pride (Climacus, 201). The sins are generally used
to describe negative intentions and the actions that follow. Here,
they are used to explain the evils of the meat industry in the United
States, and how the vices of humans are what power this evergrowing machine. This is not an argument for favoritism of any
particular religion, nor to convert anyone to the ideas of Catholicism
or Christianity. Simply put, it is a platform used to examine and
Deadly Sins, and what the intended course of action can be if we are
to halt their growth, and ultimately lead to its dissolution.
Agribusiness, the term used for the production, distribution
and marketing of agricultural goods, relies on a cycle. This cycle,
which can be applied to any form of business, relies on the trio of
consumers, producers and distributors (Perea). The consumers,
consumption. The producers, being the factory farms and the
maintenance, killing and packaging of these animals (Foer, 94). The
distributors, the people who sell factory farmed meat, i.e. CEOs,
and the businesses responsible for the shipment of such goods,
provide the slaughtered animals to stores all over the country,
completing the cycle of supply and demand. Because humans are

more seriously, will lead to a dark future for many.
To explain the sin of sloth, simply imagine a sloth. These
animals are notorious for being known as the laziest animals on the
planet, with their snail-paced movements and constant lounging:
“They move only when necessary, and when they do move, they
move very slowly. In fact, they move so slowly that sloths are the
slowest mammals in the world” (Cooke, “Are Sloths Lazy?”). This

producing the want, while the latter two provide the supply.
How does the frame of the Seven Deadly sins apply? It seems
that consumers are gluttonous and slothful: they want more and
more meat at the lowest possible cost, doing little to no work in
order to receive such goods and end up becoming slaves to this
desire. Producers become wrathful: due to the separation of social
classes and unequal distribution of wealth, these producers in
factory farms do not have the glitz and glam of their superiors,
drenched in blood as they are forced to kill animals constantly
without end, often times losing part of their sanity when following
cruel practices (Foer, 181). Distributors are greedy, lustful, envious

of physical and spiritual work” (deadlysins.com). While there’s
no way to know if a sloth is avoiding “spiritual work”, we can look
ourselves in the mirror and instantly feel shame or guilt if we were
being avoidant of “physical or spiritual work”. Humans can become
lazy if they don’t have the drive to accomplish their goals, and opt
consumers to slothfulness and the world of factory farming,
Americans are slothful because of their choices following the
consumption of their food.
As mentioned earlier, 34.9 percent of adults are obese. While
gluttonous behavior causes the inevitable weight gain, sloth is the
reason the weight remains. Eric Schlosser, writer of the critically
acclaimed novel, Fast Food Nation: What the All-American Meal is
doing to the World, has this to say about Americans:

without equally distributing them amongst their workers, lustful
in their pursuit of such vast monetary gains, envious of other
businesses and their pursuit of monetary wealth and control of
property, and prideful because they do nothing to change the
problems existing in these factory farms, and the dangers of what is
consumers themselves (Perea).

or she has a Body Mass Index (BMI) of 30 or higher — a
measurement that takes into account both weight and

Consumers: the general population. The people that businesses
depend on if they wish to keep providing their services. What’s
the problem? The negative connotation attached to the word
“consumers” are caused by the two deadly sins of gluttony and sloth.
The sin of gluttony concerns with the act of consumption itself,

weighs 132 pounds has a BMI of 22, which is considered
normal. If she gains eighteen pounds, her BMI rises to 25,
her BMI reaches 30, and she’s considered obese. Today
about 44 million American adults are obese. An additional
6 million are “super-obese”; they weigh about a hundred
pounds more than they should. No other nation in history
has gotten so fat so fast. (Schlosser, Ch. 10)
How did this happen? Schlosser puts it in the simplest terms
possible, “when people eat more and move less, they get fat. In the
United States, people have become increasingly sedentary — driving

is the sin of excess, and in this case, in terms of food (deadlysins.
com). Interestingly enough, the sin of gluttony associates itself with
the pig, an animal factory farmed day after day (Ibid). Thanks to this
gluttonous lifestyle that many Americans decide to follow, many
are falling ill and are severely damaging their bodies by becoming
obese, according to Mark Bittman of the New York Times. In an
article titled “Fixing Our Food Problem”, Bittman states, “Heart
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to work instead of walking, performing little manual labor, driving
to do errands, watching television, playing video games, and using

that she will not be able to turn around” causing “bone density to
decrease because of lack of movement... given no bedding and

that the citizens of this nation tries their absolute hardest to stay
in shape, or make an attempt to, when statistics show that millions
of the nation are obese, and millions more are more in tune with
the technological advancements provided by the Communications
Revolution.
When people are driven to do menial tasks or using their
computers instead of being active like Schlosser says, we can see
that the sin of sloth takes a hold on people at the conclusion of their
gluttonous behavior. It can be argued that fast food, one the highest
grossing markets in the world, can cause laziness: “As people eat
more meals outside the home, they consume more calories, less

trucks for “up to forty-eight hours... deprived of food and water”
(Ibid, 227). Many die from the extremities of the weather, and those
who survive, are “bled, skinned, and dismembered while conscious”
(Ibid, 230). It’s hard to believe that what was just described is only
hells on earth.
Human beings stuck in factory farms experience some of the
most horrible conditions. Forced to supervise, entrap and slaughter
domesticated animals day after day, the emotional toll is drastic, and
or GAO, during audits found that employees
work in hazardous conditions involving loud noise, sharp
tools, and dangerous machinery. Many workers must stand
for long periods of time wielding knives and hooks to
slaughter or process meat on a production line that moves
very quickly. Workers responsible for cleaning the plant
must use strong chemicals and hot pressurized water (a).
GAO states that “the meat and poultry industry still has one of the
highest rates of injury and illness of any industry.” When workers
are in such hazardous conditions and are frequently getting injured,
one would get emotionally compromised. However, employees
can’t express discontent so freely in this line of work, or risk getting
into trouble. Gail Eisnitz’s novel on the horrors of factory farms,
Slaughterhouse, documents some of the darkest moments that
workers have experienced working in such conditions.
Going back to the issue of employees in distress during
their shift, a notable issue was touched on during one of Eisnitz’s
interviews:
Workers sometimes go to the bathroom on themselves; they
have no other choice. If workers are feeling sick, they are
not allowed to leave the line. Then, they get sick on the line

will lead to great amounts of weight gain, and according to a study
done in UCLA, the University of California, Los Angeles, laziness is
a nice little incentive to such gains, albeit not so positive.
According to the University’s Psychology department, led by
Aaron Blaisdell, rats showed that diets “highly processed, of lower
quality and included substantially more sugar” led to obesity and
fatigue in the animals (Wolpert):
...the rats were given a task in which they were required to
press a lever to receive a food or water reward. The rats on
the junk food diet demonstrated impaired performance,
taking substantially longer breaks than the lean rats before
returning to the task. In a 30-minute session, the overweight
rats took breaks that were nearly twice as long as the lean
ones (Wolpert).
The control group, which were rats placed on a diet of “relatively
unprocessed foods” were able to function quicker and with
more conviction as opposed to those placed on highly processed
diets (Ibid). How does this compare to humans? To conclude
the experiment, Blaisdell had this to say: “We are living in an
environment with sedentary lifestyles, poor-quality diet and highly

is especially bad, but management makes no exceptions for
them (198).

to through human evolution.” Prior to the Industrial Revolution,
humans did not have the luxuries of machines doing all the work,
and they did not have the knowledge of manipulating food particles
to increase their density and size. The highly processed foods
provided by fast food chains lead to our drastically altered lifestyles,
and our temptations to consume these products lead us to be
gluttonous and slothful in our nature.

However, this is a dark truth that many do not know about. If
employees can’t even leave to relieve themselves, they are almost
practically having their rights as human beings stripped away.
Another disgruntled employee talks about conditions being “very
dangerous” and that “workers aren’t well trained for the machinery”
(Ibid, 198). In gruesome imagery, the employee mentions how

Humans, based on the prior information given, can be called

caught and her face was dragged into it” (Ibid, 198). Often times,
abrasions and lacerations are the bulk of the bumps and bruises.
In this case, body parts have been irreversibly destroyed. With
employees killing animals constantly with no pauses, feeling fear
that they cannot express their discontent without receiving some
sort of punishment and being humiliated and dehumanized just like
the animals are on the line, how can they not feel the sin of wrath?
Unfortunately for many of these workers, it is their only way to
release such tensions.
In one of Eisnitz’s personal interviews, a man renamed as Van

and easy to access. However, what can we learn from those who
are tasked with the production of these desires? In this particular
situation, we must look at the wrathful and the lustful: workers in
factory farms. Like Jonathan Safran Foer says in his book, Eating
Animals, “upwards of 99 percent of all animals eaten in this country
has eaten in a fast food restaurant or at home, there is a 99 percent
chance that the meat in the dish came from a factory farm. Why is
this wrong? It is due to the inhumane treatment of farmed animals.
Chicken are held in cages side by side, some factories having
up to 33,000 in one room, with only eight-tenths of a square foot of
space (Foer, 130). Majority of factory farms do not allow access to

past in the factory farm... “This is kind of hard to talk about... You’re
under all this stress, all this pressure. And it really sounds mean
but... I’ve taken prods and stuck them in their (hogs) eyes. And held
them there” (53). In an interview with a man named Tice, Eisnitz’s
got more than she bargained for:
Down in the blood pit they say that the smell of blood makes
you aggressive... And it does. You get an attitude that if
that hog kicks at me, I’m going to get even. You’re already

“deformities, eye damage, bacterial infections of bones and twisted
lower legs and necks” to name a few (Ibid, 130 -131). Pigs are injected
with hormones to cause “rapid cycling” so that “she will be ready
male and female alike, are forced to live in gestation crates “so small
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trying to maximize the ways his farming needs work with the needs
of the pigs... with their natural biorhythms and growth patterns”
(Ibid, 169). As opposed to factory farms usage of gestation crates and

One day the live hogs were driving me nuts and the kill-

possible, raising them in their natural habitat, and slaughtering as
humanely as possible (Ibid, 183). During Foer’s visit to his particular
farm, the worst happened: “a factory farm had purchased a plot of
land from neighbors down the road and would soon be building
a facility to hold six thousand hogs” (Ibid, 173). The couple had
intended to retire right next to where the factory farm was being
built, hoping to create their “Dream Farm” (Ibid, 173). Foer knows
the trouble this factory farm poses for Paul Willis and his family,
stating:
Not only will the nearby factory farm decimate Paul’s land’s
value and destroy the land itself, not only will the smell
make cohabitation incredibly unpleasant at best and more
likely dangerous to Paul’s family’s health, but it stands in
opposition to everything Paul has spent his life working for
(Ibid, 173).
In his adventures, or misadventures rather, Foer would witness the
bright future that Paul Willis’ farm has for the future of agriculture,
only to learn that a multi-million corporation is looking to destroy
the closest thing to a haven for farmed hogs. The creation of
factories during the Industrial Revolution almost makes handmade
products obsolete compared to mass produced items (Perea). The
same can be said for family versus factory farmed animals. This
unnamed corporation completely tarnished this man’s life, all for
the sake of higher production rates, which in turn will lead to more

screaming at him... If he’d come down there I would’ve slit
his throat. Could’ve taken a human life and not given it one
thought or had one regret for it... (61)
It is a reality that many slaughterhouse workers go through time
and time again. They have no options to vent their frustration, and
can only do so by taking it out on the animals they are forced to kill.
It is the only way they can release tension without receiving any
real consequence from their supervisors or in their ordinary lives.
The emotional toll, however, is traumatizing and negatively life
changing. As Tice says, “It’s not anything anyone should be proud
of... It happened. It was my way of taking out frustration” (Ibid, 61).
resulting in blindness of one’s actions. It is due to their positions
that they experience such negative atmospheres. Who puts them
part of the cycle: corporate heads and controllers of this massive
billion dollar market of meat production.
Prideful
If there is anyone to blame for the anguish of this nation’s
people take the blunder. Ever heard the saying “money is the root
indeed. These would be the distributors, aka the big name brands

Niman Ranch, being a company who supports the natural
growth of animals and their welfare, would “drive out” their founder,
Bill Niman, in a pure act of greed (Foer, 244). As Niman would
say, “his own board forced him to leave, quite simply because they

Pilgrim’s Pride. These are just a few of the many producers of factory
farmed meat in the country. Within these companies, the corporate
sins: envy, greed, lust and pride. However, when discussing the idea
of the seven deadly sins, we cannot point at just one individual, but
the values and motives of the companies as a whole.
All four of the remaining sins tie in together to create another
cycle; in this case, a cycle of sin. Together, these sins motivate the
actions being made by the companies and their owners. When
one company is envious of another, they go to further lengths to
genetically modify their animals in order to create bigger and fuller
meat products. They are envious because they are greedy: they
want more money, and obtain more by cutting costs in the factory
farms, disregarding the health of the animals, the workers and the
people who buy their products. They are greedy because they lust for
power: the pursuit of gaining more and more of the world’s prizes,
including money, land and fame, are thrilling for these individuals
and is what drives them to commit these crimes against humanity
in order to obtain them. To make everything come full circle once
more, the sin of Pride sums it all up, as they refuse to see their
wrongdoings, having tunnel vision with their end goal being the
only thing in sight.
Oxford Dictionaries
something”, usually depicting sexual desires, but in this case is the

allow while remaining at the helm” (Ibid, 244). Bill Niman, writer
of the book, The Niman Ranch Cookbook: From Farm to Table with
would describe not only recipes to cook
Niman meats such as poultry, cattle and sows, but would discuss the
“human and natural methods” used to produce these animals for
consumption (Weber, 130). Foer himself would venture to the farms
providing their goods to the Niman Ranch brand, just as he did with
Paul Willis’ hog farm, in order to validate the sources himself. Foer’s
style of writing hits home and it hits hard: “It seems that even this
provider in the United States... has sold out” (Foer, 244). Even the
power of lust and greed, abolishing the single man who founded
the company. If the closest thing to a humane corporation, who
does that say about our nation’s ideals?
If there is one company who symbolizes the two sins of lust
in the Trough” by Robert Kennedy Jr., we learn of how dark and
deceiving this corporation truly is. This corporation started from the
ground up by manipulating North Carolinian farmers into working
for them, by signing a contract that required “tens of thousands
the producers, owning the large farms and “overproducing pigs”
until they were able to drop the price of pork “from 60 cents per
pound to eight cents per pound”. It is stated that it only takes “36

in-hand: corporations lust for power and then gain such power by
Foer notes a particular case during his travel to a family owned farm.
In this situation, these two evils took something wonderful, and
turned it into a nightmare.
Paul Willis was responsible for coordinating the production
of pork for Niman Ranch, who was, at the time, the “only national
supplier of nonfactory pork” in the United States (Foer, 165). Paul is
one of extraordinary qualities in the food industry: “Paul is always

hog farming industry, and giving US farmers no choice but to sign
heavily one-sided contracts in order for their businesses to survive
(50).
According to Kennedy Jr., “it will take farmers 20 years to pay
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farmers to use their property... and borrow approx. $200,000 to

seven sins, will come into play.
Oxford Dictionaries, Pride is a “feeling or deep
pleasure or satisfaction derived from one’s own achievements, the
achievements of those with whom one is closely associated, or
from qualities or possessions that are widely admired”. In another

factory farm (50). When I think of this, I think of slavery: workers
with nowhere to go unwillingly choose to serve this mogul of meat,
but having to pay the corporation just to get by. Majority of their

interferes with the individual’s recognition of the grace of God. It
has been called the sin from which all others arise” (deadlysins.
com). In other words, a man of extreme pride may think himself
a God among men when feeling such power, and may feel
untouchable by those “beneath them”. So while we may see the
pursuit of more money after already reaching a BILLION dollars
may be pointless, a so-called “god” may think otherwise. Ultimately,

they experienced before signing a “deal with the devil”. Combining
for money and control, and the hardships these farmers face by
becoming factory farmers, one can see why the producer aspect of
the cycle becomes so wrathful.
into the template of the evils of the meat industry (deadlysins.com).
However, the sin of Envy is responsible for the double-edged sword
that is Lust and Greed. Because corporations are out to get all the
power available to them, they are envious of those who may have
equivalent or even a higher amount of such power. What do these
businesses do when another has power that they want? Easy: They
buy out their competition.
Most recently, Hillshire Brands, creator of well-known
packaged meat products, such as hot dogs and sausages, is in the
middle of a bidding war between Pilgrim’s Pride and Tyson Foods
Inc. (Merced, “Pilgrim’s Pride Raises Its Bid for Hillshire, Topping
Tyson”). In a propaganda website funded by PETA, Pilgrim’s Pride,
who provides the poultry for KFC, puts on display the savagery of
its workers towards the chicken of their factory farms: undercover
video shows workers throwing, kicking and stomping chickens
for amusement, with these abuses being undocumented until it
reached the public eye through televised broadcasts (PETA). Tyson
Foods Inc., a leading supplier of meat products in the United
States, is known for using factory farming to pump meat from
metal for the public’s satisfaction, despite dumping piles of chicken
manure up to “60-feet-high” (Pollock, 83). These two companies,

in their factory farms and businesses. The issues of animal ethics,
welfare, global pollution and nutrition, all begin with pride.
Pride all have massive amounts of money, it isn’t hard to see why the
leaders of these corporations are so prideful. With all that power,
why isn’t it being used for good? What do we see the world leading
towards because of such pride and power? In terms of the global
safety and preservation, little is being done within these farms. The
with eating factory meat:
Large-scale production of livestock also causes
quantify. Partly because of how animals are raised in
hormones are becoming more prevalent in our food and
water supply (Colleran, 30-31).
As Foer mentions in his novel, “On a typical factory farm drugs are
fed to animals with every meal... rather than accept less-productive
animals, they compensated for the animals’ compromised immunity
with feed additives” (140). The usage of drugs in consumed meats
are harming our bodies and the environment as a whole: “Dirty,
crowded conditions on factory farms can propagate sickness and

corporation; yet, for what purpose? The answer should be easy by
now: money.
The two corporations want money and power. Michael J. De
La Merced, writer for the NY Times, documents the recent power
struggle between the two in his article, “Pilgrim’s Pride Raises Its
Bid for Hillshire, Topping Tyson”. Merced had this to say about the
bidding war:

(bovine spongiform encephalopathy)” (“We Continue to Beef Up
Big Time”). There are forces at work who mean to do us harm, while
the outside, what’s becoming of our insides?
Another interesting topic to discuss is the issue of animal feces.
Foer discusses in Eating Animals, the danger of factory-farmed
animal fecal matter: “A typical pig factory farm will produce 7.2
million pounds of manure annually, a typical broiler facility will
produce 6.6 million pounds and a typical cattle feedlot 344 million
pounds” (174). Here’s another interesting piece of information: “...
roughly 87,000 pounds of shit per second. The polluting strength
of this shit is 160 times greater than raw municipal sewage.” The
manure from these animals is literally destroying the o-zone layer
with its massive amount of pollutants. What do these factories end

chicken producers highlights the continued consolidation
within the food industry, as companies pursue higher
growth. Both Pilgrims’ Pride and Tyson view Hillshire’s
well-known brands, which also include Sara Lee desserts
and its namesake lunch meats, a way to gain higher-margin
products (Ibid).
Keywords: Higher-margin products; in other words, more money.
Pilgrim’s Pride and Tyson Foods Inc. are lustful and greedy,
are envious of each other and want only to consume this lesser
company in order to become larger than they already are. Merced
mentions the two companies methods, saying that they have been
“emboldened by high chicken prices and cheap corn feed costs,
giving them the resources to pursue acquisitions” (Ibid). These

adjacent to the hog sheds” (177). The feces are toxic and deadly,
and they place it into a pool right next to the food that we end up
eating. Finally, what is in the animals that cause such hazardous

using low quality feed for production and rising prices to maximize
nitrates and heavy metals. In addition, the waste nurses more than
100 microbial pathogens that can make humans sick, including
salmonella, cryptosporidium, streptococci and giardia”. The
owners of these factory farms do this willingly and have complete
knowledge of this, yet they decide to give us this food anyway. Why?

gaining the upper hand, despite having “$6.7 billion” as opposed
to Tyson Foods’ “$15 billion”. In the world of ordinary people, that
much money is way more than one can handle. Why do these
corporations want more? Where will this much money lead? Well,
talking to a CEO of one of these companies and trying to convince
him (or her) that it is pointless would probably generate obnoxious
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What about animal ethics and welfare? They are almost
non-existent. In the introduction to “Producers: The Wrathful”
mentioned earlier in this analysis, we get a glimpse of how cows,
pigs and chicken are being manipulated by factory farming, all

Practicing abstinence and diligence in what a person chooses to eat

alive, Cows are being slaughtered while conscious and chicken are
being drugged, stomped, kicked and thrown (Foer). Once again,
everyone involved in the meat industry has full knowledge of these
things, and yet nothing is being done. Our food is being handled
inhumanely, because corporate chooses not to provide its workers
with safer working conditions (GAO). People are getting sick and
dying from these meat products, and yet the rich live in such luxury.
The prideful are arrogant and ignorant; as long as the money keeps
coming in, then they have no idea what we’re talking about.

deadly sin of wrath (“patience”). Being able to accept situations
and having forward thinking in one’s actions will help a person to
become more patient. For factory farm and slaughterhouse workers,
patience is key in order to stay involved in such a job without
experiencing traumatic events, such as those featured in Eisnitz’s
novel, Slaughterhouse
new career if one were patient enough to pursue a new path.
Finally, chastity opposes lust, liberality opposes greed,
kindness opposes envy and humility opposes pride. While chastity
is in opposition of sexual intercourse, one can use the virtue of
Abstinence in this case. Because one would seem to be indulging in
the pursuit of power, corporations should abstain from doing so, if

Patience, having “the capacity to accept or tolerate delay,

“It’s only after we’ve lost everything that we’re free to do anything.”
Fight Club

and animals alike. Liberality, similar to charity, is “the quality of

The main idea of the novel, Fight Club, by Chuck Palahniuk, is
to become an anarchist. The main characters, Tyler and the narrator,
go on to attempt to bring the world back to ground zero:
In the world I see you are stalking elk through the damp
canyon forests around the ruins of Rockefeller Center. You’ll
wear leather clothes that will last you the rest of your life.
You’ll climb the wrist-thick kudzu vines that wrap the Sears

can provide their time and money for others, they are no longer
considered greedy. If corporations have any intention of providing
for the millions of Americans who give them billions and billions of
dollars, they should start with this virtuous trait.
Being kind involves giving love and being open, as opposed to
staying closed and angry; strong negative emotions produced by
envy. Corporations being kind to each other may seem far-fetched,

pounding corn, laying stripes of venison on the empty
car pool lane of some abandoned superhighways (Chuck
Palahniuk, Fight Club).
In this particular plot, the main characters have shunned the idea of
living as a consumerist, and wish to bring things back even before
the Agricultural Revolution. In the quote excerpted previously,
we see Tyler imagining a new world where people must harvest
their own food and even wearing the same clothes for the rest of
their lives. While this may be a more radical way to end the issues
surrounding factory farming, and consumerism in general, it
provides a basis to work with. In order to end it, we must BREAK the
cycle.
In essence, while humans may have become dependent on
material possessions in their everyday lives, it is truly those who
create these products who rely on us. If we are to alter the balance,
humans must make steps as a society against factory farming, in

many things, such as the well-being of their workers and animals,
providing for impoverished areas and nations and improving the
situation our planet is currently in. To battle pride with humility,
one must “swallow their pride” and become humble. In other words,
instead of becoming self-obsessed with one’s accomplishments, one
should consider their achievements but not place them on such high
standards. Being humble is shown through one’s actions and, like
pride is to the other sins, humility will open the path to becoming
virtuous in every other aspect of the seven virtues.
Of course, it goes without saying that seeing the seven virtues
being accomplished in the producer and distributor aspects of
the cycle would be a sight to behold. It would take decades upon
decades until our nation, and the world as a whole begins to see
change in the factory farm industry. If there’s any place to start, it’s
with us, the consumers. We have more power than we believe we
and motivate ourselves with the positives that come along with it.
By doing so, we will inspire others to follow suit, bringing in a new
revolution possibly succeeding the Communications Revolution we
are currently in. What might the future hold? We are the shapers of
our destiny, and it is our duty to inspire the change that we wish to
see made; if not for our sake, then for our future generation’s sake.

could be to become vegetarian or vegan. If that’s too drastic, one
could start eating organic and pasture-raised farmed animals
instead of the typical packaged products found in nearby grocery
stores. Looking at the backdrop of the Seven Deadly Sins, we as
people can use the Seven Virtues as a basis for change. The Seven
Virtues, conceived by Pope Gregory the Great when he created
the evil counterparts, are the polar opposites of the Seven Deadly
Sins. They are listed as Abstinence, Diligence, Patience, Chastity,
Liberality, Kindness and Humility (changingminds.org).
For the consumer aspect of the cycle, Abstinence and Diligence
Oxford
Dictionaries as “practice of restraining oneself from indulging in
something”. If people are able to abstain from eating meat, then
they will be able to overcome a gluttonous nature and negatively
impact the meat industry. One does not have to abstain from the
consumption of meat as a whole, but perhaps the meat created and
produced by factory farms. Smarter choices in food options can lead
to a healthier lifestyle.
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Chipotle bough their meats from big industrial farming, making it a
supporter for mistreating animals. At some point McDonald’s bough
Chipotle and were linked together. Steve Ells, CEO of Chipotle,
eventually wanted to know where his meat and herbs came from,
so he investigated. He didn’t like the idea of the whole GMO’s and
all the chemicals injected to his food that he decided to change it.

reach its last phase.
The Feedlot Phase:
This is the last phase before sending to calf to the slaughter
house. During this time the calves are kept in very high numbers
and fed a combination of forage and grain to achieve a weight of
about 1,000-1,500 pounds. (Communications Foundation).

back its name and bough meats from family farms, where the

farmers who want calves that are dehorned and castrated. During
the process of being dehorned and castrated, pain relievers are

natural sunlight or fresh air. Chipotle also buys its herbs from local
businesses and supports them. This is why “Food With Integrity” is
very important to us. Chipotle is showing other companies how to
take a step toward the right direction. Ever wondered why you see
a long line out the door every time you go to Chipotle. It could be
because what they stand for, and because how delicious non-GMO,
and free range animals taste.

Schlosser, Eric. Fast Food Nation: What the All-American Meal Is Doing to
the World. London: Penguin, 2002. Print.

Technology in the 21st century is so advanced that we are
capable of making a chicken grow twice as fast as their ancestors
did. Once hatched, the new chickens are put into a long shed
without any fresh air or any sunlight. Now imaging if you were in
a shed without both, fresh air, or any sunlight. It would be very
inhumane for us. The chickens are in the shed for about 40 to 45
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and water. Many chickens die because of dehydration or starvation.
They grow by the day and it gets to a point where they literally have
no space to move, and therefore have to jump on top of each other.
Now imagine yourself in that situation. You can’t, well here’s one.
Imagine yourself on the B1 bus or the train during rush hour. Many
of us get frustrated because everyone is right next to each other,
or because they are bumping into us. We have an urge to push
them away. Now imagine us in that situation trying to get food and
water to survive. It sounds like we wouldn’t survive either. Once the
chickens are grown to the desired weight they are put into cages,
where workers grab them and hurt them in most cases. They are

~~~~

by their legs. They then get their thoughts cut, and in some cases
they still remain conscious. They then get their feathers pealed and

Food, we all need it in order to survive. We, as well as our
ancestors, have relied on animals for food. Depending on our
culture, we eat all sorts of meats, from cows to rats. Disgusting?
Depends where we come from. One thing that has changed over
time is the way we get our food. The way our ancestors did it was by
hunting for their meats, while the woman gathered herbs that grew
from the ground. In today’s world we get our food from Industrial
Farming. We pay for our meat and herbs. Industrial farming plays
a big role in our day to day lives. Seems simple right? Well not so
much. In today’s society, many people don’t know what their food
has been through in order to get to their plate. We may seem like we
don’t know, or is it that we don’t want to open our eyes and take a
stand on what’s right? Our meats, such as chicken, go through a lot
of pain and misery just to be turned into food.
In today’s society, everyone is willing to do anything in order
to get a buck. Not just people but as well as big industries including
our own government. The demand for food is so high that industrial

very upsetting to me that we are practically eating baby chicken who
Who doesn’t love a nice juicy steak? Your right, vegetarian
people don’t. Let’s face it, the majority of the people in the world
love eating steak, barbeque ribs and hamburgers. Another animal in
our list is the cow. Without cows I honestly could say I don’t know
what I would do. I love going to Dallas BBQ and get myself the
house special which contain: french-fries, shrimp, barbeque ribs,
steak and a corn bread with fried onions. When I get home every
night from work I like to end my day with a bowl of cereal, a cup of
milk with Oreos or just a cup of milk. Like any other animal, once
the cattle is born it is taken away from its mom. As soon as the cattle
touches the ground, it begins its life as a factory-farmed cow. The
cattle goes through three phases known as: the “cow-calf” phase, the
“stocker” phase and the “feedlot” phase. During these phases the
cow grows to the desire weight in order for it to satisfy our needs.
The Cow-Calf Phase:
In this phase the farmer manages the cow during breeding,
gestation and calving to the point where the calves, young and
domestic cow, wean at between 6-9 months of age and weighing
400-700 pounds. (Communications Foundation). This is like taking

grow more than normal, and injected many chemicals in order for
the organism to survive. They have the organism live with others in
small cages making them have no space to move out. Seems horrible
right? Well that’s not all. They do this with cows, and their milk,
as well as pigs. That’s all? Not quite. Herbs don’t stay behind. Our
beautiful yellow corn has also been mutated to being perfect and
gorgeous. Have you ever seen corn that looks purple and ugly? Well

but your own.
The Stocker Phase:
The stocker phase consist of making the weaned calf gain
an additional weight of 200-400 pounds. (Communications
Foundation).This phase helps the calf grow enough in order for it to

I work for Chipotle Mexican Grill, and no, it’s not just because
I’m Mexican. Have you ever walked in and seen a phrase, “Food With
Integrity”? This is very important to the company. Yes, at some point
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said that based on their research they will replace the cages with
“group pens without any long-term problems or cost increase” (Marc
Kaufman). In their announcement they mention that they will
phase out the cages over a 10 year period, but guess what? A couple
years later the company say that they can’t meet their own dead line.
Why could this be? It may be that “their” research wasn’t accurate,
and it turns out that they are losing that green paper.
We should blame circuses for mistreating animals shouldn’t
we? We always want to pleasure ourselves by going out to have a nice
day at the circus. We enjoy it but do we know that circus animals
also get mistreated to perform spectacular shows. “Circuses peddle
cheap tricks to unsuspecting audiences by tearing baby elephants
away from their families and striking their sensitive body with a

castrating cows lead to many diseases and is the reason why many
farmers add antibiotics. The reason why we use antibiotics is so
the cow lives long enough to get slaughtered. The USDA has a
regulation that requires cleanliness and humane treatment during
the slaughter of an animal. There is just one problem. Money. That’s
right that green paper. The more cows they slaughter the more
money they are making. This pressures the “butchers” to kill the
animals quickly which lead for mistakes that often violate the USDA
regulations. In a day they slaughter about 2000 cattle so at this
spread it is “nearly impossible to guarantee each is slaughtered with
in regulations” (Communications Foundation).
How do you feel when you carry your heavy book-bag? Don’t
like it much right? I know I don’t. Cattle milk production has
increased so much you won’t believe. In the 1950’s, the average cow
produced about 5,300 pounds of milk. As you read these lines, a
modern cow produces a little under 20,000 pounds of milk a year.
That about triple the amount since the 1950’s. How do dairy farms

A lifetime of violent training tactics will eventually break elephants’
spirits, forcing them to live in constant fear” (Alec Baldwin). Believe
it or not, animals also have emotions and break down. Just because
they don’t have two arms and two legs, we shouldn’t hit them with
a bullhook to make them do what WE want. How would you feel
if someone hurt you because you didn’t do what they wanted you
to do? Imagine yourself traveling the country for 11 months, in
poorly ventilated boxcars. These are the conditions that these poor
elephants travel in, in order to perform and give us a great show.
and arthritis, the leading reason why captive elephants in the U.S
are euthanized” (Alec Baldwin). Isn’t nice how after we beat down
something in order to do what we want it to do? We create physical
problems for them, and instead of helping it we decide we should
put it to sleep. Pleasure can be acceptable to a certain point.
We all love a playful and pretty cat or dog. “In 2012, 62 percent
of American households included at least on pet” (Humanesociety.
org). Since the 1970’s pet ownership in the U.S has increased more
than triple. When we want something we always want it new, I

rBGH or rBST. These hormones make the cow produce that amount
of milk. The problem with this is that the cow’s udder is so big that
if they try to walk their udder will drag and potentially get hurt. The
life of a normal cow is about 20 years, but dairy cows don’t get the
chance to live that long, since we are literally draining their life away.
Here’s a fact for you, did you know that some milk that you drink
has blood from the cow? Well it’s true. Now next time you go drink
milk think about what you just read.

adopt the ones in shelter homes? “6 to 8 million number of cats and
dogs” (Humanesociety.org) enter a shelter each year and “2.7 million
number of adoptable cats and dogs” (Humanesociety.org) are
euthanized each year. This may seem like small numbers but these
pets are there because we put them there. We weren’t responsible
enough to maintain it and there for now many people won’t buy it
because no one wants to adopt a pet.

Oink, oink! What is that? You guessed right, it’s a pig. Don’t you
love to get your bacon, egg and cheese in the morning before you
go to school or work? I know I do. What are pigs known for? Pork
chops and BACON!! By this time I’m sure you think I’m a fat ass, but
I really am not. On a documentary video by the Humane Society,
it showed the life of a factory farm pig. Pigs are mistreated since
the day they see the light of day. Many of these piglets are tossed,
thrown and sometimes kicked for the satisfaction of us. Grown pigs
are put into “gestation crates”, which are small narrow steel cages.
The pigs have no room what so ever to lay down or move for more

worry who we hurt. It may be that we think that there’s no way to
change it, but there is. If you gave up meat for some dishes, and
everyone started to follow us it would begin a revolution where these
factories would have to change the way they grow their animals. Of
course, that’s if we all demand it. I am not trying to convince you
on giving up meat completely, just think twice before you eat. Just

to be slaughtered. Many of these pigs go insane because they can’t
do anything at all. Some of these pigs bite the steel cages causing
their gums to bleed and making it prone to infection. Because
impossible for them to walk or breathe. In one of the scenarios, a
pig broke it leg. A worker kicked it, screamed at it like if it was a
child, not understanding what the pig was going through. Since the
pig wouldn’t listen and just kept screaming, the worker got on top
of the pig and rode it like if it was a bull. All you heard was the pig
screaming of pain. I remember the time I broke my arm, and I didn’t
want anyone to touch my arm because it hurt just to move it. So
besides the fact you caused their leg to break you are going to ride

the meats and continue to as long as the market has them on their
shelf.

Gestation Crates

animals go through every day has to stop, or decrease. These animals
have to be cared for like any other human being that wants to step

Human beings, we were given this planet by the wonders of
life, to live on and to care for. We have done the opposite of what
we’ve been sent to do. We have inhabited and destroyed species that
where on this land way before we were. We have polluted the very

They made a public announcement of having cage-free facilities for
pigs. This practice is known for being the most “inhumane features

our government to stop the practices done to these poor animals.
Have you heard of the Asch conformity experiment? Basically in this
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experiment, Solomon, the person conducting the experiment in the

always trying to get the greatest use possible out of them (veganism.
com).

majority group. What does this mean? Just because we see a long
line at McDonalds, it does not mean that we should follow them
inside the door. It does not necessarily need to be McDonalds, but
any fast food place, or big factory farm corporation. So what are you
going to do?

An article the New York Times Magazine titled “His Day in
Court” talks about the idea of animals in civil court. Animals
themselves can’t sue a company for physical or mental damage.
Why? Because they can’t speak of course (Seierber 31). But is that
fair? Laws were created to protect the weak against the strong and
animals seem like the perfect example. We have to step in and help
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not be tolerated. In the article, a lawyer named Steven Wise who
is in pursuit of animal rights tells us his perspective on the legal
system and animals:
Wise has devoted himself to subverting that hierarchy by
not in order to cast cognitively advance beings like Tommy
in a human light, but rather to ask a judge to recognize
them as individuals in and of themselves: Being entitle
to something that without us, no wild animal would
ever require. The fundamental right, at least, not to be
wrongfully imprisoned. (Sierbert 31)
Wise is trying to explain how Tommy, a chimpanzee who had
been held captive in an inhumane manner, has right too (Sierber
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court. He thought about bringing in the case as a habeas corpus.
Habeas corpus are used to review the legality of the party’s arrest,
imprisonment, or detention (law.cornell.edu). The term itself means
“that you have the body”. Steven saw habeas corpus as a remedy for
rebuttal of a “legal person’s”. Other examples around the world that
used habeas corpus in their courts were found in India. The book of
Sikhs, a religious book was acknowledge legally as a person (Seirber
32).
For Steven Wise his ultimate goal is to win the cases on behalf
of the animals but also to send a message about how wrong it is the
imprisonment of animals for entertainment purposes. If captivity
of animals for the purpose of entertainment is to be questioned
shouldn’t we also question the imprisonment of farm animals?
Animals shouldn’t be looked as a product or even as the culprit of
what happens to them but as beings that have the right to be free
just the same way as humans. When we are talking about an animal
it’s always in the form of an “it” making the animal sound like a
thing.
Instead these animals are beings that were born into this earth,
have a mother and father, and raise a family just like us. We are
so similar to animals but sometimes we forget the similarities.
Torturing anybody with food deprivation, imprisonment, or physical
and mental torture should be a crime for everyone. That’s why laws
are crucial to prove that animals matter to us too and that farm
animals are a part of our society just like our favorite pets. They are
not commodities that can be used up after their value comes down
but beings of this world that were created just like us. In the article
it continues to say ”A nonhuman, is in fact, so invisible in a court
of law that the only way such a creature can seek redress is if the

~~~~

When you get up in the morning to eat breakfast, do you
question your food? Do you interrogate it to see where it’s come
from? The idea sounds crazy but you might be surprised about
undergo certain procedure. Most of us don’t but should ask our self
is if we think these laws are up to standards and if we can improve
them. Several of the meat laws that are in place were made by the
they behaved unethically regarding the treatment of animals. Due to
factory farms increase of technology, the way animals are raised has
care into their work factory farms have changed the process, so it’s
are all that matters. What we need to do is get rid of the laws that
help these companies make more money but in ways that are bad
don’t only improve our health and increase the quality of our food
but also living standards of animals.

done to it has in some way injured them (Sierbert 32).” How can
animals have no voice? We should give these animals a voice so that
they can defend themselves against people that have no morals and

Before the laws can be changed or enforced, the way animals
are seen as commodity has to change. Factory farms do not respect
the animals they are in charge of and treat them as commodity. A
commodity is a marketable item produced to satisfy wants or needs
of consumers (Merriam Webster Encyclopedia). Animals are seen
for their usefulness to us humans, instead of individuals whose lives
are more important than our interest in using them. Non-human
animals are seen as raw materials for production. Cows, pigs and
chickens are considered parts of farming systems, and farmers are

The Humane Farming Association has created many laws on
behalf of animals, striving for equality. One bill created was the farm
bill. This bill promotes a ban on all egg factory cages. This includes
misnamed cages (hfa.org). Some might think that just because it
says “enriched” cages the meaning is truthful. Like we learn in the
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book Eating Animals, words can be deceiving. In the case of factory
farming they can have a thousand meanings. Proposition 2 had been

them with the blades of forklifts, jabbed them in the eyes, and used
this video hit the media outlet it was discovered that the meat in
these slaughterhouses were been sold to schools in America which
were used for school lunches. 143 million pounds of beef were
recalled making it the biggest beef recall in history (Pitts 108).
Activist were key in this investigation to unfold the injustice that
was done to animals and kids in the public school system.
Another undercover investigation also done by the HSUS done
in 2010 found salmonella outbreak in two Iowa factory farms. 380
million eggs were recalled due to this outbreak (Pitts 108). What
caused it, the FDA investigated was the failure to remove dead birds
from laying houses. There was a presence of maggots in the manure
piles. Not only were we able to avoid a catastrophe from happening
by having a salmonella epidemic but the failure of factory farms
to follow the agricultural standards was also exposed. This is what
could be happening at this very moment in many factory farms.
We have the tools to stop factory farms from breaking the rules. We
need to enforce the laws that are in place and create newer, clearer
laws that sends a message to these companies.

chickens were guaranteed the right to live outside of cages unlike
their reality that is today (hfa.org). This bill felt like a threat to the
farming industry so they decided to complete a bill of their own
called S820 more commonly known as the “Rotten Egg Bill”. Instead
of having cage-free chickens they wanted the cage to become a little
bigger. The United Egg Producers (UEP) wrote the bill in hopes of
removing Proposal 2 (hfa.org). To factory farms keeping chickens in
a cage is a less costly manner of taking care of the hens that lay our
eggs. They don’t care about the health of the animal or if it should
have a right to live the normal life of a hen. If it’s going to make
The idea of an unfortunate animal been cage from its birth to
its death in is appalling. If a baby was raised in a similar way people
would be outraged and would want whoever did that crime to a baby
to pay for it for the rest of their lives in jail or even the death penalty
in some states. It is also scary how these industry can just come up
with a bill in a little amount of time so they can keep protecting
their interest. Just shows us how much power these people have
and how corrupt they can become when they hold so much power.
Although egg producers fought for this bill to go through because of
the power of the people it was not passed in congress (hfa.org).

In the journal The Enterprise Terrorism Act: The Need for a
Whistleblower Exception
belief that certain companies and institutions were been targeted
by violent attacks. It was formed to protect these agencies from
terrorism. Because the language is too broad interpretation of
what it says protected activities of farm factories by incriminating
whistleblowers. The act itself was never intended to incriminate
whistleblowers the bill was more concerned with domestic te
rrorism threads (Hill 651). The USDA (The United States
Department of Agriculture) depend on whistleblowers for
information on violations done to animals. An increase of violations
made it harder for the USDA to track these crimes and animal
cruelty. It has never been at the top of the list for USDA to protect
animal cruelty. An “animal enterprise” which are protect by this

In another article made by the Humane Society they explain
to us the dangers of anti-whistle blower bills, that threaten to
incriminate the people that expose all their unfollowed regulation,
mistreatment of animals, and workers. These bills called “ag-gag”
bills are made to press charges against activist who seek to inform
the public to what is behind the curtain (humanesociety.org). With
bills like the ag-gag it is virtually impossible to know truthfully what
is going on inside of factory farms.
The owner of these companies is able to manipulate the
information they give us so they can continue to produce the same
cheap food that helps their own pockets grow. This law is like telling

“(A) a commercial or academic enterprise that uses or sells

companies there should always be a system where you can monitor
what they are doing. When the rules/laws are not followed activist
are essential in exposing this truth to the public so we the public can
make a choice. The article “Ag-Gag” Legislation and Public Choice
by
Jessica Pitts discusses the history around Ag-Gag laws that have

agriculture, education, research, or testing;
(B) A zoo, aquarium, animal shelter, pet store, breeder,
furrier, circus, or rodeo, or other lawful competitive animal
event; or
(C) Any fair or similar event intended to advance
agricultural arts or sciences (Hill 653).”
The interpretation of this law was left open because of the lack
of clarifying speech. Basically anyone could interpret this law
to their own ideas which is what some factory farms have done.
Congress made matters worse by adding to the law the term
“physical disruption” to the law. This gave even more room for
misinterpretation (Hill 653). AETA was signed into law on
November 2006 by President George W. Bush. A federal law as
this one is very dangerous because factory farms can use it to their

called “The Farm Animal and Field Crop and Research Facility
to damage the enterprise conduct at the facility..... Enter an animal
facility to take pictures by photograph, video camera or by any other
mean” (Pitts 97). In 1991 North Dakota and Iowa followed Kansas
by introducing its own Ag-Gag law. Other states like New York also
created a bill but the committee of Agriculture did not pass it (Pitts
102). States like New York are more liberal and because of public
outcry it was not passed.

is free speech. If they can control what information the public can
access the next thing they will target is our liberty as American
citizens to make our choices of what we eat in an informed matter.

In recent years an increase on animal cruelty and poor meat
management has increased. This has become known because

It’s proven that the animals we slater feel pain. If the pets we
own can feel pain when we accidently step on them so can farm
animals. As they can feel pain many can recall memories of their
companions and learn to love similar to humans. In an article by
Nicholas Kristof of the New York Times called Are Chicks Brighter
than Babies? He brings us back to his childhood. He tells us:
The nobility of geese was most on display at execution time.

management. In 2007 there was a six week undercover investigation
done by the Humane Society which discovered widespread abuse
of a downer cow is a cow that is too sick or has been injured and is
unable to walk to the slaughter house. Pitt explains the actions of
the workers: “Workers at the slaughterhouse kicked cows, rammed
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My job as an 11-year-old when we beheaded the geese was to
capture a bird and take it to the chopping block as my dad

The earliest criminal protection acts in Anglo-American law,
in 1641 in Massachusetts and 1822 in England, were directed

randomly grab an unlucky goose. The bird in my arms would
hunk in terror and tried to escape, and the other geese would
cower in the corner of the barn, Then one goose would

protection of animals from cruelty was developing in the
United States during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
into a basic public value, farm animals, with few exceptions,
were being moved outside legal protection- either through

after me toward the chopping block, trying to honk comfort
to its mate. (Kristof)
Courage like this is not seen every day. When we hear of stories like
this our eyes start to water. Understanding that your loved one is
about to die and trying to comfort them so that they can die with,
is something many of us understand. How can we not have more
respect for animals that are able to feel at that level? They know
happiness and they know pain. The goose in the story stayed by the
side of its mate because it could remember the happy times it had
spent with its mate. They can feel the pain of their loved ones. This

through the exemption of cruel practices in farming from
Joseph Vining is trying to tell us how laws for animals have been
in the making for a long time but because of meanings of words
the law has also changed. Laws for animals were not for all animals
like farm animals because the power was given to the corporations
to change the meaning of cruel practices in a farm environment.
He continues “At the same time, individuals and farming was been
replaced by large-scale corporate processing organized along the

These types of scenes cannot be witnessed when there is factory
farming. Animals are dehumanized and just looked at as products
their birth, pain, and death is just a number that brings in cash.
we need to change the fact that life of these animals is looked as

Another problem that seems unbearably cruel is the way veal is
made. Many people know that veal is a delicacy which is expansive
to have. Behind the veal that was created for that rich person to eat
there is a baby calves that was ripped away from, his mother as soon
as they were born. Afterward they are placed inside a box that makes
them unable to move (hfa.org). The reason that farmers do that is
because they need the muscles of not to develop so that the veal can
be soft when people eat it. In an article by the HFA (the Humane
Farming Association) they go into more detail explaining: “Chain
in tiny crates, veal calves cannot walk, turn around, stretch their
legs, or lie down in a natural position. To obtain the light colored
meat sold as “milked-fed” veal, calves are deliberately kept anemic
(hfa.org)”. How can we purposely make a new born calve anemic
just so its meat can keep the color that the consumer likes. Keeping
that poor animal locked up in a cage without a mother until it’s
slaughtered. If we were to put a baby in that situation people would
be outraged of these events. When cases like this happen to human
for example the Genie case people are outraged by these atrocities.
Genie was born into an abusive environment. She was kept in her
crib tied up until the age of 13. She was socially isolated from the
world. After the police found her it was too late for her to develop
her linguistic skills. Horrible actions like these bring out the rage
in all of us and the same should be when farmer raise a baby calve
inside a cage until their death.
Baby calves instead are seen as a life with no value except
money. Who protects the weak calve from the big company. The law
is supposed to protect the calves used for veal from the consumer.
Just like we have civil rights that protect us from anyone that tries to
impose their ideals on us so should animals have the same right. A
baby calve should be able to be raised with their mother and feel the

place to protect farm animals but then factory farming came in to
change everything, In a scholarly journal by Joseph Vining called
Animal Cruelty Laws And Factory Farming he explains:

put a lessor value to an animal just because they are not human.
seems what we have in place right now is not enough. Because of

matters. Their pain will be reduced and not increased just because
it’s cheaper.

Factory farming hasn’t been around for long it’s just in the past

in the United States, a crisis in the way there are crises of mass

goal. We as Americans and citizens of the world should step up to
create change. More laws should be created that explain in perfect
detail that is a crime to harm another species even if that person
doing the harm is the owner. Enforcement of the laws that are
says:

conviction, and statigly, mandatory psychiatric treatment in
some jurisdictions. (Vining)
been done by criminals is so high that many of those crimes would
have been charged with felony if it would have been done to a
human. The person could have also been charged and sentenced to
for what they have done. How does that work? It’s also been proven
that a parson that can harm an animal has the same capability to
harm a human life. If this is true shouldn’t we be cracking down on
Sentencing the people that commit the crime also has to change.
For factory farms most of their punishment doing heinous crimes is
just a slap on the wrist. It’s easy for them to solve the problem since
they are rolling in money. Should the punishment not be taking
these companies something that is tangible? Taking their time
something that’s intangible would be a proper punishment.
Recently the F.D.A. has decided to restrict the use of antibiotics
on livestock. It is a step that is a progress for the future. In the article
by the New York Times by Sabrina Tavernise it says, “The change,
make it illegal for farmers and ranchers to use antibiotics to make
animals grow bigger (Tavernise).” Basically the industry hasn’t
been using the antibiotics for the reason they were invented for.
All that medicine was made to make the animals abnormally large
to the point that they cannot perform their everyday functions
like walking. They can’t walk to the feeding area, can’t bread by
themselves or socialize with other animals because of the discomfort
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that the antibiotics have cause their bodies. Laws like these don’t
only protect human health but also it protects the farm animals
from been fed something that’s so unnatural to them. If more
initiatives were to happen then we would have human and animal

“War Is Governance: Explaining the Logic of the Laws of War from a
Principal-Agent Perspective.” Michigan Law Review. N.p., n.d. Web. 27
May 2014. <http://www.michiganlawreview.org/>.
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2014: 28-33. Print.

are willing to make a change for the better.

the United States. In the journal by Stephan Iannacone “ every
person who shall maliciously kill, main or would any horse, ox or
other cattle, or any sheep, belonging to another, or shall maliciously
and cruelly beat or torture any such animal, whether belonging to
himself or another, shall, upon conviction, be adjudged guilty of a
animals as private property, the second on animal’s right without the
importance of the ownership. New York law has become a model
of animal cruelty laws in the country (Iannacone 751). The next
revolutionary to cruelty laws happened in 1866, also in New York,
a man named Henry Bergh created the American Association for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (ASPCA). Henry also helped
change the original animal cruelty provision (Iannacone 751). Fixing
the status recognizing that the owners themselves can be capable of
cruel acts against animals.
a felony (Iannacone 748). Recognizing that animals are not just a
commodity but have more values than the ones factory farming
bestows upon them. This is a good thing but in many cases most
animal abusers end up with just misdemeanors.
states create to protect animals. This is ranked in tiers from one
been the worst and 3 been the best. New York falls in the two tier
category (Iannacone 748). As we can see there is still room for
improvement for New York. Until all states are categorized as 3 tier
there will always be work to be done.
In the end the choice is up to us. We all know that what has
been happening to animals since our own technology has improved
which has given us the upper hand over other species is wrong. All
of us are born and die. Happiness is our ultimate goal no matter
created so not only can we save the life of an animal but so we can
still prove that we are humans full of feelings.
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KCC Students Create and Produce a
Closing Plenary:

“The Journey to What Matters”

piece. Students were in charge of tech, & production making sure
they were all on point. Being able to realize what they hard work was
all about and sharing it with the whole college community gave them
a sense of empowerment and ownership in their work and made them
feel like a real part of KCC.
It truly was a magical journey for them and me as we discovered
what really mattered. I hope you enjoy these excerpts from the
production envisioned and created by my students!

As an instructor of reading and writing for ESL and students
who are just learning to trust their reading, writing, and research
skills, I utilize my knowledge of acting and performance art to help
my young scholars with active reading and critical thinking. Over
the years I have found students love to perform and respond to music
and drama in a way that allows them to trust what they understand
about what they read. They also learn to trust their own thoughts in
their writing when they learn through poetry, music and dance.
Acting and performing further helps them with comprehension
and meaning. They learn to paraphrase and explain meaning in their
respond to collaboration and sharing what they learn with others.
My students worked with high school students from The Harlem
Village School of the Arts here in NYC and also with West Brunswick
High School Drama students in North Carolina where they shared
their response to Eating Animals through dance. They also worked
with volunteer professionals and students from City College,
Lehman College, and KCC alumni. From this they learned how
theater and reading and writing is a part of community and building
relationships in the real world. With the KCC Reads collaboration
they felt a part of something bigger, a greater universe where they

A young couple is enjoying a simple picnic in Prospect Park. It
is on this small patch of grass that the lovebirds are feasting
on sandwiches fried chicken, pork chops and the sound of each
innocent game of tag, and dogs devotedly accompanying their
under the warm Early summer sun.
GIRL
What a lovely day!
She points to the hummingbird.
Ah, look at the hummingbird!
Dismissing her and the bird

some?

In terms of the Creative/Rehearsal Process, and inspired by
Alice in Wonderland and The Lion King, I set an outline for the
performance piece - a young couple going on a picnic that included
meat. After they indulge, the fall asleep and a magical adventure
ensues, where the animals come to them to tell their stories through
dance, poetry and dramatic monologues to make the young couple
more aware of the issues and to remember what matters and to stand

GIRL
No, thank you. I’m Jewish.
BOY
So?
GIRL
We don’t eat pork.

list of animals and animal rights issues and asked them to research
information on the one they picked.
Then I gave the same list to my English 92 & 93 class. After the
research was done, I paired up the students and gave the 92 students

BOY
eat her pork chops. She’d smack me good.
GIRL
The opposite for me. I would be disrespecting my family and

professional volunteers and myself “rehearsed with them”. Both
music, choreographing dance, and developing the characters. WE
also rehearsed on weekends at Prospect Park and at Shetler Studios
in Manhattan to give the students an opportunity to have a real
“professional rehearsal” experience.
Throughout the semester we used the rehearsal process to help
us with our academic responses to our reading of the book. My
93 classes used it to work on paraphrasing, meaning, comprehension,
and developing their writing in a deeper more critically analytical
way. Throughout the process, the students learned the purpose & joy
of reading, research, and writing beyond the academic “have to pass
the test” way.
On Performance Day, at the KCC Reads Annual Conference,
students arrived at 9:00 a.m. to prepare and present their piece. From
this, they gained a sense of their purpose in a project - that it takes
the whole group to dedicate their time and energy in presenting a

BOY

He continues to eat.
GIRL
(….looking at the bird again.)
Hummingbirds are special, ya know. They symbolize love and joy
BOY
Yea, yea.
GIRL
(She goes to her phone and looks it up and starts reading…)
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GIRL
Don’t hurt it!
Boy
I’M NOT HURTIN’ THAT BIRD.

its speed, the hummingbird is known as a messenger and stopper of
time. It is also a symbol of love, joy, and beauty. The hummingbird

GIRL
YOU MIGHT BE HURTING ITS FEELINGS!

our past. But, this bird also teaches that we must not dwell on our
past; we need to move forward. When the hummingbird hovers over

BOY
Pshaw. Birds don’t have feelings.

moment, and appreciate the things we love.

GIRL
How do you know? I think they do.

of South America the hummingbird is a symbol of resurrection. It
seems to die on cold nights, but comes back to life again at sunrise.

BOY
Oh yea, so I guess you don’t want a bite of my roast beef or turkey
sandwich I brought, huh?

“The hummingbird is the creature that opens the heart. When the
hurt that caused us to close our hearts gets a chance to heal, our
hearts are free to open again.
“With hummingbird consciousness, we learn the truth of beauty.

GIRL
It is weird to think about a piece of chicken as a breathing live bird
that has feelings, isn’t it?

tastes. We laugh and enjoy creation, we appreciate the magic of the
present moment, and the magic of being alive.

BOY
I try not to think about it. Want some?

“Hummingbird teaches us the medicinal properties of plants and
GIRL

in a way where no one gets hurt. They teach us courage. Having the
courage to refrain from creating new trauma by communicating
non-violently toward ourselves and others is an important part of
healing. Recovering lost parts of ourselves enables us to become
healthily independent.

BOY
I don’t know how anybody can be a vegetarian. I gotta have my meat.
GIRL
up with meat. My mama makes the best ox tail soup.

“By observing the Hummingbird, we see they are seemingly tireless.
Always actively seeking the sweetest nectar, they remind us to
forever seek out the good in life and the beauty in each day. Amazing
migrators, some Hummingbirds are known to wing their way as far
as 2000 miles to reach their destination. This quality reminds us to
be persistent in the pursuit of our dreams, and adopt the tenacity of
(The boy interrupts her… not really having listened, he has been busy
eating…)

BOY
See, ya gotta eat meat. It’s respectful to your elders.
(Breaking down.)

GIRL
I guess I will have a little nibble.
BOY
There ya go! Enjoy!

They eat until they exhaust themselves.
BOY
MAN I AM ABOUT TO BUST!

BOY
Wanna piece?

~~~~

As myths and reality intertwine, there is a legend that can’t be
denied. It’s not a yarn, this is a truth well documented for all times.
This legend is about Man O’ War. They nicked named him “ Big
Red” you must be saying a man, probably some red headed general

Kids look at pig
Pig looks back, CRYING-

BOY
It’s nap time, man, gotta get my strength back.

BOY
Aw, live a little!

~~~~

tries to shoo it away as it dodges him.
Pig happy,
Finally found a home;
Kids play in the yard,
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based on mankind? Let’s test you further as to whom he could be.
He was a athlete and a great solider in his own right. He was what
Jackie Robinson was to baseball and Muhammad Ali is to boxing.
They placed a crown of roses around his nick. He was handsome,
strong, and muscular. Good blood lines ran through his veins. DNA
no doubt is what it’s all about. He knew it and his temper showed
it. Got it from grandpa I do believe. His hair wasn’t really red as his
nickname “Big Red” would have you to believe. There is another tale
about this and also how he died of a broken heart. Please pardon
me for holding this tale for another time. You said why wait, for
tomorrow is not promised and like our hero the only thing of value
that was his, was the pleasure he derived from the love he gave, and
those moments of love he received from his two companions. One
was a groomer named Harbut and the other an equine fox hunter
named Major Treat. As the story goes when they past his loneliness
and sadness spread like a cancer into his already weakened heart. No

And there’s nothing we can do.
I am trapped.
They hold me down,
They throw hot, burning water.
I yell, I cry for my life.
SILENCE.
It is the end.
~~~~

My name is Talikum.
I want to share with you my story.
a couple of cousins, too.
My family and I were a team and I was the youngest, the rookie; they
taught me how to survive, how to live.
I was taught how to love deep, stay happy, care for others and stay
humble.
One day I was so confused: I never hurt a human,
Never took their life, or harmed them.
But they took me from my family viscously, so violently.
My family called out for me,
Yelling at the humans, crying,
Telling me to stay strong and never forget where I came from
The humans placed me in a small tub
and only fed me when I behaved and I did as I was told.
I grew old. I grew in anger. I grew confused. I wanted my family.
I wanted to show them that they are wrong.
~~~~

GIRL

GIRL

BOY
Get outta here you stupid bird! It’s all ours dude.

To protect me in the wild,
To protect my wife,
To protect my child?
Night turns into day
And day into night.
Farewell my child,
As I look towards the light.

Enjoy the tropical weather,
Wind blows palm trees,
The sound of kids’ laughter
Make me excited.
They feed me,
Give me foodChicken and Rice;
Give me water.
The kids care about me.
I am happy on this sunny day,
in this tropical island
Pig scared;
Kids scared,
Running in the backyard

Day turns to night
And night back to day.
Crimson red drips from my side.
I know my life will be over,
As I hear the voices draw near.
I let out a moan,
And shed a tear.
Was I cursed to die like this?
For these godforsaken tusks?
To get shot down like this,
Now shit out of luck.
Where was the law

be with the two he loved forever on. As a youngster it has been said
that Man O’ War’s chestnut hair shined so bright that it looked red
in the light. As simply as that the nickname “ Red” came about. As
he grew bigger (1,150 pounds) to be exact the name also grew into
“Big Red”. Although he was rich, famous, and powerful he was not
the master of his life. Why not? This is because he was only a horse,
great yes! To man kind a servant. He was bred for one purpose only
horse by the name of Man O’ War and yes the greatest of them all.
He would be remembered for all time, by many a “racing enthusiast”.

I was the best, I beat them all. I was intelligent, strong, handsome,
and tall; and I made money for them all but in truth I had no
control and therefore I had nothing at all. I feared someday that
I might stumble and fall and then what would life be like for me?
Some whispered to me, “if you are no longer of value to man you
the slaughterhouse in Canada or Mexico”. (Terrifying) “if lucky
maybe carriage life” but this was not right at all. “Riding stables”?
Abominable,”and never get to attached to anyone either. For those
you love are ( here today and gone tomorrow). Pray you get very sick
(that’s costly). Then perhaps someone will put you quickly out of
your misery”. So until then I decided I’ll just whinny along until I’m
gone. As fate would have it I did make friends. They became my two
devoted companions. One human, always loving and attended to
my needs. He was my groomer. The other a horse like me, my love
she was my better half for she cheered me up when I was down and
that my heart could not bear and so I left to be up there in heaven
with my companions. I knew that I had been blessed for very few of
my kind are as fortunate in living a life like mine.
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I treat my turkeys with respect and when execution time
Comes, I try my best to make them comfortable.
I care deeply for my turkeys.
This is why I have the best around...
That’s me, Frank Reese.

~~~~

In the city of NY, tourists cruising down the westside
tourists lookin’ for a ride

~~~~

Everyday same shit, mistreated by my manager.
Remember when I used to run free in the wild,
Flirting and mating with the females due to my style.
What was once Fresh air and free land, is now Adults and teen
brats.

I came alive
when things went
crazy.
I pulled the plug on
the reports of
sturm & drang.
When someone
signaled I
left open
what I
could not close.
I broke a
covenant that

Or maybe Peter Lugers, as fresh steak,
Feelin’ Locked up like an inmate, going insane in old chains
Wishin’ once again I could smell that fresh grass,
but now I’m just a New York City horse without no name.
~~~~

Animals have sensory based thinking and I call it “thinking
in pictures”. Animals also recognize the voices of good and bad
people. There was an elephant which was afraid of diesel powered

I found out animals look around for information to see what
expecting them next. If they see you coming with a knife they know
they are going to be slaughtered and they get scared. When they see
you with grass or food in your hand they know you are going to feed
them and they approach you to get that food from you. Like pigeons,
if they notice you have a stone or a cage in your hand they try to
escape from you. But if you have some grains, they come to you
closer. So it’s a world of visual detail and sensory based. I am a visual
thinker so it makes easier for me to talk about animal behavior. A lot
of people who are very good at handling animals know how animals
behave but they don’t really know how to explain it in language.
The thing is , think sensory, what is something look like? What
does it smell like? What does it feel like? What does it sound like?
I remember one time I was frustrated with the horse trainer when
he couldn’t tell his students how to tell when the horse was upset.
And i told him to close his eyes and think what the horse does when
he gets upset. Horses usually swish their tales and move their head
left and right. All you have to do is pay attention and you will see
when they are happy ,upset or hungry. People have to be gentle

than murder.
I vent my wrath
on animals
pretending they will turn
divine.
I open up
rare certainties
that test free will.
I take from animals
a place in which
the taste of death
pours from their mouths
& drowns them.
I support a
lesser surface.
I draw comfort from
the knowledge
of their
being.

you mouth shut in front of them and move slowly so they don’t get
frightened.
~~~~

I am a farm boy.
I raise turkeys all day long
I keep my turkeys healthy.
I don’t over feed them nor do I give them drugs.
This is why my turkeys are the healthiest around.
Because I, for one, have the healthiest around.
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